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Interference Wars 
Dominate LPFM 
by Leslie Stimson 

WASHINGTON The FCC proposal to 
relax interference protection standards in 
order to allow new low-power stations on 
the FM band has generated thousands of 
public comments. 

As the filing deadline draws to a close 
on Sept. 2, broadcasters and would-be 
broadcasters seem diametrically opposed 
over the ability of the FM band to with-
stand more interference without intolera-
bly degrading the audio quality. 
LPFM supporters and opponents also 

disagree sharply on whether the corn-

mission should delay LPFM channel 
allocations until a digital transmission 
standard is selected. 

What next 
The commission staff now will review, 

the flood of comments and try to find a 
workable compromise that does not 
degrade the FM band nor threaten radio's 
digital transition. 

Technical questions are at the heart of 
the debate. As a result, opponents and 
proponents submitted opposing technical 
studies about the possible effects of 

See LPFM, page 8 
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WW1 Wins 
In Metro 
Buyout 
by Randy J. Stine 

NEW YORK Most media analysts 
agree with Infinity Broadcasting 
Corp. Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer Mel 
Karmazin's 
decision to 
buy Metro 
Networks to 
complement 
his Shadow Traffic division at 
Westwood One. In doing so, they say 
Karmazin purchased the industry 
leader and eliminated most of the 
competition. 

The $900 million deal announced 
in June gives WWI, managed by 
Infinity Broadcasting, nearly total 
domination of the outsourced traffic 
service business. CBS Corp. owns 25 
percent of WWI. Infinity is the radio 
and outdoor arm of CBS. 

The deal means that Metro's traf-
fic and news operations will co-exist 
with Shadow's traffic and news 

See TRAFFIC, page 5 
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• NEWSWATCH. 

FCC Allows 
Six Radio, Two TV 

WASHINGTON For some time, the 
FCC technically prohibited radio/TV 
cross-ownership, but allowed it in prac-
tice by granting numerous waivers to the 
rules. Now the FCC has relaxed several 
TV broadcast ownership rules, including 
those pertaining to radio/TV cross-own-
ership. FCC Chairman Bill Kennard said 
he hoped the changes would bring cer-
tainty to the marketplace. 

Now, a single entity can own two TV 
stations and six radio stations in a market 

where at least 20 independent media voic-
es ( including newspapers and cable) would 
remain post-merger. A broadcaster may 
also own seven radio stations and one TV 
station instead, or just eight radio stations. 
A combo of one TV and one radio out-

let will be allowed in any market. 
Groups that already had a waiver to 

own one TV and eight radio stations in a 
market, along with grants of waiver 
requests on file as of July 29, will be 
"grandfathered" in to the new rule. Those 
owners will be allowed to operate their 
combos for another five years, and then 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 

In markets with 10-19 unaffiliated 
media voices, one entity can own four 

radio and one or two TV outlets. 
The FCC will allow waivers of the 

radio/TV cross-ownership rule in cases 
where one of the stations in a proposed 
deal is a failed station. 

Stock Ownership 
Redefined 

WASHINGTON The FCC also has 
revised broadcast ownership attribution 
rules, or how much stock an entity can 
own in a broadcaster before it "counts" as 
an owner for the purposes of multiple 
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Who's Buying What? 

Workbench: Put Old Cabinets to 

New Uses 

by John Rr.rr t 

ownership. Now, passive investors (such 
as bank trust departments, mutual funds 

" btitt insurance companies) with a 20-per-
Cent interest in a station are counted as 
owners, up from 10 percent. The 5-percent 
stock benchmark for ownership attribution 
of active investors remains unchanged. 

In the new "equity/debt plus" rule, any 
party becomes attributable if that party 
holds more than a 33 percent financial 
interest in a station, whether equity or 

See NEWSWATCH, page 3 
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Elm  COMMENTARY 

USADR: A Total Systems Approach 
by Glynn Walden 
and Rick Martinson 

USA Digital Radio recently initiated 
the final phase of its In-Band On-
Channel Digital Audio Broadcasting sys-
tem test, broadcasting on prominent radio 
stations representing challenging interfer-
ence conditions and a variety of transmis-
sion infrastructure configurations around 
the country. 

This final system test is the culmina-
tion of almost a decade of research and 
development directed toward perfecting 
the technology that will seamlessly and 
efficiently transition AM and FM radio to 
the world of digital. 

In that time, USADR has completed 
in-depth interference studies on the AM 
and FM bands, performed comprehen-
sive channel characterizations, conduct-
ed countless simulations using real-
world data and logged over 10,000 
hours of over-the-air tests on numerous 
radio stations including the first ever 
IBOC DAB Transmission in 1992 on 
WILL-FM in Urbana, Ill. 
As we cross this milestone, USADR 

feels it is important to share with the 
broadcast community some key aspects 
of our system, and why we consider it 
to be the only viable approach for a dig-
ital radio service. 
The objectives of IBOC DAB are to 

bring the tremendous benefits of superior 
digital audio quality, enhanced data services 
and improved signal coverage to broadcast-
ers and their listeners. 

Design Feature 

Digital Coding Techniques 

Benefit USADR 
System 

Redundant sidebands 

First Adjacent 
Cancellation (FAC) 

Code Combining 

Digital Audio quality transmitted 
twice, unimpaired reception in 
presence of adjacent channel 

interference 

Essential to handle adjacent 
channel interference 

Error correction for drop-out free 
reception 

Power Combining Delivers twice as much DAB power 

Multiple Audio 
Stream System 

_ 

Long Interleaver Enhances error correction accuracy 
and reduces audio interruptions 

Instant Tuning Instantly acquires with analog 

Blend 

1. Time and Frequency 
Diversity 

Audio Error 
Concealment 

Insures fast tuning and continuity of 
service at edge of coverage 

Improves performance in multipath 
noise and interference 

Reduces audio impairments in 
presence of multipath. noise and 

Interference 

Our research, development and testing 
efforts conclude that IBOC must be able 
to survive the severe multipath, noise and 
interference conditions present in both 
the AM and FM bands. Our system is 
therefore designed to meet these objec-
tives in this challenging environment by 
employing multiple digital signaling 
techniques including: 

• Redundancy of Digital Information 
• First Adjacent Station Cancellation 
• Code and Power Combining 
• Long Interleavers 

• NEWSWATCH• 

NEVVSVVATCH, continued from page 2 

debt or a combination of those, and sup-
plies more than 15 percent of a station's 
weekly programming or has other 
media interests in the market. All stock, 
whether common or preferred, voting or 
nonvoting, will be counted toward the 
33 percent threshold. 

Tax Certificate 
Comeback? 

WASHINGTON U.S. Senate 
Commerce Committee Chairman John 
McCain (R- Ariz.) and Telecom 
Subcommittee Chairman Conrad Burns 
(R-Mont.) have prepared a bill that is a 
new version of the defunct minority tax 
certificate program. 

Congress killed the program in 1995 
because of complaints of abuse. The 
new bill would allow a taxpayer to 
defer the tax realized on capital gains 
realized from the sale of a station if that 
sale is to a minority or if the gain is 
invested in a minority-owned station. 
The new bill, which McCain intends to 
introduce this fall, would include all 
telecommunications companies. 

In the House, Reps. Charles Rangel 
(D-N.Y.) and Eliot Engel (D-N.Y.) said 
they plan to offer companion legislation. 
NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts 

said NAB supports several tax certifi-
cate proposals in the works. 
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard 

praised the proposals and said he was 
confident the FCC could work with 
Congress to establish a new tax certifi-
cate program. 

Simple Connection 
Console Harnesses & Prewired Program Racks 

Simply Connect to the Turnkey Distributor ... 

BROADCAST  
 RICHMOND 

• Instant Tuning 
• Blend 

The combination of these techniques 
and coding algorithms used exclusively in 
the USADR system deliver the highest 
performing, most robust digital radio ser-
vice as part of our total systems approach 
to IBOC as described below (see Figure I ). 
IBOC DAB systems must deliver new 

digital services simultaneously with the 
existing analog broadcast. The DAB sig-

flats are transmitted at low levels on each 
side or sideband of the "host- analog sig-
nal to prevent interference to the host and 
stations on adjacent channels. 

If the sidebands are not redundant — as 
is the case with a system that employs 
multiple unique audio "streams" contained 
in each sideband — digital audio quality is 
sacrificed due to the presence of an adja-
cent interfering station. USADR has found 
this interference occurs on over half of all 
radio stations. Therefore, our system 
employs redundant audio information 
placed in the upper and lower sidebands to 
ensure that the system works across the 
country on all radio stations. 

Our system further combats interfer-
ence through our unique First Adjacent 
Canceller technology. FAC cancels the 
effects of a strong analog first adjacent 
channel station, which can easily wipe out 
a digital sideband. This patent-pending 
technology greatly increases the chances 
of a sideband surviving — and when com-
bined with our redundant sideband imple-
mentation, provides robust digital recep-
tion under all interference conditions. 

Our system overcomes multipath and 
noise through the use of proprietary cod-
ing and power combining techniques. 
The USADR system uses proprietary 
error correction techniques that apply 
complementary coding to the upper and 
lower sidebands. 

The use of these complementary codes 
allows for a more powerful error correction 
algorithm by code-combining the sidebands, 
ensuring near dropout-free digital reception. 
The sidebands are also power-combined in 

See USADR, page 6 

WHAT COMES 
AFTER DIGITAL? 
In the beginning, there were stone axes. 

Then came fire, the wheel, and the steam 
engine. Then came analog audio and then 
digital audio. What comes next? 

Certainly the stone wheel must have looked 
to the caveman to be the greatest discovery 
that ever could be. And to the simple farmer of 
the 1800's, the steam engine was the most 
modern contrivance that his mind could 
imagine. But neither was a terminal technology. 
Both have been replaced as time marches on. 

Digital audio is also not a terminal 
technology. It is simply where we are now. 

Want to know what comes after digital? Call 
(724) 772-2310 and ask for our white paper 
"Artificial Intelligence, It's What Comes After 
Digital". While you're at it, you could also ask 
for a no-obligation, 10-day demo of COBALT 
BLUETm, the world's first Neural Network 
audio processor. 
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Many Words, Little Consensus 
We need no proul that the low-power 

issue is the biggest thing to come down 
the radio pike at the FCC in recent 
years. 

But if we did need proof. here it is. As 
Leslie Stimson reports on the front page 
of this issue, the commission has been 
flooded with thousands of comments 
about LPFM. 
The NAB alone turned in what 

President Eddie Fritts called one of the 
most exhaustive filings ever submitted by 
the association, the result of a seven-
month study into the possible effects of a 
new low-power service. 
The biggest concern, and the most 

potent argument for broadcasters, is the 
interference issue. You'll find details on 
page 7. 
NAB. CEMA and other interested 

parties have raised very serious con-
cerns about interference. But how much 
is acceptable seems to depend in part on 
where the observer stands on the general 
desirability of more stations. The moun-
tain of comments sent to the FCC and to 
us at RW — and the technical studies. 
which draw very diverse conclusions — 
reflect that. 

In the end, a decision on LPFM is 
likely to come down to politics; and in 
the current environment in Washington. 
low-power stands a good chance of 
happening. But the NAB and its allies 
on the Hill are strong, and they could 
well delay the idea, hoping for a new 
chairman after the next presidential 
elections. 

* * * 

Clippings and comments from around 
the world of radio ... 

Yes, the Internet is a real threat to your 
advertising revenue, according to one 
source. 
A recent study from a technology 

research firm predicts Internet adver-
tising will more than triple in the next 
four years. 

According to the Wall Street Journal. 
Forrester Research estimates Net adver-
tising will make up more than 8 percent 

of advertisers' total marketing efforts by 
2004. accounting for about $22 billion in 
spending in the United States. 
Does that 8 percent figure sound 

familiar? It should — radio has been try-
ing to get up to that share of ad spending 
for years. moving off its well-known 7 
percent mark. 
And the advertising community is 

watching. The headline of the online 
WSJ story went right to the point: "Net Is 

Mtn.. 11.1. 
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NAB's technical filing on low-power 
radio runs to more than 500 pages. 

Expected to Rival Radio in Ad Spending 
by 2004." 

The Internet, it stated, will rival radio 
as the fourth- largest ad medium in the 
country at that point — better than maga-
zines and Yellow Pages, and behind only 
TV. newspapers and direct mail. 

But you already knew that. You heard 
the warning bells two years ago. and you 
took our advice and mapped out an 
Internet strategy for your station or 
group. By now, those NTR dollars are 
just quietly flowing in. 

* * * 

Did you ever notice how people keep 
comparing other media success stories to 

radio? 
There was another interesting story 

recently that used radio as a comparison 
point, this one in the Chicago Tribune not 
long ago. 

In an article titled "TV as 
Background Noise,- the Trib wrote: "In 
many households. TV is becoming the 
medium of choice in the morning — 
serving the same purpose radio has had 
for years. Instead of sitting down to 
watch the tube, people are using TV just 
like radio — listening to the audio por-
tion while they move about preparing 
for the day." 

The paper quoted the head of a local 
TV station as saying. "I think people are 
going to bed earlier, and getting up earli-
er. I think they are also more health con-
scious and working out." 

He said TV has become part of their 
morning workouts, and that people are 
using the medium as a local source of 
traffic and weather information. 

Another TV executive in the same 
market said, "We purposefully have 
copied the radio model because radio fig-
ured out that if you put traffic and weath-
er on at a particular time, people might 
be (doing) something else, but they'll 
come over to get it." 

The Trib concludes that TV's pursuit 
of radio's prime target audience is "on 
the radar," but not causing any changes 
in radio programming. yet. 
Hmmm. 
I think the newspaper is stretching this 

point, and engaging in a bit of wishful 
thinking. Not surprising, in a competing 
medium. But keep an eye on your morn-
ing franchise. 

* * * 

I'm pleased to welcome Laura Dely to 
the staff of Radio World as our new 
business editor. 
A graduate of Kalamazoo College, she 

was working at Macy's in the late 1980s 
when she successfully pitched a story to 
Monitor Radio about a visually impaired 
baseball announcer. 
From that start in journalism, she 

From the Editor 

went to work for a community newspa-
per in Boston, and eventually moved to 
Manhattan, where she worked on the 
air as a news contributor to public sta-
tions WNYC-AM-FM and filed free-
lance stories for NPR, the BBC and 
"The World" on PRI. 

Later, she took a news desk job across 
town at WOR(AM) in New York. After 
moving to the Washington area, she took 
on more contract work at NPR, where 
she has written, produced and voiced 
numerous stories. 

Dely edits GM Journal and is our main 
contact person for news about radio busi-
ness, stations and groups. Contact her via 
e-mail at Idely@imaspub.com 

* * * 

Meanwhile. RW is seeking a technical 
editor/writer to join our staff. 

This position is ideal for someone 
who loves the radio industry, loves 
playing with audio hardware and has 
experience in journalism or technical 
writing. That describes many of our 
readers perfectly. 
You'll be working for your favorite 

publication — RW. And our global pub-
lishing company offers many growth 
opportunities at 18 publications, includ-
ing TV Technology, Pro Audio Review 
and Radio World International. If this 
sounds like you, we should talk. 

Send résumé and salary requirements 
to me at Radio World, RO. Box 1214, 
Falls Church. VA 22041, or via e-mail to 
pmelane@ imaspub.coin 

"It's almost like standing 
in front of the transmitter!" 
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In the Wake of a Traffic Deal 
TRAFFIC, continued from page 2 

operations. 
Plans are for the two to remain sepa-

rate, but with the potential to share some 
aircraft and other resources. 

Both Metro and Shadow operate on a 
barter system. 

"It was brilliant for CBS and 
Westwood One," said John Lund. presi-
dent of the Lund Consultants to 
Broadcast Management in San 
Francisco. "When you look at how those 
pieces all fit together under the CBS 

John Lund 

umbrella, it is a nice fit." 
But Lund. whose consulting company 

works with more than 100 radio stations 
in the United States, said he and his 
clients are somewhat concerned about a 
lack of competition in the traffic report-
ing business. 

"Most major markets will now have 
only Westwood One product to choose 
from. That means the stations could be 
forced to give up more inventory for the 
service, without question." he said. 
"When there is no competition. there is 
no free market." 

In San Francisco, for example, where 
Infinity owns KCBS(AM) and six other 
stations, the Infinity-owned stations have 
always carried Shadow Traffic. Lund 
said. Station managers of non-Infinity 
stations that carry Metro Traffic could 
feel like they are "lining the pockets of 
the competition." Lund specifically men-
tioned KGO(AM). owned by ABC Inc., 
as a Metro subscriber. 

"I really think this merger could open 
up an avenue for another traffic provider 
to jump in. Or more of the major radio 
groups will do what Clear Channel has 
done and start providing their own traffic 
to their cluster of stations." Lund said. 

Clear Channel Communications pro-
vides its own traffic to its stations in San 
Diego, Los Angeles, Tampa- St. 
Petersburg, Cincinnati and Memphis. 

Local stations 
Dennis Winslow, program director at 

KLDE(FM). a Metro affiliate in 
Houston, said the AMFM Media station 
might someday consider doing its own 
traffic. 

"As the radio business grows, you are 
going to see the tentacles reaching in 
from different areas and many of these 
major broadcast groups will become 
intertwined in some ways. We are cer-
tainly not opposed to working with 
Westwood One, but with this many sta-
tions in a market. I think we could make 
it profitable doing it ourselves," 
Winslow said. 

AMFM Media owns eight stations in 
Houston. 

In New York, David Bernstein. pro-
gram director at longtime Metro affiliate 
WOR(AM), said he expects little change 
in the way Metro does business. 

"First and foremost, these people are 
broadcasters and they know the broadcast 
game. Things may change in the board-
room at Metro, but we expect the same 
quality product we've always received." 
Bernstein said. 

"They ( Metro) always treat me like 
I'm their only affiliate," said Phil 
Boyce. program director at Metro affil-
iate WABC(AM) in New York. "So 1 
assume they must treat all of their 
affiliates the same way. which is extra-
ordinary." 

Customer service aside. Boyce feels 
Metro is the best of the traffic services. 

"There is no doubt that they ( Metro) 
are the best at what they do. We get a 
polished sound and serve our listeners 
without the investment in equipment 
and bodies." 

The transaction had been in the works 
for a long time. "I personally pursued this 
deal for over three years," said David 
Saperstein, Metro chief executive officer 
and founder of the Houston-based com-
pany in 1978. 

David Saperstein 

"At times it would be us buying them, 
and then the other way around." 

Saperstein, 59, noted that both he and 
Karmazin saw many advantages in being 
one instead of two. 

"Metro will soon have the news-gath-
ering and delivery expertise of 
Westwood One on our side. And no one 
knows the traffic business better than we 
do," he said. 

Ed Shane. president of the research 
and consulting firm Shane Media 
Services in Houston. said it was logi-
cal for Metro and Shadow to pursue 
each other. 

"I'm a bit surprised the deal wasn't the 
other way around because Metro is by far 
the larger and more respected of the 
two," he said. "Outsourced traffic has 
become a huge business and it's pretty 
much all Westwood One now." 

Metro operates in 80 markets and 
provides reporting services for 1.700 
radio stations. It has nearly 2,500 
employees. Shadow serves 16 markets 
and 300 stations. 

Now, executives of both companies 
need to figure out how to mesh their 
resources. Metro and Shadow duplicate 
services in 16 markets. Saperstein said 
operations will remain separate in those 
markets for now. 

"We will share some helicopters and 
other major expenses where we can," 
he said. 

Internet presence 
Saperstein estimated savings of $8 

million to $ 10 million the next two years 
for the companies. Some of that money 
\\ ill be used to expand Metro's presence 
on the Internet. 

"That is our biggest area for potential-
ly rapid growth. We have always held 
back a little bit, but now with Westwood 
One's resources we'll certainly expand 
our presence on the Internet.- he said. 

The Metro Source wire and audio ser-
vice also stands to benefit from the merg-
er. Saperstein said, "With Westwood 
One's content and news-gathering divi-
sions contributing, the Source will be 
even better." 

The Source is a newsroom operating 
system that can be used for digital editing 
and receiving audio feeds, along with its 
wire capabilities. 

Saperstein said no layoffs are planned 
once the sale is completed this fall. 

"This is the same as broadcasting, a 
talent- driven business," Saperstein 
said. "We have talented people on the 
air and collecting information who like 
to compete. It doesn't matter if it's 
with the guy across the hallway or not, 

Ed Shane 

they still want to win." 
Saperstein owns 53 percent of Metro 

stock. He will join the WWI board after 
the sale. Metro President Charles 
Bortnick will become president and chief 
operating officer of WW1's combined 
traffic division. 
How many people depend on traffic 

reports everyday? According to Lund. 
traffic reporting is big business in major 
markets. 

"Traffic is very important and is 
used by nearly 70 percent of most sta-
tion's listeners in major markets. In 
some cases our research has shown it is 
twice as popular as sports and in many 
cities it's almost as important as the 
weather." he said. 
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USADR's IBOC Research Update 
USADR, continued from page 3 

the receiver to deliver an additional power 
gain. Only the USADR system. designed 
with redundant sidebands. can take advan-
tage of code and power combining. 

Station acquisition or tuning time is a 
critical system requirement. Listeners are 
used to tuning in a station without the 
delays associated with digital acquisition. 
In digital transmission systems. signal 
robustness is traded-off versus tuning time. 

Interleavers. which are portions of 
control code integral to all DAB sys-
tems, drive this trade-off. Short inter-
leavers lead to rapid tuning. but result 
in higher rates of audio dropouts; long 
interleavers provide more robust perfor-
mance but result in longer tuning times. 
USADR has designed its system to 

meet both objectives by incorporating a 
long interleaver to ensure the required 
signal robustness while achieving instant 
tuning by using the available analog sig-
nal and seamlessly blending to digital 
after the digital signal is acquired. At the 
edge of a station's coverage area, blend-
ing to analog prevents abrupt digital 
dropouts ( the dreaded digital " cliff 
effect") by using the host analog audio as 
a backup channel. 

The USADR system. employing the 
above techniques. is designed to ensure a 
superior robust signal within a station's cov-
erage area compared to a system employing 
multiple unique audio "streams." 

Figure 2 illustrates predicted system 
performance plotted against distance 
from the transmitter. Systems employing 
this "streaming" approach have lower 
audio quality due to the additional over-
head required to support multiple audio 
streams. In the presence of interference. 
noise or multipath. USADR's proprietary 
techniques maintain unimpaired digital 
audio quality while "streaming systems," 
by design, degrade and eventually mute. 
Near the edge of coverage. USADR's 
system will seamlessly blend to analog, 
ensuring an acceptable listening experi-

ence without dropouts. 
USADR's Total System Approach 

applies the above digital signaling tech-
niques to ensure delivery of a superior lis-
tening experience in the challenging AM 
and FM bands. USADR's system is based 
on extensive research and experimentation. 
and represents the optimization of a number 
of signaling techniques to deliver the finest 
digital radio service throughout the country. 
We look forward to continuing to work 

with you in the coming months to imple-
ment this exciting new technology. 

Glynn Walden is vice president of 
broadcast engineering and Rick 
Martinson is director (9'. DAB develop-
ment fOr USA Digital Radio. 

DIGITAL NEWS 

USADR Tests 

On 12 Stations 

COLUMBIA, Md. USA Digital 
Radio is testing its prototype in-band, 
on-channel digital audio broadcasting 
systems on 12 stations. With most of the 
test equipment already installed, tests 
efforts are underway at several stations. 
The stations are: 
• New York: WCBS(AM), WNEW(FM) 
• Washington: WETA(FM), 
WHFS(FM), WJFK-FM, WTOP(AM) 
• San Francisco: KLLC(FM), 
KYCY(AM) 
.• Baltimore: WPOC(FM) 
• Cincinnati: WNOP(AM), experimental 
test station 1660(AM) 
• Columbia, Md.: experimental test sta-
• tic:#.1193.5 FM 
...Glynn Walden, USADR director of 
.engineering, said it takes about a day 
to install the necessary equipment to 
be able to transmit the hybrid ana-
log/IBOC DAB signal. USADR is 
providing test stations with a digital 
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audio exciter and a digital audio 
processor. For FMs. the combiners 
have already been installed by 
USADR. At each station, USADR is 
using the station's existing antenna to 
transmit the hybrid signal. 
USADR is using transmitters from 

QE! Corp., Harris Corp., Broadcast 
Electronics Inc. and Continental 

((-r) USADR's Patrick Malley and Bill 
Elliott pose in the test van. 

Electronics Corp. 
USADR staff and some Xetron Corp. 

staff will drive test vans equipped with 
prototype receivers and spectrum ana-
lyzers to record the received hybrid sig-
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nals. Xetron is helping USADR with its 
AM testing. 
New to the USADR team for the test-

ing effort is broadcast engineer Bill 
Elliott from WYUU(AM), Tampa, Fla. 

Walden said USADR needs to be fin-
ished with the testing in November in 
order to submit test results to the 
National Radio Systems DAB 
Subcommittee by Dec. 15. 
USADR President and Chief Executive 

Officer Robert Struble said that USADR 
conducted its first IBOC broadcast in 
1992 at WILL-FM, Urbana, Ill. 
"USA Digital Radio has logged over 

10,000 hours of IBOC DAB live broad-
casts," he said. 
He estimated initial IBOC receiver 

costs at about $ 1,000 per unit. 

WI? to Demo 

IBOC System 

WARREN, N.J. Lucent Digital 
Radio, which broadcast a hybrid ana-
log/IBOC DAB signal on WBJB-FM, 
Lincroft, N.J., will have a demonstration 
of its IBOC DAB system at the NAB 
Radio Show. 

Audio consultant James Loupas of 
James Loupas Consultants in Coppell, 
Texas, will give end-to-end demon-
strations, showing the path of the 
LDR IBOC air chain from the trans-
mitter, to the combiner, to the STL to 
the listener. 

The demo will include informa-
tion and equipment from manufactur-
ers that are working with LDR to 
develop IBOC-compatible equipment. 

LDR has announced testing deals 
with Orban and Telos Systems to 
ensure Lucent's patented Perceptual 
Audio Coder is compatible with their 
audio processing equipment in a sta-
tion's studio. LDR will also demon-
strate PAC at its booth. 
LDR also announced a testing deal 

with QEI Corp. to develop IBOC-com-
patible transmitters. 
"We made a promise to the indus-

try to develop the (IBOC) technology 
and be commercially viable, said 
LDR President Suren Pai. "What 
you're seeing at this show is our con-
cept for making our system work 
end-to-end. That has been our objec-
tive and we are realizing it." 

The results of the WBJB-FM tests 
will be detailed as well. 

—Leslie Stinison 
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LPFM Receiver Studies Conflict 
by Leslie Stimson 

WASHINGTON Among several 
receiver studies filed with the FCC over 
the volatile issue of low-power FM, the 
biggest came from the NAB. Its filing 
contains more than 500 pages. 
NAB President and Chief Executive 

Officer Eddie Fritts said the document 
was "one of the most exhaustive filings" 
the association has turned into the FCC. 
The NAB's seven-month study was 
commissioned by its new spectrum 
integrity task force, chaired by 
Bonneville International President and 
Chief Executive Officer Bruce Reese. 
NAB research focused on two steps: 

comprehensive lab testing of a broad 
sample of FM receivers to determine the 
impact that second- and third-adjacent 
channel interference has on these 
receivers; and tabular and graphical 
analyses of the impact the proposed 
LPFM service could have in the 60 mar-
kets studied by the FCC. 

Twenty-eight receivers were tested for 
performance in the presence of co-, first-, 
second- and third-adjacent channel interfer-
ence by Carl T. Jones Corp. The receivers 
included car radios, personal radios, clock 
radios, portables and home stereos. 

Consulting engineers Moffet, Larson 
& Johnson advised NAB to determine the 
audio signal-to-noise ratio at which a 
received FM signal would experience 
interference. Mil said it takes a 5 dB 
drop in the S/N ratio for the typical lis-
tener to notice interference. 

Receiver performance 
The findings demonstrate that the abil-

ity of receivers to reject interference from 
closely-spaced channels varies greatly. 
Jones engineers concluded the perfor-
mance standards of many receivers have 
dropped in recent years. 

"In the 60 markets tested, fully 4.2 mil-
lion people could face additional interfer-
ence from proposed low-power 1000-watt 
stations," said Fritts. "For the 100-watt 
assignments, nearly 6 million Americans 
could experience interference caused 
directly by the low-power stations." 

Using the NAB data, research firm 
Dataworld was able to write a computer 
program to analyze each geographic 
location in the 60 markets studied by the 
commission to determine the interference 
impact of the LPFMs. 

Figure 1 on page 8 shows predicted 
interference caused by LP1000 stations 
in Columbus, Ohio. 

Dataworld also analyzed what the inter-
ference effects would be on FM stations 
owned by ABC in four markets — 
Minneapolis, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., 
and Dallas. In Atlanta, for example, the 
data showed there could be 11 potential 
LPFM allocations, four of which would be 
adjacent to ABC stations. Also in Atlanta, 
the data showed 37 potential LP100 allo-
cations, with 12 adjacent to ABC stations. 

Bert Goldman, vice president of engi-
neering, radio division, ABC Inc., said 
the FCC's assumption that third- and sec-
ond-adjacent channel protection can be 
eliminated is wrong. 

"Pressures on receiver manufacturers to 
reduce the size and cost of their products 
has, in many cases, reduced receiver adja-
cent channel rejection to far less than what 
it is presently anticipated by the rules. ... 
Tightening the receiver front end to suffi-

ciently protect it from second- and third-
adjacent interference will usually increase 
the distortion in the receiver and cause 
poorer quality audio to be demodulated." 

The Consumer Electronic Manufacturers 
Association, with support from National 
Public Radio and the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting, conducted a study of 
16 receivers with consultant Thomas Keller 
and test manager Robert McCutcheon, 
using the RMC Technologies test lab in 
North Olmsted, Ohio. 

Ralph Justus, CEMA director of technol-
ogy and standards, said, "Our tests found 
that even modem FM radios will experi-
ence extensive objectionable interference if 
the LPFM service is deployed as pro-

posed." He also said LPFM could threaten 
emerging digital broadcast formats. 

"The strength of the LPFM signal and 
the location of the transmitter will deter-
mine the specific impact the introduction 
of LPFM will have on the digital signal," 
said USADR in comments to the FCC. 
"The stronger the LPFM signal and the 
farther the transmitter from the full-power 
station's transmitter, the greater the impact 
of the LPFM station on the digital signal. 

By contrast, a group of LPFM support-
ers commissioned a receiver study that 
was conducted by Broadcast Signal Lab, 
L.L.P. in Cambridge, Mass. The support-
ers included a coalition of LPFM advo-
cates including the National Lawyers 
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Guild Committee on Democratic 
Communications, the Media Access 
Project, the Microradio Empowerment 
Coalition, the Prometheus Radio Project 
and others. 
Of the 10 receivers studied, the results 

suggest there is room to relax the inter-
ference rules. 
"LPFM signals were shown to create 

only minimal interference within several 
hundred feet of the transmitters, with 
many receivers showing no interference 
even within that small radius," the group 
stated. 
"Any interference within this small 

blanketing area is easily remedied by 
low-cost filters, which all radio stations 
(including the potential LPFM stations) 
are already required to provide to listen-
ers encountering interference problems in 
that zone." 
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Thousands Comment on LPFM 
LPFM, continued from page I 

Changing the current interference protec-
tions to allow the new service. 
The NAB conducted its own seven-

month study and found that, in 60 markets 
tested, 4.2 million people could face addi-
tional interference from proposed low-pow-
er 1000-watt stations. (See story, page 7). 
Many other organizations and individ-

uals filed comments. 
How much more interference on the 

FM band would be acceptable to allow 
LPFM stations is crucial, stated Ohio 
State University, which holds licenses for 
six noncommercial stations. 

"Ohio State does, however, believe that 
the standard for determination on that issue 
(interference) should not be that there be 
no interference whatever with existing sta-
tions' signals. Some minimal amount of 
interference that occurs both outside of 
existing stations' protected geographical 
contours and at the peripheries of their 
protected spectrum allocations may be an 
acceptable trade off for the benefits of 
increased diversity on the airwaves." 
Observers say LPFM does have a 

chance of approval, probably in medium 
to small markets. FCC Chairman 
Kennard has made it clear to his employ-
ees and to broadcasters that LPFM is a 
priority for the commission, in order to 
fulfill the FCC's goal of increasing radio 
ownership diversity. 
Many broadcasters, including Clear 

Channel Communications, Cox Radio, 

Inc., Cumulus Media, Inc., Greater 
Media, Big City Radio, Radio One, Inc., 
Hispanic Broadcasting and the National 
Religious Broadcasters, strongly oppose 
LPFM based on interference concerns. 

David Mance, president of several sta-
tions in upstate New York wrote, "Small 
markets will be affected the most severe-
ly ... the mom and pop stations that still 
exist will have 1,000-watt stations, that 
will, in essence, cover the same limited 
population areas that we need to survive. 
Many of my stations are in communities 
with less than 5,000 people in them. 
There's not enough room for additional 
competition in such arenas." 

Mance cited interference to his station 
from a translator on the same frequency as 
his station WCDO-AM-FM, Sidney, N.Y. 
The 50 W translator was 40 miles away 
from his transmitter site in Binghamton. 

"The interference caused a degradation 
of our signal with numerous listener com-
plaints. After much protesting, the FCC 
reversed their decision and forced the trans-
lator to re-locate. Will there be such reme-
dies under the LPFM proposal?" 
The FCC has proposed giving primary 

service status to LP1000 stations (60 
meter maximum antenna height), and 
secondary status for LP100 stations (30 
meter maximum antenna height) and the 
"micro" class of 1 to 10 W. 

Primary service stations are protected 
from interference, from each other, 
through channel separation requirements, 
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and from secondary services. 
If a secondary service causes interfer-

ence to a station that enjoys primary sta-
tus, the secondary station must eliminate 
the interference. This may be accom-
plished through reducing power, lowering 
the antenna, changing antenna direction, 
moving to another site, or going dark. 

Noncommercial Class D, FM translator 
and FM booster stations are secondary 
services. Primary stations are not required 
to protect 
them from 
interference. 
Broadcasters 

also expressed 
concern that 
the proposal to 
relax channel 
protection 
requirements 
could affect 
their transition 
to digital 
radio. The 
commission 
has proposed 
eliminating 
third-adjacent 
channel pro-
tections and 
either elimi-
nating or 
relaxing those 
for second-
adjacencies, 
and has 
released sug-
gested channel 
spacings for 
the possible 
LPFM alloca-
tions at differ-
ent power lev-
els (RW. 
March 17). 

In addition 
to NAB, which 
released inde-
pendent receiv-
er test results, 
National Public 
Radio joined 
with the Consumer Electronics 
Manufacturers Association and the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting to 
sponsor lab tests reviewing the commis-
sion's proposals. NPR said the testing 
proved the FCC's assumptions about relax-
ing interference protections are "untenable." 
LPFM supporters disagreed. 

Columbus, OH 

tional low-power analog and new digital 
IBOC signals to co-exist and serve their 
intended service areas." 
LDR suggested LPFMs be given sec-

ondary status and said receivers would have 
to be redesigned to include better filtering. 
LPFM supporters say it may take a 

while to achieve an IBOC standard, and 
delaying LPFM until then is unnecessary. 

Unclear at this point is whether 
LPFMs would be licensed as primary or 
secondary services and whether they 
would be allocated on the commercial or 
noncommercial portion of the FM band. 

Observers said if the commission does 
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This map from the NAB filing shows predicted interference 
caused by 1000-watt LPFM stations in Columbus, Ohio. 

Impact on IBOC quality 
Several broadcasters say it would be 

premature to move forward on LPFM allo-
cations until an in-band, on-channel DAB 
standard is selected. USA Digital Radio 
said eliminating second- and third-adjacent 
channel protections would affect IBOC. 

"Although the design of the digital 
receiver front end and the high-power 
amplifier stage of the digital transmitter 
will determine the extent of the interfer-
ence, USADR's studies indicate the digi-
tal signal will be harmed by the LPFM 
signal," the proponent wrote. 

Lucent Digital Radio, also an IBOC 
proponent, said, "The analysis that we 
have conducted to date, while not com-
plete, leads us to be pessimistic about the 
effects of permitting low-power FM sta-
tions on adjacent channels. Our analysis 
suggests that it will be difficult for addi-

allocate the service, it is likely to make 
both types of allocations, to increase the 
potential number of LPFMs. 

Several supporters believe a new service 
should be noncommercial, including the 
Minority Media & Telecommunications 
Council, which said that 24 civil rights 
groups support LPFM. 

In its comments, the group argued 
that urban stations should be 50 W while 
rural stations should be 100 W. The 
MMTC recommended that LPFMs be 
limited to one owner per station, and 
drged amnesty for former operators of 
unlicensed stations. 
MMTC Executive Director David 

Honig said the industry "will come to 
appreciate the value of LPFM as the 
training ground for the next generation of 
full-power broadcasters." 

Noncommercial broadcasters are divid-
ed over whether all LPFM stations should 
be noncommercial, and whether they 
should all be allocated in the reserved 
noncommercial portion of the FM band. 
The Station Resource Group, which 

represents 168 noncommercial stations, 
said LPFM would fail as a public service. 

"There is no realistic prospect that 
See LPFM, page 14 
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RTNDA99: Charting the Future 
by Bob Rusk 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. More than 4,000 
broadcast professionals from across the 
country and throughout the world are 
expected to attend the 1999 Radio-
Television News Directors Association 
International Conference and Exhibit 
which takes place Sept. 29 - Oct. 2 at the 
Charlotte Convention Center. 

"The theme of the convention is fac-
ing the future and preparing for the 
next millennium," said Barbara 
Cochran, president of RTNDA. 

With that in mind, the opening gen-

them, Thursday's "Local Web 
Journalism, Broadcast Style," promises a 
discussion on how successful stations 
meld their on-air news with online news. 

Web participation 
Jim Forsyth, news director at Clear 

Channel Communications-owned 
news-talk outlet WOAI(AM) in San 
Antonio, Texas, will be a panelist at 
the session. He said, "It's important 
that people be able to utilize a Web 
site, not just look at it. They have to 
be able to participate in it in a mean-
ingful way. 

Charlotte Skyline 

eral session on Thursday, Sept. 30, 
"The New Millennium, What News 
Leaders Need to Know," features a trio 
of speakers: Michael Bloomberg, 
founder, Bloomberg Financial 
Markets; Robert Pittman, president and 
chief operating officer, America 
Online; and the Rev. Jesse Jackson, 
president and founder of the 
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition. 
Among the more than 50 sessions on 

tap at RTNDA99, several will be devot-
ed to the technical and programming 
challenges news professionals will 
encounter in the 21st century. One of 

"For example, at WOAI we operate 
real-time chat boards in which listen-
ers can talk with the hosts and guest 
live. ( In addition), we not only run our 
local news on the Web, but we have 
places where people can leave com-
ments, provide us with story tips, 
(and) even become an editor. It's not 
just passive responses, it's active par-
ticipation." 

In addition to these and other offer-
ings in the technology/new media pro-
gram track, this year there will be an 
expanded reporter/producer track that 
includes professional education sessions. 

Two of the most popular sessions 
will surely be Friday's "I Want to Write 
Like Bob Dotson" and — due to popu-
lar demand — the encore presentation, 
"I STILL Want to Write Like Bob 
Dotson." 

Dotson, an Emmy Award-winning 
NBC News correspondent, presented a 
similar talk last year that attracted a 
standing-room-only crowd. Dotson 
said his tips apply equally to radio and 
television news writers. 

"This is for people who want to 
learn something about storytelling," 
said Dotson, who, early in his career, 
worked at KMOX(AM) in St. Louis 
and WKY(AM) in Oklahoma City. "I 
do talk about visual storytelling, but 
certainly people in radio do that with 
words. All storytelling starts with 
gathering good details and telling peo-
ple things that they might have 
missed." 

Dotson, who will accept an Edward 
R. Murrow award for writing at RTN-
DA99, said, "Storytelling has gotten 
lost in our business due to time pres-
sures. It's like putting on a circus. We 
pat each other on the back because we 

Bob Dotson 

There isn't necessarily time to absorb 
the story and tell it the way you would 
like to. So I try to give tips on how to 
put grace back into storytelling, even at 
the speed of spot news." 

Dotson will recommend writing the 
middle of a story first. "It's the easiest 
part," he said, "filled with facts or fig-
ures that can stay or go, depending on 
the amount of time you're finally giv-
en for the story. Beginning in the mid-
dle helps me jumpstart my writing. I 
don't stare at a blank computer screen, 
wasting time, searching for the perfect 

I try to give tips on how to put grace 
back into storytelling, even at the speed 

of spot news. 

have the circus tent up, but people 
come for the trapeze act. We haven't 
got time for the trapeze act, though, 
when it's so difficult just getting things 
done, ( like) getting the live hookup 
from the jungle for the radio feed. 
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opening line. The opening line, I craft 
last, after I already know how the sto-
ry ends." 
Two Thursday sessions will also 

focus on the importance of top-notch 
storytelling: "Writing News for TV 
and Radio" ( presented by Mervin 
Block, writing coach, Television 
Newswriting Workshop) and "Making 
Dull Stories Sizzle" ( presented by 
Deborah Potter, executive director, 
NewsLab). 

Exchange of views 
New at RTNDA99 are sessions 

aimed at journalism educators, includ-
ing Thursday's "Teaching Tomorrow's 
News Leaders." RTNDA's Cochran 
said, "There is a concern among news 
directors that students are just not get-
ting radio training anymore. One 
Friday session, ' J. Profs.: Lead, 
Follow, or Get Out of the Way?,' will 
bring educators and news directors 
together to have a frank and candid 
exchange of views." 

Jerry Bell, news director at Clear 
Channel-owned KOA(AM) in Denver, 
said the lack of qualified applicants 
has become a problem in radio today. 
"The talent pool is a lot smaller 

these days," he said. " It's not good 
enough anymore just to put an ad in 
some trade publications and hope you 
get responses. You don't get very 
many quality responses. Both the qual-
ity level and number of applicants are 
issues news directors face. I used to 
get more than 100 resumes on a job 

See RTNDA, page 12 
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effective performance. Thanks to the latest advances in 

digital technologies, multiple broadcast facilities can now 

seamlessly share audio inventories, news, scheduling and 

billing data, and often consolidate other redundant functions. 

All of this is possible by combining the advantages of 

non-proprietary products such as the ENCO DADpRo32 

Digital Audio Delivery System with Wide Area Network 

(WAN) architecture. Audio production may now occur 

from virtually anywhere within a group, information 

flow is automatically managed between multiple remote 

locations, and transfer schedules are configured to take 

advantage of varying tariffs for maximum efficiency and 

cost control. 

The ENCO DAD,R032 Digital Audio Delivery System provides 

a powerful professional audio management tool for both 

live assist and automated on-air operations, production, 

and inventory control. Support of Wde Area Networking 

is inherent with DAD pR032, providing capabilities to take full 

advantage of distributed data and group interconnectivity. 

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com 

next level solutions 

WIRELESS 

BROADCAST 

GOVERNMENT 

NETWORK SUPPORT 
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News People Gather at RTNDA 
RTNDA, continued from page 10 

opening. Now it's half that or less." 
Bell said while consolidation has 

played a big part in creating the prob-
lem, another factor is that fewer stations 
in small markets are doing as much 
news as they used to. 
"We traditionally have looked to 

MissouriNet, who will suggest that 
new hires evaluate how they spend the 
first 45 minutes at work each day. 

"That's a critical time in getting the 
day started and making it productive," 
said Priddy. "Some folks spend that 
time yakking with co-workers and 
accomplishing little. Others orient 

One expert says new hires should 
evaluate how they spend the first 45 minutes 

at work each day. 

smaller markets as our farm teams. But 
so many of these stations are now run-
ning syndicated programming or not 
running news at all because of econom-
ic factors," he said. 
A Thursday session in the student 

track, "Teaching New Dogs Old 
Tricks," is aimed at better preparing 
people for a career in radio newsgath-
ering and writing. One of the panelists 
will be Bob Priddy, news director. 

themselves to the developing issues in 
the state or community. Some time 
spent assessing the day before going 
out to cover the first assignment can 
lead to improved local knowledge and 
creativity." 

Traffic drives listeners 
A session of interest to newcomers 

and veterans alike will be Saturday's 
"Traffic Reports that Drive Listeners 
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but 
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often 
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary. 
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or 
compressed audio files, including MP3. On-screen Voice-Track editing, time-shift 
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track 
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95,98 or NT. 
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Straight to You," moderated by KOA's 
Bell. "Even though television does 
some traffic reporting, this is something 
that radio still owns," he said. 
"When people are in their cars, they 

need information. (Seemingly), every-
body does traffic, so how do you make 
yours stand out as the best in town?" 

The answer includes not only report-
ing on drive-time bottlenecks, but giv-
ing listeners what they really need: 
alternate routes. 
"We will be showcasing a partner-

ship that the Denver Clear Channel sta-
tions have started with the trucking 
industry," said Bell. "Truckers are out 
on the roads morning, noon, and night 
and are good traffic spotters." 

Exhibits 
When attendees are not in session, 

there will be plenty of time to visit the 
exhibit floor, with more than 130 
exhibitors covering 50,000 square feet 
at the convention center. Of special 
note: On Thursday and Friday, imme-
diately following the luncheons, there 
will be two hours of exhibit time when 
no sessions are scheduled, as well as 
dessert and coffee. Companies offer-
ing goods and services this year 

Deborah Potter 

include Associated Press Broadcast 
Services, Broadcast Electronics Inc. 
and Radio Computing Services. 
The RTNDA's Cochran said the 

convention offers an excellent oppor-
tunity for news directors and engineers 
to shop the floor together, taking a 
look at what is available to help run 
their respective stations more effi-
ciently and cost-effectively. 

In an effort to attract more technical 
employees and managers to RTNDA99, 
an engineering seminar — with the 
budget-conscious title, "Proven Ways 
to Cut Costs" — is scheduled for 
Wednesday. Panelists include Sterling 
Davis, vice president of engineering, 
Cox Broadcasting; and Bruce Lane, 
manager of applications engineering, 
Tektronix Inc. 

One of the most popular attractions at 
the convention is expected to be 
NewsCapade, a mobile exhibit created by 
the Virginia-based Newseum (an interac-
tive museum of news). 
NewsCapade will showcase many 

of the museum's most popular arti-
facts, videos, and displays, which will 
be located on the exhibit floor, in a 
2,000- square- foot vaulted pavilion. 
Inside, attendees may view the 
Newseum's award- winning film, 

Mervin Block 

"What's News," narrated by CBS 
reporter Charles Osgood. Then, atten-
dees can also explore interactive dis-
plays covering major world events. 
Other features include news photos, 
historic news artifacts, a timeline of 
20th century news, and a look at the 
power of the First Amendment. 

Speakers and awards 
1.1‘e major events at RTNDA99 will 

give attendees the opportunity to hear 
some of the biggest industry names 
talk about the news business. MSNBC 
anchor Brian Williams will keynote 
the Edward R. Murrow Awards 
Ceremony on Wednesday evening. The 
Thursday luncheon speaker will be 
John Roberts, CBS News correspon-
dent and Sunday Evening News 
anchor. The Friday luncheon speaker 
will be Ron Insana, CNBC anchor. 
And on Saturday, the luncheon speak-
er will be Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), 

See RTNDA, page 14 

APB Winners 
Honored 

The Associated Press Broadcasters 
will hold an awards gala on Oct. 1 to 
honor winners of the 1998 APB 
Awards, recognizing outstanding 
broadcast journalism among its radio 
and TV members. 

Winners will be honored at the 
Mint Museum in Charlotte, N.C., in 
conjunction with the RTNDA 
International Conference and Exhibit. 

"Coming from the world's largest 
news-gathering organization, the 
APB Award is one of the most presti-
gious honors a news organization can 
receive," said Scott Herman, presi-
dent of the APB Advisory Board and 
vice president and general manager 
of WINS(AM) and WNEW(FM) in 
New York. 

The radio winners are: 
Best Radio Spot News: 

"Jonesboro Fire," by WSB(AM) in 
Atlanta, for its coverage of a fire that 
broke out in the evidence room of the 
Jonesboro police department. 
Among other pieces of evidence, the 
room also housed hundreds of 
pounds of ammunition. 

Best Radio Enterprise Reporting: 
"Sisterhood of Hope," by 
WHAS(AM) in Louisville, Ky., for its 
portrait of a group of women and their 
quest to help AIDS- and HIV-infected 
women with the creation of 
Louisville's House of Ruth. 
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Omnia.fm's new HOT software cranks it up! 

For some of you, being the loudest on 

the dial just isn't enough. You want to 

peel paint, break glass and blow 

the doors off your competition. 

on cranking. For the first time ever, you 

can go to eleven and still deliver all the 

clarity, punch and definition that's put 

the Omnia in so many racks, all over 

Developed in partnership with Paul 

Sanchez of H0197 in New York City 

and Michael Guidotti of Star 104.5 in 

Philadelphia, the HOT software sets 

a new standard in the loudness wars. 

The Omnia's unique architecture 

means you have amazing sound that's 

loud and clean with absolutely no 

digital grunge. And of course, the 

Omnia's design platform protects your 

investment by allowing you to upgrade 

the system software at any time—so 

you're always on top of tomorrow's 

technologies and changing formats. 

Create the smashing sound that holds 

button-happy listeners. Call your 

Omnia dealer for a risk-free demo 

CUTTING EDGE 2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND, OH 4 411 4 

TEL: + I ( 21 6) 241-33 4 3 FAX: + I ( 21 6) 241-4103 E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM 

I Audio Broadcast Group 3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd. Grand Rapids, MI 49548 Tel: + 1 (800) 999-9281 Fax: + 1 (616) 452-1652 e-mail: supporteabg.com 

I Bradley Broadcast Sales 731 3G Grove Road Frederick, MD 21704 Tel: + 1 (800) 732-7665 Fax: + 1 (30)) 682-8377 e-mail: infoebradleybroadcast.com 

• Broadcasters General Store 2480 SE 52nd Street Ocala, FL 34480 Tel: + 1 ( 352) 622-7700 Fax: + 1 (352) 629-7000 e-mail: bgsemercury.net 

Broadcast Supply Worldwide 7012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 9.9460 Tel: + 1 ( 800) 426-8434 Fax: + 1 (800) 23)-7055 e-mail: infoObswusa.com 

I Crouse-Kimzey Company 1320 Post et Paddock Road, Suite 200 Grand Prairie, TX 75050 Tel: + 1 ( 800) 433-2105 Fax: + 1 ( 972) 623-2800 e-mail: saleseproaudio.com 

I Broadcast Richmond 1821 W. Main Street Richmond, IN 47375 Tel: + I ( 765) 966-6468 Fax: + I ( 765) 966-5505 e-mail: infoeinfocom.com 
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Honors Presented at RTNDA 
RTNDA, continued from page 12 

chairman of the Senate Commerce 
Committee. 

Finally, on Saturday night, RTNDA's 
highest honor, the Paul White Award, 
will be presented. This year the recipi-
ent is Tom Johnson, chairman, presi-
dent and chief executive officer, CNN 
News Group. Johnson has overall 
responsibility for CNN/U.S., CNN 
Headline News, CNN International, 
CNNfn, CNN Airport Network, CNN 
Radio, CNN Radio Noticia, CNN 
Interactive, CNN enEspanol, and 
CNN/SI. 
Under Johnson's leadership, CNN has 

won the George Foster Peabody Award 
and the Golden Cable ACE for its cover-
age of the war in the Gulf and the 
abortive coup in the former Soviet 
Union, as well as awards for its coverage 
of the crisis in Bosnia. 

Johnson t award 
"Tom Johnson has guided the shop 

at CNN through eight years of incredi-
ble growth and has left a mark on the 
way the rest of us do business," said 
Lucy Himstedt, past chairwoman of 
RTNDA and vice president/general 
manager of WFIE-TV in Evansville, 
Ind.. "Also, I applaud the way he han-
dled the Tailwind situation. He showed 
all of us that when you make a mistake 
it's best to publicly admit you are 
wrong and then reevaluate internal sys-

tems that allowed the mistake to hap-
pen in the first place. I admire his 
courage." 
Many of the festivities at RTNDA99 

How to Go 

What: The Radio-Television 
News Directors Association's 
International Conference and 
Exhibition 

Where: Charlotte Convention 
Center, Charlotte, N.C. 

When: Sept. 29-Oct. 2 

Information: Phone (202) 659-e10, 
fax (202) 223-4007, Web site 
www.rtnda.org/convention/ or e-mail 
rtnda@rtnda.org 

Erhibit Hours: 
Wednesday, Sept. 29: 1-6 p.m. 
Thursday, Sept 30: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Friday, Oct. 1: 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
EXHIBIT FLOOR CLOSED ON 
SATF RDAY. 

aznatu r. 

radio systems millenium products 

1 cr-6 satellite receiver 

2 cr-6 desktop clock/timer 

3 cr-6 thin clock / timer 

4 cd-f000 telephone hybrid 

5 DI-2000 telephone hybrid 

6 DA-4xcia distribution amplifier 

7 ci-6 large clock / timer 

8 es-12a millenium console 

9 MRS BRAVERMAN, company spokesmodel 

6oi Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014, (609) 467-80o0 voice. 609) 467-3044 fax, www.radioSyStems.com 

will be open to attendees' spouses and 
guests. The spouse/guest package 
includes admittance to the RTNDA99 
Millennium Event Opening Reception, 
the Murrow Awards Ceremony and 
post-awards reception, the Paul White 
Awards Reception and Banquet, and 
the RTNDF Live Auction & Reception. 
In addition, an event away from the 
convention center is scheduled for 
each day. On Thursday, it's a city tour 
of Charlotte; Friday features a visit to 
the Charlotte Motor Speedway; and a 

"shop ' til you drop" stop at an 80-store 
outlet center. 

With all of this and more, RTN-
DA99 is shaping up to have something 
for everyone in the radio and television 
news business — news directors and 
producers, anchors and reporters, engi-
neers, and educators, and students. 
One veteran attendee, Mike 

Cavender, news director, WGNX-TV in 
Atlanta, said, " I've attended every 
RTNDA convention for the past 15 
years, and each year I learn something 
new. With technology changing as 
rapidly as it does in our business, RTN-
DA99 is an excellent way to keep up 
with those changes." 

LPFM Beliefs Strong 
LPFM, continued from page 8 

LPFM stations can offset the loss of 
diversity of ownership that has 
occurred," it wrote. 

The SRG also said LPFM represents 
an inefficient use of spectrum, will not 
be a financially viable public service 
and "will damage federally-supported 
services now delivered by public radio 
stations." 
The National Federation of 

Community Broadcasters, which 
counts some 200 stations as members, 
supports the proposal. It said the spec-
trum needs of noncommercial stations 
are "more acute" than those of com-
mercial stations, as there are not 
enough noncommercial stations to 
meet listeners' needs for diverse pro-
gramming. It favors licensing three 
power levels, LP1000, LP1000 and 
LP 10, as a primary service and says 
existing translators should be protect-
ed from interference. 

National Public Radio said the FCC 
should reconsider licensing LPFMs on a 
primary basis, as they are "likely to dis-

Technical 
questions are at 

the heart of the 

debate. 

rupt public radio service to a substantial 
segment of the public that relies on aux-
iliary translator and booster stations." 
NPR said that "grandfathering" exist-

ing facilities is not enough because that 
approach does not address "the displace-
ment of some facilities by full-service 
stations and the difficulty of reestablish-
ing auxiliary service in competition with 
other full-service stations and primary 
LPFM stations." 

Several commenters said it would be 
hard to determine frequency allocations 
for the new service because the com-
mission has not yet determined its new 
contour predictor method, part of the 
FM technical streamlining proceeding 
(RW, May 12). 

Consulting engineering firm du Treil, 
Lundin & Rackley, Inc., said that the 
FCC may consider exploring contour 
overlap standards for all FMs, both pri-

mary and secondary, and, if approved, 
for LPFM stations. 

"At the present, FM translators and 
licensed stations within the noncom-
mercial portion of the FM band are 
allocated on the basis of overlap 
between service and interfering field 
strength contours while commercial 
FM stations are allotted on the basis of 
distance separations." 
The firm stated that the distance 

separation allotment method may be 
outdated. 
How the FCC would enforce compli-

ance with equipment certification and 
power limits is a great concern to many 
broadcasters. 

Enforcement 
In its comments, ABC Inc. asked 

how often LPFMs would be inspected. 
"When inspected, how will an 

inspector know what the actual ERP 
(effective radiated power) of the station 
is? It is easy to tell the difference 
between a 10,000-watt and a 20,000-
watt transmitter. It is not so easy to 
determine the ERP of a 100-watt trans-
mitter with a I,000-watt linear amplifier 
hidden in the attic." 
LPFM supporters generally believe 

that as radio has become more lucrative 
and groups have expanded, its program-
ming has suffered. They believe LPFM 
would increase opportunities for owner-
ship and widen current formats. 

"As a weekly radio host and pro-
grammer with 15 years of experience 
in all aspects of the underdog world of 
college radio, I can say with certainty 
that there is enormous interest in a 
multitude of music styles that are nev-
er allowed airtime on commercial 
radio," stated Anne Slinn, a scientist 
with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and a host on WMBR-
FM, Cambridge, Mass. 
Amador Bustos, president and chief 

executive officer of Z-Spanish Media, 
licensee of 34 Hispanic-formatted sta-
tions, said there are already opportuni-
ties for minorities to own and program 
stations. 
"Among the stations most impacted 

will be suburban FMs, whose listeners 
in urban areas will likely lose those 
services. ... Many of these suburban 
FMs are minority-owned and minority-
programmed stations. Such stations are 
often the best way for groups provid-
ing service to minority groups and oth-
er non-mainstream audiences to get 
into the current radio marketplace." 
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RCS Offers XML Data Formats 
Recent articles in RW have focused on 

efforts to create industry standards that 
would let various radio computer systems 
interact with each other 
Now Radio Computing Services 

(RCS), which makes Selector music 
scheduling software, has proposed a 
broadcast industry-wide adoption of a 
standards-based open architecture. 

According to Dr. Andrew Economos, 
president of RCS, " We determined a 
need in the industry among enterprise-
level radio groups who wanted to find a 
way to link all their systems together 

"Because Selector is so pervasive in 
our industry," he said, "RCS wants to 
encourage the use of XML and COM 
technology as a vehicle by which all 
products and all vendors who choose to 
can interface with it." 

Economos said RCS is working with 
other vendors to encourage the adoption 
of these formats. 

"I have to say, everyone's been very 
cooperative," Economos told RW. " We're 
acting as a catalyst here, and because of 
Selector's broad base we deal with a lot 
of these people. I've talked to 15 heads of 
companies like BE, Prophet, Dalet, CBS!, 
Scott, Computer Concepts. 

"We sent them our white paper, and 
are preparing an extensive document 
that enumerates standards about each of 
the fields." 

What benefit would such a standard 
bring to radio users? 

"Suppose you had Selector and Linker 
for scheduling music and promos, with a 
traffic system like Marketron and an 
Enco studio system," Economos said. "If 
you made a last-minute sale in 
Marketron, it would appear on the log for 
Enco as well as Linker Also, if a spot or 
song is missed in the studio, either the 
PD or the traffic manager could react in 
a timely manner. Another example of 
interoperability would be that the audio 
from Enco could be auditioned and 
segued from Selector in the PD's office." 

Economos hopes to collect comments 
and discuss a proposed set of standards 
with other vendors during The NAB 
Radio Show, with the goal of forming a 
standards committee. 

The following is an abbreviated version 
of a white paper from RCS, titled " The 
Open Architecture Initiative." The full 
paper is available from RCS; contact infor-
mation appears at the end of the article. 

Radio Computing Services proposes 
a standards-based, open architecture 

initiative for the broadcast radio indus-
try. We propose introducing a set of for-
mats for representing schedule, song 
and traffic data based upon the industry 
standard eXtensible Markup Language 
(XML), as well as a set of Component 
Object Model (COM) interfaces for 
interacting with Selector, Linker and 
Master Control NT. 
The goal behind this initiative is to 

foster interoperability between products 
from different vendors. Right now each 
system can communicate in its own for-
mat, and certain systems can accept 
input in other formats, but overall, the 
functionality offered by solutions com-
prised of systems from different ven-
dors is very limited. Enterprise- level 
radio groups need to be able to tie 
together their varying systems, and 

This white paper briefly describes the 
technology, formats, and interfaces that 
form this initiative. 

What is XML? 
XML is a W3C standard for data repre-

sentation. The design goals for XML are: 

I. XML shall be straightforwardly usable 
over the Internet. 
2. XML shall support a wide variety of 
applications. 
3. XML shall be compatible with SGML. 
4. It shall be easy to write programs 
which process XML documents. 
5. The number of optional features in 
XML is to be kept to the absolute mini-
mum, ideally zero. 
6. XML documents should be human-
legible and reasonably clear. 

What is needed is a standard way to 
represent the data at the core of the broadcast 

so that it can be easily transmitted among 

systems, across WANs and over the Internet. 

direct access to databases is not the 
answer. 
What is needed, and we are provid-

ing, is a standard way to represent the 
data at the core of the broadcast — 
schedule, song information, media 
information, traffic data etc. — so that 
it can be easily transmitted among sys-
tems, across WANs and over the 
Internet. XML is the open industry stan-
dard for data interchange formats, and 
RCS is offering its XML data formats, 
or "schemas," for public use by all radio 
system vendors. 

In addition, we are providing a set of 
programming interfaces, based upon the 
Microsoft COM standard, which will 
allow applications to directly and dynam-
ically interact with Selector, Linker and 
Master Control NT. 
When combined, the XML data for-

mats and COM interfaces will allow third-
party applications to import data into and 
export data from Selector, browse the 
schedule over the Internet, or access and 
change the RCS living log. Such applica-
tions can be built with any Windows pro-
gramming language or web tools. 

7. The XML design should be prepared 
quickly. 
8. The design of XML shall be formal 
and concise. 
9. XML documents shall be easy to cre-
ate. 
10. Terseness in XML markup is of mini-
mal importance. 

XML Schemas are text files that are 
used to define the structure and content 
of an XML document. XML is extensible 
in that new schemas can be defined to 
support new document types. 

Both the schemas and the resulting 
documents are human readable. Parsers 
for XML are freely and readily avail-
able, thus alleviating the burden of pro-
ducing unique parsers for each vendor's 
data format. Some parsers can utilize 
the schemas to validate a document to 
ensure that it is well formed, and thus 
help insure that the output produced by 
one vendor can be consumed by anoth-
er. 
XML is flexible in that schemas can 

be defined where not all fields are 
mandatory, thus allowing the same 
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schema to be used in different contexts 
where more or less data is required. In 
addition, it is quite trivial to make 
applications that are tolerant of addi-
tions to the schema made after they 
were written, thus reducing the rigidi-
ty between systems that need to work 
together. 
A movement is under way to establish 

XML as a standard way of defining all 
data interchange. There are also many 
industry-based efforts to define vertical 
vocabularies and schemas. The RCS ini-
tiative is one such effort, with its focus 
on the radio industry. 
Among the data types specified in the 

RCS XML Schemas are: schedule, songs, 
artists, links, spots, events, sponsors, 
products, media and notes. 

Actual excerpts of some XML data 
in the Schedule format are available in 
the full version of this white paper, 
from RCS. 

What is COM? 
COM, the Component Object Model, 

is a Microsoft specification for the defini-
tion and delivery of component software, 
and a standard for interoperability on the 
Windows platform. 

Using COM, interfaces can be defined 
and components delivered that can be con-
sumed by a variety of applications written 
in any number of COM-compatible lan-
guages such as Visual C++ and Visual 
Basic, as well as being used by scripting 
languages in web development environ-
ments like Microsoft's Internet Information 
Server and Active Server Pages. 
RCS is providing ScheduleReader and 

ScheduleWriter components that allow 
for the reading and editing of schedule, 
and SelectorReader and SelectorWriter 
components that support the reading of 

See RCS, page 29 

Sound 
results. 

Lucent Digital Radio 
Hear it for yourself at booth #751 

Fact, not fantasy. Lucent Digital Radio's In-Band On-Channel (IBOC) delivers digital quality audio 

that's interference-free. Live, on-air tests prove it. 

Learn more about Lucent Digital Radio's IBOC field test results. 

Visit Booth 751 at the NAB Radio Show. 

www.lucent.comildr 
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New England Show Draws 500 
Bob Shotwell 

There are a number ot regional SBE and 
state broadcast association shows worth 
the travel and the day out of the office. 
One such show, an annual event since 

1986, is the Northern New England 
Broadcasters Show, which attracted 
more than 500 people to the Manchester, 
N.H., Holiday Inn on a hot summer day 
this year. 

Although top-heavy with video, the 
show had plenty to keep the interest of a 
radio broadcast engineer, in exhibits, 
papers and 109 booths. 

Vincent Kajunski, the district director 
of the FCC New England District Office 

and a regular speaker at SBE and amateur 
radio events, gave the most popular talk. 

With more than 30 years at the com-
mission, he has seen more changes in 
radio and FCC regulation than most engi-
neers may see in their lifetimes. His talk 
covered subjects ranging from pirates and 
LPFM, to the alternate inspection pro-
gram. 

An ongoing problem 
Regarding pirates, Kajunski called the 

matter an ongoing problem. 
"Since January 1, 1998, the Boston 

office has conducted 81 investigations 
resulting in approximately 45 pirate sta-
tions throughout all of New England 

being identified, shut down or in the 
process of being shut down," he said. 
"There are at present 11 pirate cases on 
active investigation by the New England 
District Office." 
And not all pirates have weighed 

anchor in the FM band. Several illegal 
operations have been identified on AM. 

"A couple have been found using 
10- watt, Part 90-type information 
transmitters in a totally illegal man-
ner," he said, while others "have been 
using type- accepted Part 15.219 
equipment" in a manner which extends 
coverage well beyond what was origi-
nally anticipated by, for example, 
mounting the units on hilltops and on 

Peak Perfect" 
INTRODUCING the Starlink 

-;L9003Q — the worlds first 

open-architectee. all-digital. 
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tall buildings. 
On the topic of low-power FM, he 

recounted an incident in which a 
Massachusetts pirate operation was 
"staffed" by eight broadcast industry 
employees who had formerly pur-
chased airtime from a few Boston-area 
AM stations in order to provide a pro-
gramming service to the minority 
community. 

The individuals argued that, due to 
group ownership, only one station was 
now willing to make air time available, 
but at quadruple the rate, hence the ille-
gal station. 

Vincent said that pirate has ceased 
operating. 
A spirited discussion on LPFM took 

place among broadcasters in the audi-
ence, many of whom cited the need to 
resolve technical issues. Would a digi-
tal FM service put renewed demands on 
first- and second-adjacent protection? 
One New Hampshire broadcaster 

argued that current service could be com-
promised, beyond any impact on future 
digital radio. While receiver selectivity is 
cited as a justification for ratcheting 
down adjacent-channel protection, he 
said, the improved sensitivity of receivers 
also allows listeners to enjoy reception 
well beyond a station's predicted range, 
especially in rural areas. 
On EAS, Kajunski reminded stations 

to make certain that they are monitor-
ing the correct stations and relaying 
information for the proper areas. This 
can be a particularly easy trap to fall 
into if a number of stations, licensed to 
different communities, operate in a 
combined facility, he said. Not all sta-
tions may have the same monitoring 
assignments. 

Sign policy 
Kajunski also touched on tower regis-

tration, reminding his audience that the 
registration number must be posted on or 
very near the tower such that it is visible 
to the public. 
He said there is an "interpretation put 

out by the Wireless Bureau that it must 
be visible from the 'public area." 

For example, he described a large 
area surrounding a tower site that is 
fenced off, posted with "No 
Trespassing" signs, and protected by a 
locked gate at the access road. He said a 
duplication of the tower registration 
should be visible at the gate, so a per-
son could determine the registration 
number without trespassing. 

Although this is not specifically 
required by the rules, those in attendance 
seemed to agree that signs are cheaper 
than attorney fees. 
On the exhibit floor, companies such 

as Harris/Intraplex, Parsons Audio 
Services, Radio Computing Services, 
Have Inc. and Shively touted their wares 
to radio buyers. 

Technet Systems Group had the mak-
ings of a serious AM-FM broadcast 
facility, including a Millenium console 
from Radio Systems and solid-state 
transmitters from Broadcast Electronics. 
Wolf Coach showed a sports utility 

vehicle outfitted for any occasion. 
Designed with video in mind, the SUV 
also is suitable for radio remotes, thanks 
to the layout of the equipment and its 
rugged telescoping boom. Wolf Coach 
can modify SUVs including Cherokees, 
Durangos, Expeditions and Tahoes to 
hold two racks of equipment and masts 
up to 30 feet, and to supply six hours of 
power without a generator. 
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Broadcasters EASE into Digital Radio 
USA Digital Radio demonstrated its strong 
commitment to radio broadcasters in April of 
this year by establishing the Early Adopter 
Station Enhancement "EASE" program. The 
goal of EASE is to engage broadcast managers 

and engineers in the rollout of USADR's 
In-Band On-Channel Digital Audio Broadcasting 

(IBOC DAB) technology by offering a number 

of services to members. There is no cost to 
participate in the EASE program, and it is open 

to all radio stations in the United States. 

Member stations already registerea in the 
program range from those planning to imple-

ment IBOC DAB as soon as it is available to 

those who are evaluating the requirements of 
transitioning to IBOC DAB in the future. 

Benefits of EASE membership include 

free station assessments, early access to 
transmission equipment manufacturers, 

advance announcements of key milestones, 

and representation through an IBOC DAB 

Broadcaster Rollout Advisory Board. Station 

assessments will address the question USADR 

is most frequently asked by broaacasters: 

"What is required to transition my station to 

digital?" Participating stations are asked to 
submit a form detailing the station's current 

equipment. Broadcast engineers at USADA 
evaluate the information, and a custom report is 

issued outlining the equipment options required 
for a transition to digital. 

USA Digital Radio views the EASE program as 

a pivotal step in achieving the success of its 
IBOC DAB technology. "Without the support of 

broadcasters, IBOC DAB simply could not 

happen," said Bob Struble, president and CEO 

of USA Digital Radio. "Through the EASE 
program, we are better able to educate - and 

be educated by - those stations looking ahead 
to their digital future." 

More than 550 stations responded within 
weeks to the initial announcement of the EASE 

program and membership continues to grow. 
An equal number of AM and FM stations from 

forty-six states are currently represented with 

about half of them located in smaller, 

non-arbitron rated markets. 

IBOC DAB Test Stations Selected, 
Testing Underway 

The final phase of mobile field testing of USA 
Digital Radio's AM and FM IBOC DAB systems 
has begun in Columbia, Maryland and will 
continue throughout the summer and fall of 

1999 in various cities across the U.S. 

Successful FM testing has already been 
conducted at USADR's experimental test station 
93.5-FM in Columbia, Maryland, where digital 
music was broadcast and received in a mobile 
environment. AM testing is also underway at 
Xetron's (USADR's development partner) 
experimental test station 1660-AM in Cincinnati. 

Other test sites to be used in this testing 
phase include KLLC-FM and KYCY-AM in 

San Francisco, WCBS-AM and WNEW-FM in 
New York, WETA-FM, WHFS-FM, WJFK-FM, and 
WTOP-AM in Washington, DC, WNOP-AM in 
Cincinnati, and WPOC-FM in Baltimore. Tests 
will be conducted at these stations under 
experimental licenses issued by the FCC, with 
most equipment already installed and mobile 
test efforts scheduled to begin soon. The 
stations were selected based on the guidelines 
established by the National Radio Systems 
Committee (NRSC) which require challenging 
tests in conditions of multipath, noise and 
interference. 



Transmission Equipment Manufacturers Wh 
For the last year, USA Digital Radio has been building the coalition necessary to ensure a successful rollout of its In-Band On-Channel Digital 
Audio Broadcasting technology. The coalition now includes broadcasters and manufacturers of transmission equipment, DSP chips and 
receivers and continues to grow. We recently asked representatives from the transmission equipment manufacturers the question, "Why did 
your company choose to participate in the USA Digital Radio IBOC DAB coalition?" Here is a sample of their responses. 

, 

Larry J. Boone, Sales and Marketing Director 
Andrew Passive Power Products, Gray, Maine 

Responsibilities: Responsible for worldwide sales of RF systems. 

`Andtrw Passive Power Products is one of the latgest suppliers of RE systems in the USA and the world's 
largest supplier of digital broadcast filters We are proud to participate in the USADR 1130C coalition for the 
provision of high petlimnance filters, combiners and systems to meet all the FM broadcasters' needs jiff 
system implementation." 

ee4retIDREVV. 

James R. "Rick" Carpenter, Vice President, RF Systems 
Broadcast Electronics, Inc., Quincy, Illinois 

Responsibilities: General manager for the overall performance of the RF Systems Division, 
which includes the RF Transmitter Group, and Marti Electronics, Inc., in Cleburne, TX. 

"Broadcast Electmnics bas been working with USADR hermally since the first IBOC over-the-air testing 
at WILL in Urbana, IL, almost 10 _years ago. Broadcast Electronics believes that USADR now has a 
strategy and the resources in place to convert IBOC technology from a laboratory curiosity to a 
annmercially viable system for our radio customers." 

— 

Daniel L. Dickey, Vice President of Engineering 
Continental Electronics Corp., Dallas, Texas 

Responsibilities: Leads research and development programs, oversees new product 
development and is responsible for making the company's digital vision a reality. 

"CEC always has participated in the standard-setting processes for digital broadcasting and is a member 
of several standards otganizations jiff digital broadcasting (ATSC; DRM, Euteka-147 and DVB). The 
USADR IBOC coalition is an important initial step in setting standards for digital radio in the United 
States, anti CEC intends to remain active in this critical process." 

Cr-C 

Bernard Wise, President 
.4enL. ENERGY-ONDC  

Energy-Onix Broadcast Equipment Co., Valatie, New York -w  BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC. 

Responsibilities: Manages company's business and technical development efforts. = 

"We at Energy-()nix continue to be impressed with both the financial and technical resources USADR has 
committed to the development 41130C: digital radio. I believe they are uniquely suited to make 1B(X,' 
DAB a reality and I am looking forward to working wide USADR in assisting radio stations in the 
adoption of digital broadcasting." 

David J. Grace, President and Chief Executive Officer 
Nautel Limited, Tantallon, Nova Scotia 

Responsibilities: Oversees operations and strategic planning for development of future 
products and markets. 

"Nauters eApertise is design and manufactura of radio transmitters. We are «mime& to serving 
the AM tint/FM broadcasting community through technological innomtion. The advent of In-Band 
On-Channel Digital /Italia Broadcast/mug affers enormous benefits in terms of competitive mull() quality 
Producing IBOC-compatible transmitters will protect our mstomers' imvstment in the futura of radio." 

nautei 

USADR Expands Commercialization Efforts To Ready Audio In 
Kenwood Corporation, a leading manu-
facturer of aftermarket automotive and 
home audio products, entered a joint 
technology and marketing agreement with 
USA Digital Radio in May 1999. Under the 
terms of the agreement, the companies 
will work together to develop, test, and 
promote IBOC 
DAB receivers 
for consumers 
and coordinate strategies for the market 
launch of IBOC technology. This agree-

KENWOOD 

ment highlights USA Digital Radio's 
continued efforts to build the coalition 
necessary to deliver digital AM and FM 
radio to consumers. 

Through their relationship with USADR, 
Kenwood hopes to "enhance the 
consumer listening experience while 
providing growth opportunities for audio 
retailers," according to Bob Law, Vice 
President, Mobile Electronics of 
Kenwood USA. 

USA Digital Radio projects the first 
commercial receivers will be available to 
consumers in early 2001, soon after the 
first stations begin broadcasting IBOC 
DAB. Early receivers are likely to be high-
end, aftermarket and home hi-fi models 
like those produced by Kenwood. 

Texas Instruments, the worldwide leader 
and pioneer in digital signal processing 
solutions, signed a joint commercialization 
agreement with USA Digital Radio in July 



They Joined USADR's IBOC DAB Coalition 

Amy Huson, Vice President, Business Development 
Orban, San Leandro, California 

Responsibilities: Keeps the sales, marketing and customer service efforts of Orban in sync 
with the broadcast industry. 

"When IBOC happens, broadcasters have the time to see if equipment from difiétent manulachurrs 

integrates easily and éljectively Ifé need to do that now ThatS why engineering exchanges between 

Orban and USA Digital Radio an, so important" 

Charles H. Haubrich, President 
OD Corporation, Williamstown, New Jersey 

Responsibilities: Oversees all aspects of product development, marketing and sales for QEI. 

"QEI cluee to participate in the / Digital Radio coalition to better position our transmission, 

monitoring and digital transport products jiff In-Band On-Channel (MOO. Since USA Digihd Radio has 

initialed much qf the IBOC en.' to date, it seemed a logical pa/ring to merge our transmission experience 
with their lysearch and development PrOgralll. We see INS as a inutualIy benéficial partnership making 
its well positioned fin. the futun, of IBOC" 

Paul A. Wescott, Chief Executive Officer Shively Labs 
Shively Labs, Bridgton, Maine 
Responsibilities: Oversees sales and marketing efforts in addition to executive and administration responsibilities. 

"Shively Labs has been an active participant in DAB develqnnent /or years. We think USADR is on the 

right track and we an, happy to lime the opportunity to include our adlyinced.filter technology in 
USADRS IBOC coalition. ItS also another opportunity to serie our important customers who an, also 

USADR ou'lzers." 

Michael Dosch, Managing Director 
Telos Systems/Cutting Edge, Cleveland, Ohio 
Responsibilities: Oversees all day-to-day business activities and company strategic planning. 

nta 
.4 TO, Company 

"We at lelos Systems/Cutting Edge consider the advent of MOC to be one (f the most 

significant and exciting advances in radio broadcasting technology since Ell Stereo. The advent of DAB 
will enable null() stations to gilt' their advertisers and listening audience mow value than ever bélbre 

We ale strategically annmitted to DAB and ale looking »maul to helping the industry define and 
implement flame standards." 

USA Digital Radio expresses its thanks to the following companies for supplying field 
test equipment and support: 

Belar Electronics Labs, Inc.; Bird Electronics, Inc.; Broadcast Electronics, Inc.; Central Tower, Inc.; 

Circuit Research Labs; Continental Electronics Corp.; Delta Electronics; Dielectric; Harris Corporation; 

Intraplex, Inc.; KYW; MB QUART Electronics; Nautel Limited; Orban; 0E1 Corporation; Shively Labs; 

Telos Systems/Cutting Edge; WARW; WINS; WJZ-TV 

dustry for Digital Broadcasts 
1999. The 
agreement 
calls for TI 
and USADA 
to work 
together on the development and 
marketing of DSP chips, based on the 
programmable TMS320C6000 family of 
products. The chips will host IBOC DAB 
software, ultimately allowing USADR's 
technology to be integrated into radio 
receivers. The availability of DSP chips 

TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

containing USADA technology will be an 
important factor in receiver manufacturers' 
decisions to produce IBOC DAB receivers 
in the future. 

TI's interest in working with USADA is due 
in large part to the huge market potential 
of digital radio coupled with the growing 
and strong coalition that USA Digital Radio 
has put in-place. "With 600 million radios 
in use throughout the United States today, 
the emerging market of Digital Audio 

Broadcasting offers tremendous growth 
potential," said Mike Hames, manager of 
TI's DSP business. 

Joint technical development efforts are 
already underway. Engineers from USA 
Digital Radio are working with their 
counterparts at Texas Instruments to 
integrate IBOC DAB software into TI's DSP 
chip technology. 
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The USA Digital Radio Newsletter 

We are looking for your input. Contact: 

David Salemi 

Marketing Director and Editor- in-Chief 

8865 Stanford Boulevard, Suite 202 
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salemi@usadr.com 
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Orange County Convention Center 
Orlando, Florida 
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no USA Digital Radio invites you to participate in 

driaall11 
111:111  EASE (Early Adopter Station Enhancement) 
4 _ An early adopter program promoting broadcaster participation in In-Band 
a On-Channel Digital Audio Broadcasting (IBOC DAB) implementation 
• 

;   

The EASE program provides broadcasters with: 

a free station assessments which will detail the necessary actions 
and equipment required to convert to IBOC DAB, 

a early access to transmission equipment manufacturers under 
agreement with USA Digital Radio, 

a advance announcements of key activities, 

a access to and potential representation on an IBOC DAB 
Broadcaster Rollout Advisory Board, 

a and many potential business arrangements downstream. 

To receive more information and an EASE registration packet, please call Scott Stull, 
Marketing Manager, at 410-872-1578 or e-mail him at stull@usadr.com. 
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KIIS-FM, InXsys 
Form Venture 

InXsys Broadcast Networks, a 
radio Web content provider and division 
of BuySellBid.com, formed a strategic 
venture with Clear Channel 
Communications station KIIS-FM in 
Los Angeles. 

InXsys will create an original audio 
anjoi, deo programming broadcast net-
wu,- for the Internet called KIISFMi, 
found at www.kiisfmi.com 

The network will not be a simulcast 
of KIIS-FM, but "a completely new 
alternative programming defined as the 
'next top 40,— InXsys announced. 
Prurams will 
incele inter-
views, new 
mv-ic show-
case , breaking 
mu c. video 
ent tain ment 
ano "lots of 
intei activity." 

T!— site launch is planned for Sept. 6. 
Fr"- information, contact InXsys in 

Vir; at ( 703) 684-4427, send e-mail 
to stash@inxsys.com or circle Reader 
Servire 57. 

KIISFMI 

FEATURES 
Cumulus Chooses BSI 

Cumulus Media Inc. will 
standardize its radio stations 
on non-proprietary digital 
studio and audio software 
from Broadcast Software 
International. 
"We have all the major 

radio station systems in operation in 
one or more markets," said Richard 

BSI WaveStation 

Weening, Executive Chairman of 
Cumulus. "While there are several fine 
systems out there, we conclude that 
BSI WaveStation is the easiest to use, 
the most versatile and reliable, and 
because of their open standards archi-
tecture the most compatible with our 
other plans." 

BSI said its non-proprietary 
approach allows users to make their 
own decisions about what PC hard-
ware to use. BSI automation and other 
digital audio products run on any 
Microsoft Windows operating system 
(95, 98, or NT) and are compliant with 

'he Best in Sound Furniture 

any Microsoft Windows-compatible 
audio hardware. 

For information, contact BSI in Oregon 
at (541) 338-8588, visit www.cumulus 
media.com or circle Reader Service 61. 

New Northwest Taps BP 

New Northwest Broadcasters, a 
group founded by radio executives 
Michael O'Shea and Ivan Braiker, has 
chosen TotalRadio music program-
ming service from Broadcast 
Programming. 
BP provides music logs, libraries, cur-

rent updates and hard-drive system inte-
gration for various formats and digital 
programming systems on a station-by-
station basis. The operation is under the 
direction of NNB VP/Programming 
Scotty Brink. 

Edie Hilliard, president of Broadcast 
Programming, said the deal "demon-
strates how we can tailor a service pack-
age to the exact needs of a developing 
group as well as the hundreds of individ-
ual radio stations and clusters we already 
serve." 
New Northwest Broadcasters, based in 

Seattle, owns, or has under contract, 48 
stations in 12 markets in Alaska, Oregon, 
Washington and Montana. 

Recently, Jones International 
Networks Ltd. agreed to acquire 
Broadcast Programming from 
Broadcast Electronics Inc. That trans-
action was expected to close in late 
summer. 

For information, contact BP at (800) 
426-9082 or (206)728-2741, send e-mail 

to experts@bpradio.com or circle Reader 
Service 58. 

VIO Helps 
Visually Impaired 

CartWorks/dbm System Inc. has 
installed several new CartWorks VIO sys-
tems. 

Through integration with screen reader 
software and speech hardware, the 
Visually Impaired Option provides blind 
operators equal access to the computer-
based CartWorks digital audio system. 
VIO systems were installed recently at 
Mississippi Authority for Educational 
Television's Radio Reading Service. 
Radio Reading Service of Mississippi 
provides programming and receivers for 
more than 3,000 blind and sight-impaired 
people in the state free of charge. 
The CartWorks system automates 

programming between satellite net-
works, computer digital audio, DAT 
machines and cassette decks (which will 
be used until all programming is dubbed 
into the computer). 

"If we had viewed it from a purely 
financial perspective, this product proba-
bly wouldn't exist," said George Thomas, 
president of dbm Systems. "( But) we 
started this company to build professional 
digital audio systems that anyone could 
operate. We've always tried to keep the 
user interface straightforward and simple, 
yet maintain the power and flexibility." 

For information, contact the company 
in Mississippi at (800) 795-7234, e-mail 
to gthomas@cartworks.com or circle 
Reader Service 62. 

For over 20 years Broadcasters nationwide have come to Mager Systems for our exquisitely 
designed studio furniture. Our unique construction, along with solid wood and quality materials, 
means your furniture is built to last. In fact, we've made the design and construction of studio 
furniture as much an art form as it is a business. Every installation is backed by a 10 year 
warranty. Our quality is affordable and can 
accommodate every budget from economy 
to showplace. Call today and discover 
why Mager Systems is the best in 
Sound Furniture. 

We're proud to say 
we've won the 

Radio World 
'Cool Stuff' 
Award at 
NAB '99. ‘. 

WILSONART 
INTERNATIONAL 

Mager Systems is proud to offer Wilsonart 
Gibraltar solid surface. Gibraltar is a non porous, 
stone-like, solid surface material. This premium 
material has beauty, strength and durability that is 

easy to care for Gibraltar is available in 32 rich colors, 
plus, it is backed by a full 10 year installed, limited warranty. 
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WHUR - Washington, D.C. 

Designed, Fabricated, Delivered and Installed 

21602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1 
Phoenix, Arizona 85024 
TEL: 602-780-0045 
FAX: 602-780-9860 



OBOX 
This compact. rugged box can make your job a hell 

of a lot easier. Quick- check dynamic mics without 

firing up the entire system. Use Test tone to 

confirm connections back to the board without 

unpacking the mics—or uttering a single "check." 

Trouble shoot snakes and bad cables without moving 

a muscle. Done testing? Connect it to a snake and 

bark directions to your crew. Or clip it to your belt 

and it's a hands- free intercom. Keep your stress 

levels in check with QBox. Call Whirlwind today. 

whirlwind 
www.whlriwindusa.com 

800.733.9473 
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Put Old Cabinets to New Uses 
John Bisset 

So what do you do with those old 
Scully reel-to-reel roll-around cabinets 
collecting dust at your transmitter site? 

Mike Fast at WCBM in Baltimore 
pressed them into service in his con-

of stations are using MiniDisc technology, 
a tray can be fashioned for them as well. 

Mike shares another "carpenter's tip" 
for the busy newsroom. Figure 2 shows 
how his newsroom printers were mounted 
on a sliding shelf. Shown in the "pulled 
out" position, the sliding action makes 

feeding paper into the 
printer a lot easier. 
Gone are the days of 

crawling under the 
printer shelf trying to 
feed paper up through 
a narrow slot! 

* * * 

Fall is a good time 
to check on satellite 
feed horns. 
If the weather and 

Figure 1: A new use for an old reel-to-reel cabinet not only insect deterring disk is 
saves the station money, but improves operator efficiency, not covering the feed-

horn opening, save 
trol room, with a slight modification. yourself a lot of trouble by installing one. In 
Mike uses the Fidelipac 3.5-inch flop- Figure 3, you see the exposed feedhorn 
py disk machines, and as you can see opening — a welcome mat for bees, and on 

Figure 2: A sliding shelf for printers eliminates the need to crawl under 
the printer to replace paper. 

in Figure 1, when the deck area is 
replaced with a sectioned tray, all pro-
mos, spots and jingles are within easy 
reach of the jock. 

Using floppy disk dividers, the disks 
can be easily categorized. Since a number 

larger dishes, birds or squirrels. If your feed-
horn doesn't have a cover; and you can't 
easily locate one, at least spritz some bee 
killer around the opening to deter insects. 

While you're up on the ladder, check for 
a waterproof LNB connection and proper 

cable support. One last thing: Gently stress 
the tripod feed horn supports and LNB 
support to exposed loose bolts. If any bolts 
are missing or corroded, replace them. 

You'll be thankful for this pre-win-
ter maintenance — ask anyone who's 
had to work on a dish in the biting 
cold and ice of winter. Talk about a 
slippery slope! 

* * * 

Walt Jamison wrote to express some 
concern about adequate ventilation of 
wall-rats (or wall warts) when wrapped 
in rubber inner tube and held in place 
with a hose clamp. 

His point is that some of these get 

warm and the rubber insulator may pre-
vent proper cooling. As an alternative, 
Walt suggests using a tie wrap to hold the 
wall-rat in place. Whatever is used, keep 
that AC adapter properly secured! 

* * * 

Ralph Winquist, a consultant in Lake 
Worth, Fla., sent me a copy of the latest 
Antique Electronic Supply flier. 

In addition to a variety of electronic 
parts, these folks stock small signal tubes 
— which, they add, are Y2K compliant! 

If you'd like a copy of their catalog, 
circle Reader Service 54. 

* * * 

Figure 4 shows a spark gap that did its 
job over the summer. 

See WORKBENCH, page 29 
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Worried about losing Audio Quality? 
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• 

Why compromise? 
APT codecs provide proven audio quality without delay and lose nothing 
through multiple coding. 

Over both permanent and dial-up digital circuits, the BCF256 and 
NXL384 represent the broadcaster's choice for Backhaul, SU, studio 
networking and Outside Broadcast applications. - 
Talk to us about the benefits of utilising apt-Xas your next audio 
communications solution. 

eh. Believe your own ears! 
Don't delay! Contact APT at: 

Figure 3: Check mounting bolts, cabie waterproofing and the feed 
horn assembly before winter. 

AUDIO PROCESSING 

TECHNOLOGY 
hup://www.aptx.com 

HEADQUARTERS: TEL + 44 (C) 1232 371110 
N. AMERICA: TEL + 1 323 463 2963 
JAPAN: TEL + 81 3 3520 1020 
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From the "Specialists in Practical 

Precision Engineering" 

S T —A C R1 • STICK—ON 
AUDIO CONTROLLED RELAY 

RELEASE DELAY ADJUSTABLE 0 5 TO 5 SEC 

SHOWN DE-ENERGISED 

•  

000000000000 

Anywhere you need 
./ Cost Effective Silence Sensing 
• Control Switching from Audio Signal 
• 5witching from Mic or Line Signals 
• PPDT Switching Contacts 
• .) pen-collector (Slave) Output 

5T-ACR1 for .5 5 to 5.0 s delay nominal 
5T-ACR2 for 5.0 s to 50.0 s delay nominal 

R D Doc,ToLlol cfraele(8(08050) )62848-15-42618530017 

ment Server (8001  
Radio Design Labs Web Page www rdlnet corn 

READER SERVICE NO. 170 

UNIVERgAL XE-1000 
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER 

AN AFFORDABLE 
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER 

New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry 
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2: 1 , 3:1, wide/narrow 
bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output 
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply, 
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio. 
Every needed feature at a sensible price (lowest in the 
industry). 

REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION) 

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION 

Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: (614) 866-1201 

N—KIER .Cspse:.al"2,cts' 
4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135 

READER SERVICE NO. 210 

Silicon Valley 
PO W E 

AMPLIFIERS 

The RF People 

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers 
Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency. 

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW 
Solid state. 
VSWR foldback. 
Remote operation. 
Full documentation. 

Frequency agile. 
Digital display. 
Easy installation. 
Modular construction. 

1-800-986-9700 

Your New Interview Tool 

INLINE 

Ftine Aurtioenterracee—e%;Zinig ri.i.' 

1111• 

PATCH 

Tale 

Telephone Audio Interface 

Simply connect lnline Patch between your 
telephone and the wall jack. You will get 
separate control over your voice and the 

caller's voice. A great little hybrid! 

List Price 
$270.00 

JK Audio RB en; naodtCea t Gear 

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com 

800-552-8346 Fax (815) 786-8502 

READER SERVICE NO. 190 

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS 
ln-Stock-Available for 
Immediate Delivery 

BIM =•-• - 

• note.. 

• 

• 

Price US$2700.00 2 Towers 
Will operau• with any rumple o iiilriol equipment. 

• In 11111 • • o _ 
Price US$2100.00 2 Towers 

For AM directional, %\ ith studio he aiiid ai nansmitter site. 

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled 
accuracy (.5% or better on ratio and .5° or better on phase) 
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of 
these monitors is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments 
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts 
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In 
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model 
CMR has a multiplexed BCD digital output which can be used 
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have 
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line 
terminations plus relay protection. 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO. 
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898 

See  Us At NAB Radio Show Booth # 444  

READER SERVICE NO. 220 

NEW! FC-1 
Digital Format Converter 

S/PDIF to AES/EBU Converter 

Coaxial and Optical Digital Inputs 

XLR AES/EBU Digital Output 
Sampling Rate Indicators 
Accepts Word Lengths 16-24 Bits 
Compact Size 
Low Cost 

Rear Panel 

Call for a Videoquip products catalog or visit our web site. 
— — — — Phone: (416) 293-1042 

Tag ; ;+; r- '4; czcz" Toll Free: 1-888-293-1071 
RESEARCH LIMITED Fax: (416) 297-4757 

AES3 Switching And Distribution 

Made Easy with the A ES-200 

•—• 

Features: 

2 Input AES3 SNNitcher 

2 XLR Outputs, 2 BNC Outputs 

Remote Control/Status 

Uses: 
Main/Alt. Transmitter Audio Switching 

Digital Studio SN1, itcher 

Professional Digital Dubbing 

Broadcast Devices, Inc. 
5 Crestview Avenue 
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916 

Website: www.I3roadcast-Devices.com 

bdi 

READER SERVICE NO. 200 

You found what you've 

been looking for... 

The finest in 

Modular Studio Furniture 

ON 
SALE! 

Advanced Furniture Systems 
1545 N. Washington Ave., Loveland, CO 80538 

Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338 
Email: afs@mail.omn.com 

Website: www.omn.com/afs 

READER SERVICE NO. 230 

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING 
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides 
a continuous, low- resistance 
discharge path For the static 
electric charge on tall structures. 
Dissipation points are 1/8" 
stainless steel rods. 

This aFFordable and rugged system has 
proven itself in the field For over 15 years. 

Cioláha 
Write or call for a free brochure and de,agn 
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington. N.M. 87499-2548 

Toll Free Ph: 888-125-5336 • Fax: 505-326-213/ 
www.svpa.com e-mail: sales/)svpa.com Fax 1-408-986-1438 

READER SERVICE NO. 240 

Internet: www.videoquip.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 180 READER SERVICE NO. 250 
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Fractal Antennas Offer Benefits 
Tom Vernon 

Since they were first described by the 
French mathematician Benoit 
Mandelbrot in the mid- 1970s, repeating 
geometric figures known as fractals have 
fascinated computer scientists, mathe-
maticians and graphic artists. 

These "broken curves" have been used 
to explain naturally-occurring phenome-
non such as lightning, galactic clusters and 
clouds. Many computer-image compres-
sion schemes are based on fractals. Until 
recently, however, there have been few 

matching components to achieve multi-
band or broadband performance. 
Much of the manufacturing and 

research on fractal antennas is being done 
by Fractal Antenna Systems Inc., a pri-
vately-held company with manufacturing 
facilities in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and 
research and development labs in 
Belmont, Mass. 

The company holds key patent pending 
positions on the technology. Its founder, 
Dr. Nathan Cohen, is a professor of 
Applied Science and Telecommunications 
at Boston University. 

While much of the current 
research and developmental work 
has centered on the 900 MHz, PCS 
and S- band applications, fractal 
antenna design techniques can be 
applied to any frequency and any 
type of antenna, such as dipoles, 
monopoles, and helices. Replacing 
the spring stubby on cell phones 
with a fractal design results in a 
more efficient antenna, one that is 
cheaper to manufacture, and broad-
band enough that designers are 
considering including a GPS 
receiver in future cell phones. 
"We have been able to use a frac-

talized helix to shrink the height to 
one-third normal with the same 

gain," Cohen said. The trade-off with this 
reduction in size is a decrease in band-
width to slightly less than 25 percent." 

While the company does not actively 
manufacture antennas for broadcasters, 
Fractal Antenna Systems does a lot of cus-

Figure 1: A schematic comparison of a 
fractal loop, top, and folded dipole, 
bottom, reveals radical shrinkage at 

comparative gain. This resonant fractal 
loop is almost 95 percent efficient with 

a 7-percent bandwidth. 

hardware applications of fractal geometry. 
Fractal antennas and fractal arrays are 

notable exceptions. 
A fractal element antenna, or FEA. is one 

that has been shaped in a fractal fashion, 
either through bending or shaping a volume. 
or introducing holes. They are based on 
fractal shapes such as the Sierpinski trian-
gle, Mandelbrot tree, Koch curve. and Koch 
island. The advantage of FEAs, when com-
pared to conventional antenna designs, cen-
ter around size and bandwidth. 

Size can be shrunk from two to four 
times with surprisingly good perfor-
mance. Multiband performance is possi-
ble at non-harmonic frequencies. and at 
higher frequencies the FEA is naturally 
broadband. Polarization and phasing of 
FEAs also are possible. 

The theory of fractal antenna operation 
is steeped in mathematics, but in its most 
basic form, it comes down to this: In 
order for an antenna to work equally well 
at all frequencies, it must satisfy two cri-
teria: it must be symmetrical about a 
point, and it must be self-similar, having 
the sanie basic appearance at every scale; 
that is, it has to be fractal. 

In many cases, the use of fractal ele-
ment antennas can simplify circuit design. 
reduce construction costs and improve 
reliability. Because FEAs are self-loading, 
no antenna tuning coils or capacitors are 
necessary. Often they do not require any 

Figure 3: A fractal end-tire helix in 
a transparent radome attains the same 
gain as a regular helix three times its 

height. Shown here, a 675 MHz 
antenna measures 7.5 cm in diameter 
and about 12 cm high. Gain is about 
7 dBi. A similar design for 450 MHz is 
12 cm in diameter and 18 cm high. 

Model Mt3C-1 Message I3oard Controller 

Ile MBC-1 turns an off- the-shelf message display into an information center for 

your control room that gives your staff important messages in plain english. 

F E AlU R ES 
fully programmable display messages • 15 prioritized signaling inputs 
pre-programmed "starter" messages • momentary or latched inputs 

multiple displays from one controller • text and graphics in messages 

It's like an 'On Air' light...on STEROIDS! 

tom work, and welcomes all inquiries. The 
most promising applications would seem 
to be in the 450 MHz RPU and 950 MHz 
STI., arenas. In addition to the increased 

Cohen initially reported his findings at an 
ARRL convention in 1994. and published 
the first article on FEAs in 1995. 

University researchers confirmed his 
findings, and investigations into FEAs 
continue at Penn State, UCLA and UPC 
in Spain. 

Research on the related field of fractal 

Figure 2: The free-space gain pattern for this fractal loop gives dipole-like 
coverage with negligible losses compared to a dipole. 

bandwidth that FEAs afford, the reduced 
size may be an important consideration for 
broadcasters when aesthetics or wind 
loading are important considerations. 

Fractal antennas have existed for a long 
time, although they were not consciously 
designed as such. Log periodic antennas 
are fractal in nature. While they have been 
around for more than 40 years. their 
behavior was not completely understood 
until fractal techniques were applied. 

Another type of aerial, the randomly 
bent antenna, is really based on random 
fractals. 
A radio amateur and Boston apartment 

dweller with space limitations, Cohen 
assembled the first true FEA in 1988 to 
work the 2-meter amateur band. He later 
built a 10- meter dipole and worked 
dozens of stations in Europe with 1 watt. 

arrays is under way at the University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. Antenna 
arrays traditionally have been constructed 
with elements either randomly scattered 
or regularly spaced. By using a fractal 
arrangement. efficient arrays can be con-
structed with a quarter of the number of 
elements used in a conventional design. 

To learn more about fractal element 
antennas, including construction plans for 
a 10-meter fractal dipole. visit the compa-
ny Web page at www.fractenna.com. 
Some interesting 3D fractal antenna stu-
dent projects are on display at wwwant-
lab.ee.ucla.edui-johngeracial.hunl 

Tom Vernon is a multimedia consultant 
working in Philadelphia. E-mail him at 
TLVernon@blazenet.net, or call ( 717) 
367-5595. 

You 
can measure... 

tor with the best monitor and the most accurate test set. 
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of 
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below 
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations 
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than 
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more... 
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measure-
ments a dream. 

Si ne Sysferno,,,, 
615 • 228 • 3500 (vox) 

015 • 227 • 2307 (fax) 

vvww.sinesystems.com 

Circle (32) On Reader Service Card 

13 eL1=1 www.belar.com (610) 687-5550 
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC. 
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333 

Call or write for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors. 
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Moore Is Voice of `NASCAR Today' 
Paul Kaminski 

A recent kW article on the Department 
of Defense's Defense Information School 
(DINFOS) mentioned the names of 
famous alumni who served at American 
Forces .Radio and Television Service out-
lets around the world. 
One of those alumni is known to 

NASCAR fans who listen to Motor 
Racing Network radio broadcasts. He is 
Joe Moore. a 1972 graduate of the 
Defense Information School's 
Broadcaster's Course which was then 
taught at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. 

Moore combined a lifelong interest in 
racing with the contacts and training gained 
with AFRTS. to find his present position 
with MRN. For Moore, an Army broadcast-
er, it was the culmination of a wish. 

"I was baby-sitting the MRN broad-
cast one day," he said, recalling time 
spent at the AFRTS station at Udapao Air 
Base in Thailand. "The broadcasts 
always tied me back to home, and got me 
to wishing I could do that." 

Many voices 
Moore is MRN Radio's "do-it-all" guy. 

Besides his raceday work as a turn 
reporter, he is the voice of MRN's daily 
news program "NASCAR Today." He also 
fills in for Eli Gold. the host of MRN's 
"NASCAR Live" weekly talk show. 

Perhaps the roots of his versatility 
were developed during his tour of duty at 
Udapao AB. 
"We did it all, since our outlet had 

both radio and television. I did the after-
noon show on radio and the evening news 
on television," he said. "We had lots of 
equipment, but not enough people, so we 
doubled up. whether it was news, produc-
tion or traffic." 
One of his most memorable broadcasts 

was a local, live broadcast of the Bob 
Hope USO show there in 1972. 

"The B-52s were still bombing targets; 
many of the guys on the flight line couldn't 

get away to see the program in person. So 
we broadcast the show live on radio." 

After the Army. Joe returned to his 
native Wilmington, N.C.. to work at 
WHSL(AM). A stint at WE00(AM) near 
Smithfield, Va.. put him in position to 
combine his interest in racing and his 
abilities as an announcer. 

$1 50 a night 
Joe Car\ er. the promoter at nearby 

Langley Speedway, asked Moore to be 
the race announcer there. 

turn reporter during a Daytona Dash 
series race. 

"They put nie up on a scaffold to 
describe the action. I was, to say the 
least, intimidated. I thought I didn't do 
very well, and figured it was a free trip to 
Daytona. if nothing else. Then they 
called me back." 

Moore's first broadcast for MRN was a 
Busch Series race, in NASCAR's Triple-
A division, at Darlington in September of 
1981. That led to a call for the 1982 
Daytona 500. as the turn four reporter. 

Joe Moore, left, interviews Winston Cup veteran Dave Marcis. 

"I said I didn't know the first thing 
about being a race announcer. Joe said, 
'If you like it, you can talk about it.' 
"When he offered me $ 150 a night, 

which was more than I got on my DJ 
gigs, I said 'I'm there.— 

Five years at Langley Speedway, with 
stops at Virginia Raceway and Dixieland 
Speedway, brought Moore to the atten-
tion of the Sawyer family, owners of 
Richmond International Raceway. His 
public address work at Richmond drew 
the interest of MRN Radio. 
"Mike Joy ( now CBS-TV's race 

anchor) ran MRN at the time and asked 
me to come down to Daytona for an audi-
tion," Moore said. "My audition was as a 

RDS/RBDS 
"Mini-Encoder" 

With 
this simple, 
"dirt cheap" 
encoder, 
your station 
can begin 
transmitting 
the more important radio-data IDs, service flags and text messages. 

Use any PC to quickly and easily enter your station's call letters or 
-street name," format identifier, translator frequencies and scrolling 
ads or promos. Menu-driven software transfers this information to the 
encoder's own non-volatile memory. 

This nifty little encoder installs in minutes, locks to any stereo gen-
erator and works in to any FM transmitter. 

Don't let your station be skipped-over by the new generation of 
"smart" radios! At just $390 there's no excuse for waiting to put RDS 
to work for you right now. 

...emersesar.rer—re,::-

MODEL 701 - $390 

lnovonics, Inc. 
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA 
TEL: (408) 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554 

www.inovon.com 

The race had a line-up of stock car 
broadcasting legends and legends-to-be: 
Barney Hall and Mike Joy handled the 
play by play. Eli Gold, who would go on 
to anchor MRN broadcasts and work for 
TNN as their race anchor, was in turn 
one. Mark Garrow, now the host of 
Capital Sports' "Winston Cup Today," 
was in turn three, and Moore in Turn four. 

Pit reporters were Ned Jarrett ( 1961 and 
1965 Winston Cup Champion, CBS-TV 
analyst and Dale Jarrett's dad) and Dr. Jerry 
Punch (a licensed emergency room physi-
cian, former NC State quarterback, race-
track announcer and now an anchor/analyst 
for ESPN and ABC-TV Sports). 

"The heat was on," said Moore. "I had 
parts of race cars flying by me, Harry 
Gant's hood came past me, it was wild. 

"I was glad John McMullin (broadcast 
producer) was talking in my ear to calm 
me down." 
He began working all the Winston Cup 

races in 1984. In August of last year, 
Moore became the host of "NASCAR 
Today" when Allen Bestwick ( race co-
anchor with Barney Hall and television 
host) wanted to cut back his schedule. 

"I have an ISDN line in my house, 
with a Mackie board, a 360 Digi/Cart and 
a telephone hybrid. Sometimes we'll tape 
the program, other days we do the pro-
gram live at 4:45 p.m. Eastern Time. 
Doing 'NASCAR Today' helps me keep 
on top of what's happening with the dri-
vers, owners and crew chiefs, and it's 
helped my play by play, too." 

He also is the host of a syndicated 
television show called "Raceline," which 
deals with NASCAR Winston Cup rac-
ing. The audio from those interviews is 
often dubbed to Moore's Digi/Cart and is 
heard on "NASCAR Today." 

Too much tech? 
One of the biggest changes Moore has 

seen in the coverage of racing is the 
increasing number of technology stories 
about engines, tires, etc. But he feels the 
people in racing are the big story. 

"Most of the technical stuff goes over 
people's heads," he said. "Race fans are 
interested in the people in the sport; 
they're heroes to the fan." 

Moore says the racing community and 
AFRTS have similarities. 

"Like AFRTS, you have a structure 
and guidelines with sponsors, etc. The 
trick is to be wide open within the struc-
ture and work inside the guidelines." 
A postscript: Joe and his wife went 

back to Thailand last year to revisit the 
base where he was stationed. He said it 
was a hassle to get back on base and final-
ly had to cajole the base commander into 
letting him visit. He reports the building 
that housed the station is now a barracks. 

Paul Kaminski is himself a D1NFOS 
graduate (Army Print Journalist Course 
in August 1971) and AFRTS alumnus 
(News Director, Armed Forces Desert 
Network, 1991). His e-mail address is 
motorsportsradio@compuserve.com 

Reserve Now for... 
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Hotel 
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Edward O. Fritts 
NAB President/CEO 

Master of Ceremonies: 

Bill Stakelin 
Regent Communications 

Contact Kit Hunter Franke 
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Whether 
on the air or 

on the Internet, 
stations can 
rely on !Wet 

From production to programming to broadcast, Dalet5.1, the latest technology in digital 
audio, allows stations to increase efficiency, streamline operations, and 

Internet Broadcasting 
Stations can easily and quickly 
establish their Internet presence. 
Dalet Web Publisher automatically 
publishes and updates information 
such as song titles, news stories, 
and broadcast history onto a web 
site. Stations wishing to simulcast 
their on- air program onto the 
Internet can use our integrated G2 
Player. 

Heliability 
With thousands of stations around 
the world using our systems, Dalet 
has the proven expertise to keep your 

Highlights 

Lineai AudioiMpeg 
Growl) Connectivity 
Music Scheduling 

litenet Oroadcastirg 
Archiving 

Backu3 and Redundancy 
Integrated Editors 
Orcadcast History 

Macros 
Year 2000 compliant 

station on the air. Dalet5.1 goes 
one step further with Netback2, a 
powerful utility that complements 
hardware redundancy (RAID arrays 
or mirrored servers) by backing up 
logs and sound files onto a 
secondary workstation. At a 
moment's notice, that workstation 
can be activated and broadcasting 
restored. 

Superior Audio Quality 
A variety of high quality sound 
formats designed to provide 
stations flexibility in managing 
their sound libraries is supported. 
Depending on a station's storage 
and audio needs, . . 
audio can be 
stored and edited 
in MPEG and/or 
LINEAR. 

Group Connectivity 
Many stations are now part of 
groups in which operations, 
production resources, sound files, 
and schedules must be shared. 
Station that are co-located can use 
a single Dalet system while stations 
in different sites can easily and 
cost effectively exchange 
information and audio over the 
Internet or Wide Area Network. 

reduce costs. 

real 02 
SimulCast on the Internet 4 

NOW PLAY 

Gato Barbieri 

Que pasa 

Your Favonte 0.1.1se NSk More MOrtor I 

AdBanner for your favorite 
OnLine BookStore 
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Integrated Editors 
Surfer and Mix Editor, tools for 
editing sound files and creating 
segues, are now easier to use and 
offer greater precision through the 
improved use of visual cues and an 
enhanced scrubbing tool. 
Additionally, Surfer has been 
refined with easier to use drag and 
drop editing, preset zooms, multi-
track locators, and time stamping - 
all of which make editing a breeze. 
Because both tools are integrated 
with Dalet5.1, edits, once saved, are 
available for immediate broadcast. 

Music Scheduling 
Music Scheduler is an optional 
module that provides primary and 
alternate schedule 
recommendations based upon 
station defined rules, broadcast 
history, and title attributes. 
Since Music Scheduler is 
integrated with Dalet5.1, 
stations can avoid 
the importing and exporting 
hassles often associated with 
third-party scheduling software. 

On -Air FleKthilitq 
Dalet5.1 offers many options that 
provide stations flexibility in their 
on-air operations. A single 
workstation can be used to record 
call-ins or interviews in the studio 
while a program is being played. The 
on-air staff has greater operational 
flexibility through the use of an 
optional control panel and multiple 
monitors. And, stations can switch 
between live and automated 
programming with relative ease. 

More broadcasters worldwide choose Dalet 
than any other system. Among our 
references : Emmis, Journal, ABC, Radio 
Unica, Sinclair, Crawford, CNN Radio, BBC 
(UK), CBC (Canada). Etc. 

Call 
(212) 825-3322 
or visit 
www.dalet.com 
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•MARKETPLACE• 
Products for the Radio Broadcast Professional 

Mail info and photos to: RW Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 

New Features for Courier 

Version 1.5 of the Courier portable 
hard-disk recorder is available from 
Sonifex Ltd. The V1.5 software offers 
multiple- cut, multiple- mark cut-and-
paste editing capability. 

Features include a modem that 
allows audio to be sent back to the stu-
dio from a remote location. Recordings 
can be made in the AIFF format, so 
Mac users can compile recordings in the 
field and edit them directly on the Mac. 

Cut-and-paste editing is performed 
by adding sections of recordings to a 
playlist which can be sorted, edited 
and saved. A clip from other cuts can 
be duplicated and saved as a new file 
and clips can be re-edited to produce a 
number of different interviews. 

Courier supports several different inter-
national modem types and can use a 
"Script" file to negotiate dialing into a 
server. Multiple-audio recording can be 
selected and transferred very simply. 
Courier also features a phone book for per-
manently storing frequently used numbers. 

Software for the product can be 
downloaded from the Sonifex Web site. 

For more information, contact 
Sonifex Ltd. in the U.K. at +44-1933-
650-700, .fax +44-1933-650-726, send 
e-mail to sales@sonifex.co.uk or cir-
cle Reader Service 71. 

New 1 kW FM Transmitter 

New from Richardson Electronics 
is Model BT1K, a 1 kW FM transmitter 
suitable for traditional broadcast, 
churches, universities and service appli-
cations. 

The solid-state unit is broadband, 
allowing the frequency to be changed in 
seconds. Modular construction makes 
the unit easy to customize, test and 
maintain. 
A built-in filter eliminates the need 

for external filtering. The compact 
design allows the RF power module to 
be replaced easily. 

For information, contact the suppli-
er in Illinois at (630) 208-2200, send 
e-mail to info@rell.com or circle 
Reader Service 60. 

B ROADCAST SUPPLY W ORLDWIDE 

Protect 15 Devices at Once 

The SX-2120 from Surge-X provides 
surge protection and power conditioning 
for up to 15 pieces of audio, broadcast 
and computer gear. 

The rackable unit occupies two rack 
spaces. Its rear panel features 14 stan-
dard grounded AC receptacles, divided 
into two separate banks of six outlets 
that may be switched on or off via front-
panel rocker switches, plus two outlets 
that are permanently on. 

A courtesy outlet is on the unit's face. 
The SX-2120 is rated for 20-amp use 

and incorporates the 
company's new 
Impedance Tolerant 
EMI/RFI filtering. 
Suggested retail price is 
$599. 

For information, con-
tact New Frontier 
Electronics in 
Pennsylvania at (215) 
862-9.344, send e-mail 

to anew@frontierelec.com or circle 
Reader Service 66. 

See MARKETPLACE, page 25 

Introducing Your Advantage f 

(Ad age 

For over 25 years, BSW has brought you the best equipment at low prices. Now we're going 
even further to earn your business — guaranteeing the best service and value in the industry. 

Knowledgeable Sales Professionals — Our sales professionals have real-world broadcast and 
studio engineering experience to offer expert help with your equipment purchase. 

Best Price Guarantee — You can be confident you are getting a competitive sales price at BSW. 

We guarantee to beat any competitor's printed advertised price within 30 days of purchase date.* 

Same Day Shipping — BSW stocks a huge warehouse of products. If we have it in stock, we will ship 

it the same day if your order is received by 5:00 PM Eastern Standard Time.** 

Extended Hours — We are open from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM Pacific Time, 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Eastern 

Time.You can also fax us anytime using our toll-free number — or email us at info@bswusa.com. 

Flexible Payment Terms — We offer a variety of payment methods including open net 30-day 
account to qualified domestic businesses, credit cards and personal checks with TeleCheck approval. 

For a Free Catalog Call 1 • 800 
* Items must be new, current models and available from an authorized dealer. Ads must be in p 
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MARKETPLACE, continued from page 24 

Digital and Analog I/O 

The Audioarts RD- 12, which was 
briefly marketed as the Sparky, is a dig-
ital on-air console that accepts and out-
puts both analog and digital signals. 

The RD- 12 offers an open architec-
ture design with 12 inputs, three stereo 
busses, multiple- format A/D input 
converters, machine control, digital 
mix-minus and phone module support 
for two callers. The console features a 
clock, timer, bright vertical VU meter-
ing and optional intercom. 

For information, contact the com-
pany at (252) 638-7000, send e-mail 
to sales@wheatstone.com or circle 
Reader Service 68. 

Modulation Monitor 

The AM Modulation Monitor 923A 
is new from TFT Inc. 

The monitor offers a carrier shift 
level meter and a PMDD circuit that 
allows digital peak modulation indica-
tion. A modulation calibrator elimi-
nates the need for external calibration; 
a voltmeter facilitates proof-of-perfor-
mance measurements. 

The unit is NRSC compliant. TFT 
offers an optional frequency-agile 
AM band Preselector for off- air 
monitoring. 

For more information, contact TFT 
in California at (800) 347-3383, fax to 
(408) 727-5942 or circle Reader 
Service 72. 

Edit Center Desk Systems 

A new furniture system from 
Middle Atlantic Products Inc. is 
designed for broadcast production, 
post and video work. 

Edit Center Desk Systems use an 
adaptable design and are 
offered with a choice of two 
high-pressure laminate tops, 
either cherry or graphite. 
Each system is built around 
a central desk, available as 
60 or 84 inches wide, and 
includes an overbridge in 
one of two styles: with 
equipment bays underneath, 
or with an open span 
between the supports. 

Buying Broadcast Equipment 

BSW Advantage Partners 
Bringing you even greater 
value when you buy from BSW 

Moseley 61 
nta 

A Telos Company 
Cutting Edge. Cleveland, Ohio 

r rc::111is 

«bon 4111111! 
,àdimulimfig 
SYSTEMS 

APIAM/IIIMMY 
%%/111t4RIGA 

Extensive Product Inventory — BSW will keep an even larger inventory of Advantage Partner 
products on hand for fast shipment to you.We also offer the best possible access to the factory for 
the non-stock products you want. 

Extended Product Warranty — All products from these manufacturers come with an 
extended product warranty for up to twice as long at no additional cost. 

Factory Trained and Certified Sales Professionals — BSW sends our sales professionals to the 
factory for in-depth product training so we can offer you the best sales support possible. 

426 .8434 or Visit www. bswusa.com 
d direct mail or trade publications. "-* Applies to domestic customers with approved credit only. 

Pivoting speaker platforms are sup-
plied with both overbridge models. 
Side bay racks feature front and rear 
rails, noise control and forced-air fil-
tering cooling. 

Setups can be ordered as prepack-
aged systems or configured by compo-

nent. All pieces ship in crates. Retail 
prices begin at $3,000. 

For inffirmation, contact Middle 
Atlantic in New Jersey at (973) 839-
1011. visit the Web site at www.mid-
dleatlantic.com or circle Reader 
Service 67. 

Sennheiser Wireless 
Works All-Star Game 

Sennheiser wireless mics got plen-
ty of use at baseball's All-Star game 
this summer. 

Sound reinforcement company Rock 
City Sound mixed from the roof along 
the first base line, for a bird's-eye view. 
On the roof was a gaggle of antennas 
including Sennheiser SAS- 116 Antenna 
Distribution Systems and two A2003 
wideband UHF receiver antennas, con-
necting to eight EM 1031-U receivers, 
used to interface with SKM 3072-U, 
SKM 5000 handheld mics and a num-
ber of ME-3005E capsules. 
ESPN aired the celebrity hitting 

challenge and home run derby. In-sta-
dium interviews and play-by-play 
announcements used on- field 
Sennheiser wireless mics. At the 
game, the Moffetts sang the Canadian 
national anthem and Donna Summer 
the U.S. national anthem using 
Sennheiser 3072-U Series handheld 

Actor Kevin Costner uses the 
SKM3072-U wireless mic to 

announce the All Century Team. 

mics. Fox aired the game, at the begin-
ning of which Kevin Costner 
announced the "All-Century" team 
with the 3072-U. 

Engineers at Fox Network Sports 
provided unusual sound effects with a 
MKEI 02 microphone and a SK250 
transmitter and antenna in each base 
on the diamond. 

For information, contact Sennheiser 
in Connecticut at (860) 434-9190, visit 
the Web site at www.sennheiserusa.com 
or circle Reader Service 82. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Off the Air With Sports Legends 
Peter King 

At first glance, "The Sportscaster's 
Dozen," written by Matt Fulks, would seem 
to appeal only to those who grew up listen-
ing to the dozen play-by-play men, who, for 
the most part, tell their own stories in their 
own words. After delving into the first few 
pages, however this longtime northeastern 
resident (and six-year southeastern resident) 
found he was greatly mistaken. 
I grew up listening to baseball broad-

casts up and down the east coast and strag-
gling signals from the Midwest. In those 
days. I paid little attention to college 

sports. I'd never heard of the likes of Otis 
Boggs (University of Florida), Al Ciraldo 
(Georgia Tech), Cawood Ledford 
(University of Kentucky) and Bob Harris 
(Duke University) until coming south. I 
knew nothing about them until reading 
their stories ... and what stories they tell! 

These men were among the pioneers of 
play-by-play sports, and their stories are a 
throwback to the days where great working 
conditions and technological toys were few 
and far between. Otis Boggs' story about 
passing an audition and working through 
WRUF-FM, Gainesville, Fla., announcer 
"training school" is a reminder that perhaps 

today's announcers don't get the formal 
training once required before stepping in 
front of an open microphone. Like many of 
us, Boggs' big break — his very first play-
by-play assignment — came as a surprise. 
The regular announcer couldn't make the 
broadcast for a high school basketball 
game, so Boggs got the call. 

Radio days 
The careers of these 12 legends 

began long before there were 24-hour 
cable and radio sports networks, satel-
lites, and the Internet. They worked in a 
time when radio was the vital link 

Good, Better and the Best Digital Systems 
It's a fact: More U.S. radio stations 
choose Scott Studios' than any other 
digital system! 2,125 U.S. stations use 
4,916 Scott digital workstations. Nine 
of the ten top-billing groups have Scott 
Systems. They're the easiest to use! 
Scott Systems are intuitive, straightfor-
ward, simple, yet the most powerful! 

Scott Studios is famous for our uncom-
pressed digital systems at a compressed 
price, (but we work equally well in 
MPEG). Scott Studios' audio quality is 
the very best and plays on laptops or 
PCs with ordinary sound cards. We 
dub your startup music library free. 
Your PD can auto-transfer songs 
digitally in seconds with a CD-ROM 
deck in his or her office. 
Scott gives you industrial quality 19" 
rack computers, but nothing is propri-
etary: functional equivalents are 
available at computer stores. You also 
get 24 hour toll-free tech support! 

Scott lets you choose your operating 
system: Linux, Novell, NT, Windows, 
DOS or any combination. You also 
choose from three systems: Good, 
better, best. One's right for you! 

Good Spot Box 

»NOON« 
Scott's Spot Box delivers the simplicity 
of a triple-deck "cart" player plus 
compact disc quality digital sound. 

Spot Box has only the one screen, so 
announcers always know what's 
playing. On the left of the screen, 
three digital players have legible labels 
for each spot and VU bars show levels. 
Buttons show countdown times and 
flash as each recording ends. 

At the right of the screen, "Cart Walls" 
let you pick and play any recording by 
name, number or category. Or, 
number keys at the bottom load spots 
quickly from your log. 

Scott's Spot Box includes a recorder 
and is very inexpensive. Options 
include log imports from traffic 
computers and music on hard drive. 

8:15:38A 
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3 

Start 
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Start 
3 

Start 
3 

Start 
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SlaCM 

R-E-S-P-E-C-T 
Aretha Franklin 

:11/3:30/F HIT HM9834 815 
The Queen of Soul! 

' Ferry 'Cross the Mercy 
Jerry 8. the Pacemakers 

:17/4:13/F HIT HM2608 818 

Home Depot 
CI: Better at Home 

:00/0:30/F COM DA2214 8:22 

McDonald's 
Q: Prices may vary 

:00/0:06/F COM DA2215 8:22 

Eciœrd's 
Q: Sale Ends Saturday 

:00/2:45/C COM DA1234 8:23 

Cool 105 Fast Jingle 
Q: Cool 105 

:00/0:30/F JIN DA4315 8:23 

1-2-3 
Len Batty 
L 7/7 4p N 7/10 2a 

A Beautiful Morn. 
The Rascals 
L 718 4p ' ' 7a 

A Hard Day's Nite 
Beatles 
L 712 3a 719 3p 

A Lover's Questiot 
Clyde McPhatter 
L 6/29 5a 9a 

A Thousand Stars 
Kathy Young 
L 7/2 9p N V15 4 

A World Wout Lc 
Peter á Gordon 
L714 lea N 7112 1 

Action 
Freddy Cannon 
L 715 8p I5a 

409 
Beach Boys 
L N 718 10p 

teDaz:l the Life 

L7/611aN 7/18 8 

96 Tears 
? & Mysterians 
L 6/272p 

A Groovy Kind of 
Mindbenders 
L 7/4 2a N riii 

A Little Bit Me, A 
Monkees 
L 7/2 7p N 7/13 8a 

A Summer Song 
Chad & Jeremy 
L 712 8p 

A Town Wout P' 
Gene Pitney 
L 7/2 10a N 7/15 3 

Abraham, Martin 
Dion 

1 L 7/1 9 N 7120 10r 

After Midnight 
Eric Clapton 
L 7/5 12m N 7/9 11 

Afternoon Delight Ain't No Mountain 
Starland Vocal Ba Diana Ross 

tL7/31p N 7/17 9p L 713 7p 

Ain't No Woman Ain't Nothing Like 
Four Tops Marvintiammi 
L 716 1p "114 L714 12n' 

: Ain't That Peculiar Ain't That A Sham 
Marvin Gaye Fats Domino 
L 7/5 2a 7p I 7/2 3p N 7116 6, 

-;-1 1 -;1 fl 

A Little Bit o' 
The Jarmels 
L 7/5 5p N 7/136a 

A Teenager in Lov 
Dion & Belmonts 
L 714 3a , I s 

A Whiter Shade 
Procol Harum 
L 711 3p N 7/13 7a 

Act Naturally 
Beatles 
L 7/2 2a 

After the Gold Ru 
Neil Young 
Li/Sip 18 8a 

Ain't No Sunshine 
Bill Withers 
L 7/1 llp N 7112 3r 

Ain't She Sweet 
Beatles 
L 6/27 1p e, None 

Along Again, Natu 
Gilbert O'Sullivan 
L 7/1 10a N 7115 6 

7 11 -N7  -2, 

The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly You get instant airplay or audition of any song simply 
by spelling a few letters of its title or artist. You see when songs played last and when they'll play next. 
You also get voice tracking while listening to music in context, hot keys. automatic recording of phone 
calls and graphic waveform editing. all in one computer! 

Better AXS 2000+ 

AXS (pronounced ax'-cess) 2000+ is 
radio's premier digital audio system for 
automation and live assist. AXS" 2000+ 
is fully featured, with 99 sets of 28 
instant play Hot Keys, log editing in the 
studio, live copy on-screen, big count-
down timers, recording and editing of 
phone calls, spots and network shows. 

You also get auto-fill of network breaks 
to cover missing spots, a Real Tune 
Scheduler, unattended net recording, 
timed updates, macros and optional 
time announce and WAVE file imports. 

For stations with large CD music 
libraries, AXS. 2000+ can also control 
inexpensive consumer CD multi-pack 
and 300 CD juke box players. 

See Scott Studios' Booth 607 at the NAB 
Radio Show in Orlando, Aug. 31-Sept. 2 

Best scoff system 
The Scott" System (pictured above) is 
radios most powerful digital system! 

Your log is on the left side of the LCD 
touchscreen. Instant access Hot Keys or 
spur-of-the-moment "Cart Walls" are on 
the right with lightning-quick access to 
any recording. Phone calls record 
automatically and can be edited to air 
quicldy. You can also record and edit 
spots or voice tracks in the air studio or 
go on the air from production. 

Scott" options include Invincible 
seamless redundancy with self-healing 
fail-safes, newsrooms, 16-track editors, 
time and temperature announce, and 
auto-transfer of spots and voice trax to 
distant stations over WAN or Internet. 

You'll easily make the move to digital 
audio because every system indudes a 
week of Scott School at your station! 

Check our website and call us toll-free. 

Scott Seateo4 
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400 
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA 
Internet: www.scottstudios.com 
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811 
8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7 

(800) SCOTT-77 

between fans and their teams. 
The anecdotes are entertaining aid fun; 

you'll find many familiar names and 
themes as common threads weaving the 
dozen legends' tales together. Additionally, 
you may find much common ground 
between these men and yourself when you 
read about why they got into the broadcast-
ing business. You'll also read about many 
of the athletes and coaches they covered, 
from Bear Bryant to Michael Jordan. 
("The early days: no less.) 

They worked 
in a time when 

radio was the vital 

link between fans 

and their teams. 

The practical jokes performed on and by 
these legends are a reminder this is supposed 
to be a fun business, and the "cops" stories 
are especially human, a reminder that even 
legends make mistakes (like one Tennessee 
broadcaster who said the "F' word when he 
thought he had hit the cough button). 

"The Sportscaster's Dozen" should be 
required reading for up-and-coming 
radio sports talent; it's not just a look 
back to the "good old days" or "'golden 
era" of radio, but it also provides per-
spective and teaches real lessons in 
preparation for live game broadcasts. 

Jack Cristal, the Mississippi State 
play-by-play legend, devotes several 
pages to game prep which are applicable 
today; he reminds us that radio is still tru-
ly the only one-to-one medium: 

"You've been taught to talk to one per-
son. If there happen to be five million 
people listening, that's a marvelous thing 
... (but) if there was only one person lis-
tening, you'd have to do the same job." 

Otis Boggs speaks of doing your 
homework and respecting the people you 
work with and those you cover. Many of 
today's play-by-play announcers seem to 
strive for sizzle over substance, but 
Louisiana State University's Jack 
Ferguson says it all comes down to three 
things: the score. who's playing and how 
much time's left in the game. Ferguson 
laments the butchering of the English lan-
guage by many of today's announcers-. 

"It takes as much breath to say it right 
as it does to say it wrong." 

See BOOK REVIEW, page 30 
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jiield reporting the way it's supposed to work. 
41 ntroducing the all new Scoop Reporter II 

portable CODEC from AETA Audio. This 
rugged unit combines PCTS and ISDN facilities with 
an integrated three-channel mixer and internal battery supply. 
Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter II • 

i.uu handle two microphones and one line level input. A 
balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer 
IFB and Mix-Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the 
local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltage 
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not 

available or fails, the unit will run on standard " D" cell alkaline 
batteries. The intuitive interface is so easy to use, your talent will 
be able to run a remote broadcast with no techni-
cal assistance. And with our 24-hour technical 
support, you'll never miss another field report. 
The Scoop Reporter is the all-in-one box that will 
et the scoo e an here anytime. 

101 I 0 

Available through most broadcast 
equipment suppliers 

Linking Innovation With Clarity 

I I I I 111 e. AETA AUDIO 

BIM 

CORPORATION 

1? 

All-in-one-box with "D" 
cell backup 

Supports 0.711, 0.722, 
ISO/MPEG Layer II, 
ADPCM and J.52 

ISDN or POTS 

Three-channel mixer 

91 PC programmable 

Send and receive 20kHz 
audio at 128kbs with 
ISDN 

Send and receive 7.5kHz 
audio with POTS 

75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200 . Rockaway New Jersey 07866 
Phone: (973) 659-0555 . Fax: (973) 659-9555 

www.aetausa.com 

• • 
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DBMAX - Transmission Dynamics For The Future 
Tomorrows broadcast will be digital. The DBMAX performs transparent digital multiband 
limiting and level optimization, ensuring that when the switch is made to digital you will be 

ready for high resolution and high bandwidth with data compression codecs delivering 
optimum performance. 

Grasp the future today 
Experience the world's most extensive dynamics shaping tool for transmission applications and 

improve your transmission NOW: 

• Optimize efficiency with 5-band compression to achieve powerful sound control 
• Achieve sample accurate, distortion cancelled limiting with variable look-ahead capability 

• Final brickwall limiter 

Optimize Quality 
The DSP engine uses precision calculations at a full processing rate to keep aliasing 
distortion low and audio bandwidth high. 

• Bandwidth: Processing at 48kHz sampling for 24kHz audio 
• Resolution: Processing of all 24 bits of an AES/EBU signal 
I» AID-D/A: 24 bit resolution with analog pre-scaling 

Insert Additional Processing & Functionality 

The 5- band expansion, compression and 
limiting functions of the DBMAX are supported by 
a variety of additional DSP insert pcssibillities - 
all can be used simultaneously at 48kHz: 

• AGCTM (Automatic Gain Control) 
• Soft Clipper 

• 5 band parametric E0 
• Normalizer 
• Dynamic EQ/De-esser 

• Stereo Enhancer 
• Asynchronous Sample Rate Conversion 11;1111mi 

D22 - Precision. Control. Reliability. 
IC Electronic proudly introduces the D22 - a dedicated Dual-In/Dual-Out digital delay, 

specifically designed to comply with the demanding needs of the 3roadcast industry, 
providing seamless "on the fly" delay-updating without audio clicks, pitch changes 

and/or other unwanted sonic artifacts. 

Applications 

The D22's ability to seamlessly update the delay either via the Tap key, the Adjust wheel 
or the Nudge keys makes it ideal for on-air situations (Earthlink Compensation). Another 

application for which the D22 is ideal would be for TV stations with a need to synchronize 
picture and sound (Lip Sync). 

Ultimate Hardware 
The D22 is equipped with industry-leading 24 bit AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital 
interface and 24 bit ND-D/A converters. The Delay algorithm itset carries a full 24 bit 
signal through to the Output. Even when bypassing the D22, true 24 bit resolution is 

maintained, leaving the digital signal untouched. When used in analog setups the D22 
contains Relays, enabling hardwired bypass to ensure uninterrupted signal flow in the 
event of an unexpected loss of power to the unit. 

Unique User Interface 
The resolution of the delay can be displayed in frames, sub-frames as well as 
milliseconds and sub-milliseconds (0.1 ms increments), allocated rid,vidually to each of 
the two delay time controls. The Tap control features both a Preview and an Instant mode. The 
Preview Tap mode enables preview of the tapped delay time before i: is inserted in the actual 
audio chain, while the Instant Tap inserts the tapped delay time immediately. 
When the D22 is being used in a more "fixed" environment, the User Interface also has 

a Keyboard Lock function. 

Remote Options 
The D22 can be remote controlled via RS-485, allowing the user to change Delay time or even 
the full setup from a distance. GPI (General Purpose Impulse) allows external control 

of Tap Tempo as well as digital fade on the Master Output. 

IC ELECTRONIC AIS » SINDALSVEJ 34 • 8240 RISSKOV • DENMARK • PHONE: + 45 8621 7599 • FAX:+ 45 8621 7598 

TC ELECTRONIC INC • 790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD » WESTLAKE VILLAGE • CA 91361 • USA • PHONE: (805) 373 1828 • FAX: (805) 379 2648 

E-MAIL: INFO@TCELECTRONIC.COM » WEBSITE: WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 
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Spark Gap Does Its Job 
WO7KBENCH, continued from page 19 

The burn marks are indicative of the 
lightning choosing this path, instead of 
through the coupling network. While 
there's still light at the end of the day, 
this is a good time to get out the crocus 
cloth and clean off the ball gap carbon 
grunge. 

Pitting of the spark gap can cause 
sustained arcs, since the pits narrow the 
gap space. Working on the spark gap 
should, of course, only be done with 

XML and 
COM 
From RCS 

RCS, continued from page 1 5 

Selector song data, the modification 
of same, and the addition of new 
songs. 

These components generate and 
accept data in the XML formats 
described above. They are much 
more than mere import/export utili-
ties — the components can be 
embedded in applications and Web 
server pages to provide dynamic 
interactivity with the Selector and 
Master Control NT systems. 
An excerpt from an Active Server 

Page that reads and displays sched-
ule is available in the full white 
paper from RCS. 
We anticipate these tools will be 

used to build on-demand, dynamic 
traffic reconciliation, interactive 
Web reporting applications, multi-
station information transfer, and 
much richer automation system 
interfacing than is currently possible 
with the log import/export technolo-
gy of yesterday. 

Summary 
RCS is committed to providing a 

viable and complete solution for 
interoperability with our products 
based upon open standards. 

By utilizing a neutral-ground. 
XML-based data format specifica-
tion we avoid all the problems 
involved in proprietary data for-
mat exposure and binding — sys-
tems written to work with the 
XML spec will work with any oth-
er system utilizing the same spec. 
The COM components we are pro-
viding make it extremely easy to 
interact with our systems, and will 
avoid the problems associated 
with raw data access since the 
components will ensure that any 
changes you request are compati-
ble with the Selector and Master 
Control NT systems. 

For more information, contact 
Radio Computing Services in New 
York at (914) 428-4600 or send e-
mail to info@rcsworks.com 

maw 
RW welcomes other points of view. 

Send comments to radioworld 
@imaspub.com 

the transmitter off, and when there is 
no threat of storms. After cleaning the 
spark gap, it may need to be reset. 
Remember, a I-inch- wide opening 
won't work. 

Setting the spark gap is a two-person 
job. Place the spark gap close enough for 
arcs to occur when the signal is heavily 
modulated. Then make the gap slightly 
larger, so the arcing ceases. You've now 
set the gap so that it is wide enough that 
regular modulation won't cause an arc, 
but close enough for a lightning bolt to 
jump it to ground. 

u in is 
John Bisset has worked as a chief 

engineer and contract engineer for near-

Cellcast 
RBS-400 Cellular remote 

broadcast studio 

SMARTT') 
SMART!  POTS Codec 
l and 4 audio channel 

models available 

W th Fall remote season 

around the corner, it's 

time to prepare your game 

plan to increase income. 

Don't rely on worn out 

gear that could leave 

you speechless on the 

sidelines. MART I' has 

Figure 4: Clean spark gaps protect the coupling network. Carbon and 
pitting can be removed with crocus cloth. 

Iv 30 years. He is a district sales manag-
er for Harris Corp. He can be reached at 
(703) 323-8011. 

Submissions for this column are 

SRPT 40 
Frequency agile 

remote transmitter 
VHF and UHF frequency 
agile models available 

a remote package for every 

station's needs - RPU, 

Cellular, POTS, VHF/UHF 

Frequency Agile, and more. 

And MARTI tackles the 

competition when it 

comes to reliability, high 

performance and value. 

encouraged, and qualify for SBE recer-
tification credit. Fax your submission to 
(703) 323-8044, or via e-mail to jbis-
set@harris.com 

GX-500 
Remote mixer 

Available in August 

Contact MARTI or your favorite MAR77distributor 

today and get in on the savings in time for 

Fall sports remotes. Check out our web site 

at www.marti.bdcast.com for a complete 

listing of products and MARTI distributors, 

or call MART! at 817-645-9163. 

ELECTRONICS 
Performance Value Leader 
A BROADCAST ELECTRONICS COMPANY 

421 Marti Drive, Cleburne, TX 76031 • Phone: (817) 645-9163 • Fax: (817) 641-3869 • email address: marti@flash.net • web address: www.marti.bdcast.corn 
RWD799 01999 Marti Electronics 
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Southeastern Legends in Sports 
BOOK REVIEW, continued from page 26 many hosts seem to speak only to hear 
John Forney of the University of the sound of their own voices?) 

Alabama recommends that up- and- Fulks has put together a marvelous 

These stories are a throwback to the 
days where great working conditions and 

technological toys were few and far between. 

coming sportscasters read voraciously 
and learn the art of hosting a talk show 
without getting carried away. (How 

collection of tales that look at the ups 
and downs of his sportscasters dozen. 
In a time of instant information, instant 

stardom and seemingly instant careers, 
it's a refreshing look back to a simpler 
time without sugar coating. 

The Sportscaster's Dozen provides per-
spective by looking into the past, but it also 
gives us lessons in how to prepare a better 
broadcast and paint a compelling picture 
for today's and tomorrow's radio listener, 
as we compete with television, cable, satel-
lite and the Internet for a piece of the pie. 

"The Sportscaster's Dozen" is pub-
lished by Masters Press in Chicago. 
Retail price is $18.95. 

Peter King is an Orlando-based 
reporter for CBS News Radio. Contact 
him at Pkingnews@aol.com 
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Logitek digital with a better difference! 
5622 Edgemoor Houston, TX, 77081 
e-mail info@logitekaudio.com Phone: 800.231.5870 

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information 

Consumer 
Electronics 
Thrives 
A new report from the Consumer 

Electronics Manufacturers Association 
gives insight into how our electronics 
marketplace has changed. 
More of us are watching movies at 

home, thanks to VCRs, cable, satellite 
dishes and DVDs. Computers now are 
used in almost half of all American 
households. Also, in the past year, the 
report states, a "spectacular" reduction in 
price and the addition of multifunction 
models in all product categories helped 
make homebound workers more efficient. 

Meanwhile, we now stay connected 
in different ways— using pagers, wire-
less phones, cordless phones, handheld 
and notebook computers and the Net. 

Annual factory sales of consumer 
electronics in the United States contin-
ue to grow, reaching $76 billion in 
1.998, up 5 percent from the year 

before. CEMA called this performance 
remarkable, given the existing house-
hold penetration of these products. 

Within the audio industry, CEMA 
said, affordability and increased perfor-
mance are driving demand. DVD's 5.1 
channel formats are having an effect on 
the sales of audio receivers. The relaunch 
of the recordable MiniDisc format, the 
rollout of affordable CD-R and the sale of 
the first Rio stereo player are seen as fac-
tors helping demand for audio products. 

"Last year saw continuing changes 
in tradition-shattering product designs 
that simplify purchase and hookup, fit 
unobtrusively in a home's decor or fill a 
need that reflects new music-listening 
habits at home," the report states. 
"Whereas the core audio customer was 
once a serious music listener who 
assembled a complex system of stan-
dard-size components ... audio con-
sumers today are listening to music in 
more than one room in a house — often 
as background to other activities!' 
As a result, CEMA said, traditional 

suppliers of home audio components 
have developed multimedia speakers, 
tabletop radio-CD players, under-cabi-
net CD/radios and a broad selection of 
"microsize" stereo systems. 

The report predicts that the launch 
of satellite digital audio radio services 
will have a positive impact on the sale 
of home and car receivers. 

Interestingly, the report found that 
the percentage of online consumers lis-
tening to audio via the Internet on a 
home PC dropped from 33 percent in 
1997 to 25 percent one year later. 
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One-On-
One Sports 
Scores 

Bob Rusk 

"Papa" Joe Chevalier is a fan's 
man, but the One-On-One Sports 
Radio Network host is no fan of 
agents. He uses words like "rodents" 
and "weasels" to describe them. So 
when Chevalier brought on a retired 
agent as a guest, he pulled no punches. 
"Do you have to be ruthless, do 

you have to be a cutthroat to make it 
as a baseball agent?" Chevalier asked 

Chris Brennan 

"Well, you don't have to be, but 
unfortunately the guys that are, are the 
guys that seem to get ahead," respond-
ed Ben J. Martin, author of "Caught 
Stealing," a baseball-themed book. 

Such banter is what brings the 
audience in. According to Arbitron, 
One-On-One — with more than 400 

See ONE-ON-ONE, page 34 

Sell the Theater of the Mind 
Ed Shane 

In the fall of 1962, there was a big 
parade in Griffin, Ga., then a town of 
about 15,000 people and located about 40 
miles south of Atlanta. 
I don't remember the occasion, but 

there must have been a football game 
that weekend. High school bands, 
clowns and city dignitaries filed from 
Highway 75 around the town's main 
street where the pool hall, the variety 
store and the radio station were located. 

It's the radio station that counts in 
this story. WRIX wanted to serve the 
citizens of Griffin who couldn't make it 
to the big parade, so we snaked a long 
mic cable to the front of the building, 
giving us a second-floor vantage point. 
The station's sales manager sat in the 
window, watched the activity, and 
described the scene to the listening 
audience. 

The power of visual imagery 
At the back of the building, with a 

view of only the alley between our build-
ing and the town's movie theater, I ran 
the control board, inserted the commer-
cials ( for the variety store), and experi-
enced the parade— by radio. 
My wife, Pam, had a similar experi-

ence at baseball's spring training in 
1998. I was working with the Astros 
radio network as a talent coach for 
members of the broadcast team. Pam 
joined us for a few innings in the 
broadcast booth. 

She quickly discovered that, unless 
you're calling the play-by-play and seat-
ed right at the window of the booth, you 
can't see the field or the players from the 
booth. She had to rely on the commen-
tary by Astros announcers Bill Brown 
and Alan Ashby. 

"Sorry you can't see more," said Bill. 
"That's OK," Pam replied. "This is the 

way I hear the games on the radio. I'm 
able to tell what's going on." 

That fall day in Griffin when I was 16, 
and the spring day 30-something years 
later, are terrific examples of radio at its 
best: descriptive commentary that's a real 
service to listeners stuck in back rooms, 
unable to watch the clowns or the cheer-
leaders or the home run. 

squeaking door on the drama "Inner 
Sanctum," and the stories told behind 
the door made spines tingle for a half 
hour. The main character of "The 
Shadow" was a mental projection 
against a foggy night full of smoke 
from coal-burning furnaces. Those pic-
tures were drawn with words and 
sound effects in the radio of the 1930s 

to the 1950s. 
"Radio is an ideal sales vehi-

cle to stretch the imagination as 
well as the mind," says Bill 
Burton, president of the Detroit 
Radio Advertising Group. 

ED SHANE • Foreword by Michael C. Keith 

Se 
Electronic 
Media  

Call it "Theater of the Mind." It is 
radio's unique contribution to mass 
media. TV and cable services show the 
pictures, while various forms of inter-
active media mix and match sounds, 
pictures, text and animation. But only 
radio leaves it to the listener to create 
the image conjured by the words. 

Cinderella 
Before television, the "pictures" that 

entertained America were on the radio. 
A man named "Raymond" opened a 

Selling smells 
"What better medium to sell 

the great aromas of perfume, 
shaving lotion, a warm veg-
etable soup for lunch or the 
smell of turkey and ham 
cooking? There's no way you 
could convert these wonderful 
aromas to picture or film — 
but the visualization in the 
mind can be overwhelming. 
"All great radio takes place in 

your mind. The characters and 
situations you identify with, 
the taste, smells, emotion, all 
come to life through the power 
of your imagination." 
Advertising legend David 

Ogilvy called radio "the Cinderella of 
advertising media," because it often was 
left behind by major agencies. 

In 1983, when he published "Ogilvy 
on Advertising," radio represented only 
6 percent of total advertising in the 
United States. Radio's share of the 
advertising pie grew only slightly in 
the 14 years after Ogilvy's remark, but 
the medium is poised now to capture its 
fair share of dollars. 

Radio found itself more vibrant than 
See THEATER, page 43 

Netia Americas Ltd.. 10805 Green View Way • Columbia. Maryland 21044 • tel: ( 410) 730-2616 • toll free: ( 877) 730-2616 • fax: (4 10) 730-6718 
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could you get for an extra 
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If you're in the radio business to 

make money (and who isn't) 

you need 

ie asn 
Through an exclusive time-

shifting process, Cash creates 

additional broadcast time to 

sell. It does it in real time, right 

on the air. It does it without 

reducing program content. It 

does it without affecting pitch 

or creating a "chipmunk effect," 

It does it in stereo or mono. It 

does it in variable amounts, 

adding from zero to five 

minutes, within two minutes to 

two hours. 

Cash, from Prime Image - you 

don't need one unless you want 

to make some. 
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The Digital Video People 
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COLE'S LAW 

FCC Watch: The Good, Bad & Ugly 
Harry Cole 

You have probably already read one or 
more news accounts of the FCC's (or, 
more accurately, the Mass Media 
Bureau's) sudden interest in issuing fines 
and forfeitures. 

Perhaps the most noteworthy evidence 
of that interest came in late June, when 
the bureau let fly with a total of seven 
(count ' em, seven) notices of apparent 
liability, all directed to commonly-con-
trolled entities which own at least seven 
stations. The total damage: north of 
$70,000 in apparent liability, mostly 
attributable to violations of the commis-
sion's local public file rule. 

Normally, the negativistic nabobs at 
Team Cole's Law would spend this col-
umn wagging a stern finger at our 
licensee readership, warning that this 
kind of thing could happen to you, blah, 
blah, blah ( not, of course, that you 
shouldn't take our admonitions serious-
ly). It is true that virtually any licensee 
could find itself on the wrong end of a 
fine, so appropriate precautions aimed at 
assuring maximum compliance are 
always a good idea. 

The moral is ... 

But this time around, the bureau's fines 
provide a good news/bad news story, with 
the good news outweighing the bad. 
And just what is that good news? 

From the bureau's actions, it looks like it 
would be almost impossible to lose a 
broadcast license, and with a little luck 
you might also dodge any fines at all for 
obvious misconduct. 

Before we explain that surprising (at 
least to some) conclusion, some back-
ground. 

It appears that a number of corporate 
licensees with a common principal (one 
Mr. Bonilla) own stations in various 
California communities — KLNA(FM), 
Dunnigan; KIEZ(AM), Carmel Valley; 
KJDJ(AM), San Luis Obispo; 
KRQK(FM), Lompoc; KSBQ(AM), 
Santa Maria; KURS(AM), San Diego; 
and KTTA(FM), Esparto. Renewal appli-
cations for all of these stations were filed 
in 1997; five of those application had 
been granted by the end of 1997. 

But on Dec. 31, 1997, one of 
Bonilla's "business creditors" launched 
a petition against all the stations. The 
petitioner raised a laundry list of allega-
tions against the stations, claiming vio-
lations of the following: the public file 
rule; the false certification rule; the pro-
hibition against unauthorized transfers 
of control or abdication of control; the 
requirement of FCC approval upon 
commencement or conclusion of certain 
bankruptcy proceedings; and nighttime 
power limitations. 
The petitioner also threw in claims 

about alleged criminal conduct by 
Bonilla in Mexico. 
The bureau managed to wash out 

many of the allegations without much 
difficulty; whether it did so convincingly 
is open to debate. Not having studied the 
various underlying pleadings, we won't 
bother to second-guess the bureau as to 
those claims. 

But the bureau couldn't close its eyes 
to several of the allegations, most notably 
those charging public-file and false-certi-
fication violations. And for good reason. 

Leaving aside the questions that 
remain about the seventh station's com-
pliance, (not addressed in the bureau's 
decision letter), the largely undisputed 
evidence showed that there were major 
violations of the public file rule at six of 
the seven stations. (It's not clear whether 
the seventh station was actually in com-
pliance or whether the petitioner just did-
n't bother to claim any violations there.) 

Exactly how major were the violations? 
First, access to the files was improperly 
limited. At three of the stations, a repre-
sentative of the petitioner was advised that 
the public file would not be available for a 
week. At another, the file was maintained 

at a school library which was opened only 
21.5 hours per week. 

File attribution 

At another, the file was supposedly 
maintained in the storage room of a local 
"mini-mart" convenience store and was not 
provided to the petitioner's representative; 
the licensee claimed that the unavailability 
of the file was attributable to the store 
clerk's "limited" command of English. 

Because public files are required to be 
provided immediately upon request, all 
of these situations were problematic, 
although the bureau did seem to say that 
the school library was probably an 

Prophet Systems Innovations 

Together, let's make great radio! 

We started this company with a single goal- to be the best! 

My staff likes to joke about my "speech". I stress that we can 

be the system of choice if we SIMPLY provide the best software, 

the best hardware, the best support, the best sales service, the 

best training, the best installation, etc. Simple strategy? But, my message gets through 
loud and clear-I don't settle for average! 

From this mandate and the already powerful AudioWizard software comes NexGen 
DigitalT". More than an upgrade, NexGen takes a decade of experience in digital 

automation and offers you the virtual radio system to take you into the next century. 

-Kevin Lockhart, PSi President 

Sales: (800) 658-4403 
Support: (800) 658-4396 
E- Mail: sales@prophetsys.com 
Web: www.prophetsys.com 

acceptable place to put the file, presum-
ably because school officials would sup-
posedly have made the file available dur-
ing all regular business hours. But the 
problems didn't stop there. 
As it turned out, once the files were 

located by the licensee — and it seems 
this happened only after the petition was 
filed with the commission, rather than at 
the time the petitioner's initial request for 
the files was presented to each station — 
the files were, er, somewhat short on doc-
uments. Missing were license renewal 
applications, ownership reports, employ-
ment reports, quarterly issues/programs 
lists and political advertising information. 
Oops — that's just about every signifi-

cant item supposed to be in the file 
(which raises a question of just what the 
"files" did contain — but let's not go 

See COLE'S LAW, page 38 

NexGen Digital fe.. 

• Compressed or non-compressed 
audio 

• Real-time status of up to 128 

local network workstations 

• A single PC running a station 

• Redundancy using multiple file 

servers 

• Individual user preference 

records 

• Customized default 

configuration 

• High speed digital audio 

extraction 

• Timesaving drag and drop 

capabilities 

• Pot status window 

•Voice-track recording concurrent 
with programming 

• Instant and seamless mode and 

shift changes 
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Affiliates Profit From One-on-One 
be ONE-ON-ONE, continued from page 31 

affiliates — boasts 13 million listeners 
weekly. Six years since it took on the 
world of sports radio, it ranks as the most 
popular live. 24-hour sports talk radio 
network. 
What sets One-On-One apart from the 

competition is that "the callers make the 
programming." said Chris Brennan. One-
On-One chairman, president/CEO. 

We have some very entertaining and 

'Papa' Joe Chevalier 

knowledgeable hosts, but what makes us 
different is that our call volume is so 
large. That allows (us) to screen a num-
ber of callers to make the questions and 
issues presented to the hosts the highest 
quality." 

He said more than 800,000 callers try 
to get in monthly. 

Brennan said, "The difference between 
us and ESPN is that we're not heavily 
targeted to play-by-play. The only play-
by-play that we do is University of 
Michigan football and some holiday 
events such as the Blue-Gray game. 

"I don't see us becoming a play-by-
play radio network. What makes us dif-
ferent is that we are an outlet for our lis-
teners to have the ability to ask a 
question, vent a frustration or talk about 
an issue." 

Affiliate support 
The One-On-One affiliate list includes 

owned- and-operated stations 
WJWR(AM) in the New York area. 
KCTD(AM) in Los Angeles and 
WNRB(AM) in Boston. One-On-One has 
an LMA arrangement with WJKL(FM) in 
Chicago. 

FM 

ANTENNAS 

FM1 

FME 

FM3 

FM10 

FMU 

The network has scored a touchdown 
at Jefferson Broadcasting Co.-owned 
WTMT(AM) in Louisville. Ky.. an affili-
ate for more than two years. 

"Before the switch to One-On-One." 
said Operations Manager Dean Taylor. 
"we had been a country music outlet 
since our inception in 1958. It was a 
tough decision to make the switch, but 
proved to be one that we wished we had 
made sooner. 

Holding their own 
"In network-requested AT&T call 

tracking surveys. WTMT debuted as the 
fourth-highest calling market based on 
area codes that we serve," said Taylor. 
"We continue to hold that spot, according 
to the latest network survey. 

"I can't say that the switch has given 

One-On-One is available to stations on 
a strictly barter basis, with no out-of-
pocket expense, which Brennan termed a 
"win-win deal" for the network and affil-
iates. The affiliates get 12 minutes an 
hour to sell and the network takes three 
minutes. 

-With the clearance levels we have, 
that's plenty of time for the network," 
Brennan said. "From the national per-
spective, we don't want to clutter our 
programming with spots. We try to pro-
vide more air time for the product." 

Affiliates, primarily all- sports and 
news/talk stations, choose how much 
One-On-One programming to air, rang-
ing anywhere from a few hours a day to 
around the clock. 

For example, CBS/Infinity-owned 
WFNZ(AM) in Charlotte, N.C. ("Sports 

Six years since it entered sports radio, 
One-On-One has more than 400 affiliates 

and 13 million listeners weekly. 

us more listeners, but we seem to have 
as many listeners as before. However, 
the demographics are skewed to the 
affluent 25-54 audience, not the 45-
plus audience that we had before," he 
said. "This new demographic is more 
of what our advertisers are looking for. 
We have definitely seen an improve-
ment in the quality of our client list in 
addition to the quantity. It has definite-
ly helped our bottom line." 

One-On-One's Brennan declined to 
name specific accounts that advertise on 
the network, but said, "A lot of tele-
phone, credit card, financial service, 
drug, auto, insurance, Internet and sports-
related companies" are clients. 

"The 25-54 male consumer is very dif-
ficult to reach in some instances." 
Brennan said. "Sports talk reaches that 
demo regularly. We cover about 97 per-
cent of the United States, so the impact 
of reaching that demo in such a concen-
trated fashion is very sought after by a 
number of advertisers." 

Visit us at Booth --,342 and pick up , 
a copy of our new Transmission Line 
and Broadcast Antenna catalog 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 

FMU Series 

STIR s FM antennas are customized 
to meet broadcasters needs, ranging 
from educational to multi-station 
antenna arrays, (from 500w to 
35kw per bay). 

Radio 610") runs the network primarily 
overnights and on weekends, said 
Michael A. Kellogg, the station's vice 
president and general manager. 

"As a station that is experiencing ter-
rific growth, One-On-One enables us to 
program within the format with a quality 
product at the right price," Kellogg said. 

Helping affiliates reach and sustain 
that level of success is the network's pri-
ority, said Brennan. 

Relationships 
"Being station owners and operators 

ourselves gives us a very special relation-
ship with affiliates," he said. "We clearly 
have a strong understanding of the issues 
and opportunities they face. It is a unique 
relationship that gives us insight into how 
we can help them." 

In line with that, Brennan said. "We 
also want continually to expand our rat-
ings and shares at our owned-and-operat-
ed stations. We want to break a book in 
New York. Los Angeles and Boston. The 

Systems With Reliability, Inc. 
BROADCAST ANTENNAS 

HEADQUARTERS: 

619 Industrial Park Road 
P.O. Box 856 
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA 
Phone: 814.472.5436 Fax: 814.472.5552 
Toll-free: 800.762.7743 
E-mail: dswrr.ç'qhird-wave.com 
Web site: http://www.swr-rf.com 

PHILIPPINES: 

31E Scout Bayoran 
Quezon City, Metro Manila 
Philippines 
Phone: 632.411.0066 or 632.411.0068 
Fax: 632.410.6527 
E-mail: ejei-manilo.com.ph 

einÎePIR?  
Fast Facts 

Headquarters: Northbrook, Illinois 

Chairman, President/CEO: 
Chris Brennan 

Network Transmission: StarGuide 
satellite systems, Satcom C5, 
Transponder 3 

Web site: www.lon I sports.com 

Samples: Live programming can be 
heard on the listen line at ( 847) 509-
1830 

Business: One-On-One Sports Inc., a 
privately held corporation, was found-
ed in 1991 to deliver closed-circuit, 
on-site broadcasts to spectators at pre-
mier sporting events. In 1993, One-
On-One purchased the Sports 
Entertainment Network and renamed 
it the One-On-One Sports Radio 
Network. 
Today the network provides live 

sports programming to radio stations 
24 hours a day, seven days a week 

impact of whatever rating and share we 
obtain is an added benefit to the network. 

"Every new listener that we bring on 
locally at our 0-and-Os is not only a lis-
tener that we capture locally, but is a new 
listener that we can sell to advertisers at 
the network level." 

To reach that goal. One-On-One plans 
to augment the network lineup with local 
programming on stations. 
"We don't want to be perceived as 

just a network service center," said 
Brennan. "We're not that. We do our 
own traffic and weather and play-by-
play. The next extension is to do a local 
morning or afternoon show. The trend is 
to continually augment our product with 
localized programming that comple-
ments the network." 

This is one in a series of profiles of 
radio program providers. Bob Rusk is 
a regular contributor to RW. He oper-
ates the entertainment Web site 
www.CallingHollywood.com 
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KCRW: One-of-a-Kind Eclecticism 
Alan Haber 

Eclectic. Irreverent. Unpredictable. 
Edgy. Curious. Intellectual. Concerned. 
Aware. 

Each of these is what non-commer-
cial KCRW(FM) is, according to 
General Manager and Program 
Director Ruth Seymour, and she ought 
to know — she's been at the Santa 
Monica, Calif., college station since 
1977. 
About 400,000 curious minds tune 

into KCRW each week. The station 
began life in 1946, licensed to Santa 
Monica High School; it attracts ears 
roughly between the ages of 30 and 
50. These folks are NPR listeners 
(KCRW is the southern California 
flagship for the network) and radio 
drama fans and connected- to- their-
music types who constitute a " very, 
very, very plugged- in audience," 
Seymour said. 

Freeform programming 
All manner of lreelorm music pro-

grams, public affairs and viewpoints are 
presented to an audience that supports 
KCRW during two pledge drives held 
each year. 

"If you have not built goodwill, if 
you have not been growing, if you have 
not attracted new listeners, if you have 
not been exciting enough, if you have 
not been relevant enough, if people 
aren't enthusiastic about you, they're 
not going to respond," said Seymour. 
"They can listen to the station for free 
anyway." 

It's all about connecting with the 
audience. 

"You really have to mean something 
in somebody's life for them to pick up 
the phone and give you some money," 
said Seymour. "I feel that raising mon-
ey is very important because it keeps 
you honest. You cannot give the audi-
ence something you like or you feel is 
important or you feel would be good 
for them and have them respond." 
The audience does respond. 

Seymour said the most recent pledge 
drive is expected to tally about $2 mil-
lion when the counting is done. More 
than 70 percent of KCRW's financial 
support comes from subscribers. 
KCRW has expanded its audience by 

Webcasting to the world from its snazzy 
cyber-home at www.kerw.org 

The staff is supported by approxi-
mately 200 volunteers each week. 
And they come from seemingly every-

where. Like Pete's Coffee Shop, where 
Seymour found herself one day. 

"The woman sitting next to me rec-
ognized my voice and told me she was a 
subscriber. She was going to come in 
during the summer and volunteer to do 
the phones for the drive." 
KCRW's pledge drives wouldn't be 

successful if the programs the station 
aired didn't connect so well with the 
audience. "It's the programs that bring 
people in ... talent is everything," said 
Seymour. 

Those programs speak to the imagi-
nations of listeners locally and around 
the world, from the long- running 
southern California issues-oriented 
"Which Way L.A." and the weekly 
look at politics, policy and popular 
culture "Left, Right and Center" to a 

wide variety of music shows. 
Music Director Nic Harcourt listens 

to all the new music that comes into 
the station — music that is played on a 
variety of programs from the 
Harcourt-hosted popular showcase that 
is " Morning Becomes Eclectic" 
(which features one-of- a-kind live per-
formances by a wide array of artists) 
to Saturday/Sunday sister show 
"Weekend Becomes Eclectic" and a 
bursting-at-the-seams lineup of adven-
turous musical one-stops spinning the 
best in international, gospel, medieval, 
jazz, trance, hip-hop and don't stop — 
there is more. Much more. 

There are about 150,000 CDs in 

KCRW's library, from which some on-
the-surface odd sets emerge — say, Dean 
Martin coming hot on the heels of Pulp. 
Adventurous programming — a great 
idea in this or any year. 

New audiences 
Part of Harcourt's job is to "open up 

new audiences — to take the station to 
people who perhaps aren't aware of 
it," he said. "It's a common mistake in 
most radio stations to think that every-
body knows you're there. I'd learned a 
long time ago and I've seen it play out 
since I've been here as well — that 
there are many, many people who have 
no idea that we exist." 

Ruth Seymour 

See KCRW, page 43 

WAKE UP TO THE 
#1 MORNING TEAM IN 
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Short/cut Editor 
Everything you need to get your 
hottest phone calls edited and 

on-air in record time. 

Morning radio should be 

fresh, alive and spontaneous. 

And 360 Systems' Morning 
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make it happen. 
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Instant Replay 
24 hours of rour hest audio clips, quips 
and sound effects, right at your fingertips. 

With the Short/cut Editor, you won't drop a beat when you're editing calls, 

interviews and promos. It's the fastest, easiest two-track 
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Morning radio is 
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360 Systems Morning Team 
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Thousands of360 Systems Instant Replay and Short/cut teams are 
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our website at www.360systems.com. 

Check out the #1 Morning Team 
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Two tin cans and a string. A simple way to transmit sounds, gone forever except for the memories. 

The world is more complex now. We record everything we say and play, storing it for future generations. 
Technology has taken us to a new level, relegating cylinders, vinyl and analog audiotape to museums, 
replacing these once ground-breaking media with alphabet soup: ADAT, DTRS, DAT, CD- R, MD. 

But now the world of professional audio recording media can be summed up in four new letters: FUJI. 
DPA-421 

Fuji, an established name in professional digital videotape products, now offers a line of professional 
digital audio products. Every cassette and disc comes with Fuji's established high quality and consistency. 

,FUJI DPD 

DPD-60MP 



sound like? 

The industry's most advanced manufacturing technology packed in every 
product. And a knowledgeable and dedicated sales and support staff, 
ready to stand behind every piece we ship. 

We can't tell you what the future will sound like. 
We can only assure you that we'll be around to record it. 

© 1999 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc. For more irgermation„ contact your Fuji Account Representative. 
You can also find us online at www.fujifilm.acm/provic)eo. 
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FCC Fine Watch 
COLE'S LAW, continued from page 33 

there just now). 
As it also turned out, the files' incom-

pleteness was attributed to the departure 
from the licensee of an individual who 

had supposedly been in charge of keep-
ing the public files current. But that indi-

vidual left in "late 1994" — meaning that 

the files had apparently not been updated 

for at least three years prior to the filing 
of the petition. Another oops. 

Triple oops 
And as it also turned out, in the renewal 

applications of at least four of the stations, 
the licensee had certified that all docu-
nient required to he placed in the tile had 

indeed been placed in the public file. 

But that certification was obviously 

been able to figure out before it certified 
to the contrary in its renewal applica-

tions. Triple oops. 

It looked like the licensee had shot 

downhill from arguably minor non-imme-
diate availability of the file to gross non-

Although the FCC seems to have let a 
major violator off, owners should not read this 

as a free pass to ignore the public file rule. 

inaccurate, as the licensee could ( and. completeness of the file, and then past that 
one would have thought. should) have to chronic ( at least three years) of gross 

Trust 'MediaTouch for 
Di *tal Audio Solutions 
The Quality And 
Support You Want 
Since 1984, MediaTouch has provided radio 

broadcasters with innovations that make 

radio work better. With MediaTouch by 

OMT Technologies, your station always 

has crisp, clean digital sound, without 

the muddiness or other problems of 

audiotape. Your station works together 

as a team, because MediaTouch con-

nects the different departments 

together and allows them to easily 

share information. And when you 

have a question, our staff of radio 

professionals is on call toll-free, 24 hours a 

day, 7 days a week. MediaTouch is peace of mind. 

Custom Tailored To Fit Your Needs 
At MediaTouch, we realize that one size does not fit all. That's why MediaTouch is a system: you pick and 

choose the features you need. Want to time shift programming? We have tools for that. Take lots of news 

feeds? We can record and " splice" them digitally and automatically. Want to do walkaway automation? Our 

voicetracking is easy. Want to do your shows live? Our system is the only one that's as easy to use live in the 

studio as it is fully automated. 
Cart Replacement Software Starting At $995 

For One Station or Many Stations 
Our first " Super-Duopoly" was in 1991, and our experience leaves nothing to chance. Wide Area Audio 

Networking (W.A.A.N TM) software lets you effortlessly communicate and share files with stations near and far. 

Monitor transmitter sites and stations from far away with a web browser and an Internet or intranet connection. 

Our systems are built solidly, so they keep running day after day. That's why MediaTouch/OMT is the software 

behind virtually every cable/satellite direct music service in North America, as well as over 500 stations around 

the world. 

What's Your Dream? 
Call us toll-free at (888) 665-0501, and tell us what you want your MediaTouch system to do. We'll work with 

you and find ways for your stations to sound better and save more money. 

MediaTouch 
A DIVISION OF OMT TECHNOLOGIES INC. 

SOS 

2480 S.E. 52nd Street 

Ocala, Florida.34480-7500. 

Tel. 1-352-622-7700 

Fax: 1-352-629-7000 

non-completeness, only to hit the brick 

wall of false certification of public file 
compliance at the bottom of the slope. 

Here's the happy ending: the bureau 
didn't bat much of an eye, and certainly 

didn't see the need to whack the licensee 

for anything more than a relatively minor 
fine at each station, in the $ 10,000-$15,000 

range (as opposed to the $1 million-plus 
fines imposed on Infinity for Howard Stern 

broadcasts a few years ago). 
The bureau's own language under-

scored the incongruity of its action. In its 

forfeiture letters, the bureau emphasized 
repeatedly that the public rule is designed 

to permit the public to "participate effec-
tively in commission procedures con-
cerning a broadcast licensee, including 

evaluation of its performance." 
It also said that "proper analysis" of a 

renewal application is "critically depen-
dent upon the accuracy and complete-
ness" of the information provided by the 

licensee in the application. From this you 
might conclude that compliance with the 

public file rule as important. if not essen-

tial. to the bureau's performance of its 

regulatory duties. So you might have 
expected the bureau to be a little more 
upset about what evidence showed. 

The fact that the licensee skated off 
with only relatively minor fines may send 

a bad signal to the industry. If this kind of 

non-compliant performance results in just 

a low-end fine, licensees may decide that. 
on a cost/benefit analysis. whatever up 

side there may be to non-compliance is 
worth the downside risk ( bearing in mind. 
too, that the FCC itself did not ferret out 

the violations here — rather, it was a dis-
gruntled "creditor" who blew the whistle). 
We here at Cole's Law would like to 

discourage any such thinking. If the com-

mission, or, more importantly, Congress. 
were to perceive a downturn in compli-
ance with public interest-based rules, the 

likely response would be a return to 
greater regulation — including, possibly, 
increased risk of losing a license. The 
security of broadcast licenses is currently 

about as great as it has ever been in the 
history of the industry. That security can 

be preserved if cases such as the one 

described here remain the exception. 

rather than the rule. 
If you have any questions about the 

bureau decisions described in this col-
umn, you should consult with your com-

munications counsel. 

Harry Cole is a principal in the 
Washington-based lait. jinn of Bechtel & 

Cole, Chartered. He can be reached at 

(202) 833-4190 or Pia e-mail to 
coleslaweerols.com 
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Announcing the 

ePl$Imei 
TM 

Another Breakthrough Codec 
from MUSICAM USA! 
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The Prima LT is the newest addition to our line of superb digital audio codecs. It is stereo, 

bi-directional, and comes with MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2, MPEG Layer 3 and 

G.722 algorithms for maximum compatibility. Prima LT accepts one digital interface 

module for direct connections to ISDN, V.35, X.21 or RS422. 

Highest Audio Quality 

A 24-bit ND and D/A Converters 

A MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2 

A Dynamic Range better than 92 dB 

A Ultra low distortion at less than 0.01% 

A Data rates to 384 kb/s 

A AES/EBU/SPDIF optional 

e— 

Easiest to Use 

A One Touch" auto dialing 

A Simple, intuitive menu navigation 

A Connects to any MPEG or G.722 codec 

A. Software upgrades via Internet 

A Removable rack mounts for 
desktop operation 

"WI 

Unmatched value at $3,495 ISDN Ready. 
Call now for more details. 

670 North Beers Street • Bldg. 4 

Holmdel, Ni 07733 USA 

Tel.: 732-739-5600 

Fax: 732-739-1818 

MUSICAM USA 

http://www.musicamusa.com 

E-Mail. sales@musicamusa.com 

MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc., Holmdel, NJ, USA 
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Swiss Find New Promotions Angles 
Michael Hedges 

U.S. radio managers spend a tremen-
dous amount of time and money develop-
ing promotions for their stations. How 
are radio promotions handled abroad? 

Consider the example of Switzerland. 
Successful radio station promotions 

here, and throughout Europe, are a mix-
ture of old and new, tried and true. 

In the cantons of Switzerland, radio 
broadcasters attempt to sway listeners with 
a variety of plots and ploys. This country 
is, in fact, a microcosm of all the radio pro-
motion tricks ever used. But it is also a 
place where new ideas are introduced. 

Differences in culture, media usage 
and economics in the four linguistic 
regions force promotions and creative 
directors to target their ideas carefully. 

Imaginative initiatives 
Events certainly are among the most 

popular promotional devices for Swiss 
stations. Anything — from boat races to 
concerts to museum openings — is a 
sponsorship opportunity for radio stations 
targeting a particular audience. 

In Switzerland, the advantage often 
lies with the various Swiss Broadcasting 
Corporation public services — 
Schw eizerische Radio und 
Fernsehgesellschaft; Société Suisse de 
Radiodiffusion et Télévision; Società 
Svizzera di Radiotelevisione — which 
can leverage years of marketing expertise 

digita 

and strong community ties to gain exclu-
sive access to major events. 

Private stations, either by choice or 
necessity, take a more selective, and 
often more creative, approach. 

Radio Z in Zürich, for example, turned 
a community event into a major promo-
tion in 1998 by sponsoring the 50th 
anniversary of Kloten airport. 

Radio Z Managing Director Christian 
Gartmann explained that, in addition to air-
ing a large number of promos, the station 
produced a week-long series about people 
who worked at Kloten. One day, the sta-
tion broadcast live on the ground mainte-
nance of airplanes with two journalists. 

"This gave us the opportunity to visu-
alize what is happening on site, which is 
a hard thing to do," said Gartmann. 
"Without investing money, we became 
one of the best noticed brands, beside 
Swissair, of course." 
"SBC lodged an official protest with 

top officials at Swissair and the Kloten 
airport," Gartmann said. "They com-
plained they should have been the only 
ones to be able to cover such an event." 

In the Swiss Romande, the French-
speaking part of western Switzerland, 
Geneva-based One FM invested in a 
major outdoor poster campaign to estab-
lish its name and new format. Hundreds 
of posters were posted on Geneva streets, 
in parks and the commercial districts 
advertising the launch of the youth-ori-
ented station. 

SPHERION 
"DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE 

Fast, powerful and intuitive and best of all 
... priced like a quality analog broadcast console 

Two years later, the station enjoys 
strong name recognition and growing rat-
ings in a market where the French youth 
station NRJ is a strong competitor. 

Commercial stations frequently promote 
themselves with games and contests associ-
ated with advertisers. In another successful 
campaign for listeners, Radio Z offered a 
I00.9-second shopping spree at a sponsor's 
store to automobile owners whose cars 
were spotted sporting a Radio Z sticker. 

"People liked the idea so much that 
station employees in Radio Z cars were 
forced to pull over by listeners because 
they thought the employees were the 
sticker spotters," Gutmann said. 
"We had no casualties." 
Imagination and daring ideas often result 

in award-winning promotions for radio sta-
tions. Radio Z tackled the difficult subject 

of the world of medicine and won the Axel 
Springer Prize for Young Journalists for a 
special on birthing. It was the first Swiss 
winner of the German award. 
"We did a day-long special report on 

two patients and their operations; the 
birth of a child and an open-heart 
bypass," said Gutmann. 

"Both reports were breathtaking." he 
said. "We broadcast from the site, which 
gave us the opportunity to talk about the 
hospital without sounding too commercial." 

English-language radio station World 
Radio Geneva FM produced an interest-
ing event on April Fool's Day in conjunc-
tion with British Airways. For the entire 

litteg 
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KLOTZ DIGITAL 
KLOTZ DIGITAL AG, Germany 

KLOTZ DIGITAL AMERICA INC., USA 

KLOTZ DIGITAL, France 

KLOTZ DIGITAL (M) SDN BHD (454 317-X), Malaysia 

"1" 
unlimited input & output expansion - 
any source available on any fader 7 e.s...." 
the ultimate in "logic follow" 
programmable button bank accessory 
on the fly" recall of entire console setups 
expandable mix-minus 
powerful DSP capability 

ee• multiple console integration via DiAN fiber optics 
... and much more 

****/ 

http://www.lclotzdigital.com • e-mail: sales@klotz-digital.de 

day, the radio station became Radio BA, 
complete with new names for the shows, 
special reports and contests. 
British Airways executives gave away 

tickets, and broadcast weather reports 
from BA aircraft approaching Geneva. 
Sponsored promotions can entertain lis-
teners and sell at the same time. 

Cross-media promotion 
Marketing professionals understand the 

importance in attaching a visual reference 
to a product, and television, historically, 
has been the medium of choice. But high 
production and media costs have made it 
prohibitive for most radio stations. 

The public radio stations, with deep cof-
fers in the German- and Italian-speaking 
parts of Switzerland, however, have used 
television to promote specific programs or 
to build and maintain name recognition. 

For private stations, the exploding 
popularity of the Internet provides a less 
costly marketing tool. Web sites abound 
with pictures of DJs and journalists, 
sponsors, programming and advertising 
rates. Most sites use audio in some form, 
some include audio snippets of programs 
or features or full-time Webcasts. 

Gartmann said the radio industry is dis-
covering the Internet because its costs are 
lower than television. "Spots can transport 
voices and connect them with faces. TV 
can do that but, now. so can the Internet." 

o 

Michael Hedges, a free-lance writer 
and media consultant, reports on the 
industry from Geneva, Switzerland. 
Contact him via e-mail to 
hedgeswrg@gve.ch 
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Nortech Park • 5875 Peachtree Ind Blvd. #340 • Norcross, GA 30092 • Phone: + 1-678-966-9900 • Fax: +1-678-966-9903 
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Orban Promotes 
Hession, Sawyer 

Michael Hession, former vice presi-
dent of operations for Orban, has been 
promoted to general manager. An eight-
year veteran of the company. Hession 
assumes responsibility for managing 
Orban's operations and developments. 

Rick Sriwyer 

Michael Hession 

Meantime, Rick Sawyer has been 
promoted to director of worldwide sales. 
He will supervise sales of all product 
lines through Orban's dealer networks in 
North America, Latin America, Europe, 
Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. 

RFCAD' 

Maxell Promotes Petruzziello 

Maxell Corp. of America has pro-
moted Anthony Petruzziello to direc-
tor of sales of Maxell's Professional 
Media Products Group. Petruzziello 
was national accounts manager, net-
work broadcast sales, to which he was 
promoted in mid- 1998. 

Maxell is a full- line manufacturer of 
consumer and professional media products. 

Anthony Petruzziello 

Radio Shows Names 
Legan Ad Manager 

Radio Shows has added Laura 
Legan to its advertising sales staff. 
Legan is responsible for advertising 
sales for "The Dr. Toni Grant Program.-

RECAD" 
SIGNAL MAPPING 

SOFTWARE 

is essential for planning, designing, and analyzing 
Broadcast, Land-Mobile, SMR, Public Safety, Paging, 
Cellular, and other wireless systems. 

Developed by Biby Engineering Services, PC and available from BIA Research, 
RFCAD uses the most advanced technology available. 
RFCAD provides contours, terrain profiles, and 
high-resolution propagation results overlaid onto 
seamless, rasterized USGS topographic maps. 

Call today for the most powerful, flexible, and 
easy way to see your real coverage. 

Vie  our booth #935 at the NAB Radio Show in Orlando. 

800-331 -5086 

www.rfcad.com 

www.bia.com 

a nationally syndicated program. 
Legan comes to Radio Shows from 

Wyse Advertising Inc. in Cleveland, where 
she served as assistant media planner. 

Radio Shows delivers both long- and 
short-form syndicated radio programming 
covering a variety of subject matters. 

Tattershall Named VP, 
Broadcast Division, CCIC 

Crown Castle International Corp. 
named Ray Tattershall vice president of 
its new build-to-suit broadcast division 
in the United States. 
The broadcast operations, which are 

headquartered in Jupiter, Ha., will provide 

Ray Tattershall 

tower infrastructure and network support 
services to the U.S. broadcasting industry. 

Before joining CCIC, Tattershall 
worked at the LeBlanc Group, where he 
was vice president of sales and market-
ing for LDL Communications. 

BP Promotes Moultrie, Smith 

Broadcast Programming has 
announced two new management 
appointments in the company's format 
programming division. 
Ken Moultrie, a former programmer/ 

consultant for BP, has been named direc-

Ken Moultrie 

tor, BP Consulting Group. 
L.J. Smith, programming manager, 

has been appointed director of program-
ming, although he'll continue to serve his 
consulting clients. 

L.J. Smith 

Broadcast Programming provides 
TotalRadio format and consulting ser-
vices to about 700 stations in all music 
formats. 

— Lillie Wade 

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES 

Sound Effects 
Production Effects 
Buy-Out Production Music! 

Over 60 products to choose from. 
( ' all 612-522-6256 or get full details and 
hear on-line demos at our web site: 

http://radio-mall.com 
Dave Dworkin's Ghostwriters 

2412 Unity Ave N., Dept RW, 
Minneapolis, MN 55422 

171111AN NEWS PROGRAMMING 

The "-ban 
'yews i 

from ibn radio 
-AM & PM drive reports 
-Targeted latest news 
-ISDN delivered 
-Customized far your station 
*Battered and market exclusive! 

954.735.4070 
READER SERVICE 177 

Business Boosters from Grace Broadcast Sales • ORDER TOLL FREE! 888-GRACE-88 

Selling ads is good. 
Selling more ads is better. 

ITS FALL '99 CAR CARE TIME! 
Your listeners need to get their cars ready for winter— 

your sponsors want their business! 

(October is "jib Car Care Month!) 

EVERY AUTO-RELATED BUSINESS IS A PROSPECT! 

25 - :30-sec. features 
Just $125 Corn fete! 

VETERANS DAY-Nov.11 
Twenty-Five (25) 
:30-sec. salutes 

honoring America's 
veterans 

$125 complete 

• 'fy P,0 :Jced• Re. ta Sell & Pur • Sales Ma 

Our Cavomers Sar...."...record sales." - NE' • "Easv mo,h1 w Inc hank!" - OR 
" best im,,luunt we't ..e made "- FL • "Great way to pick up. extol incone in a .short time." - IL 

For DEMO call (509) 229-1427 or visit www. racehroadeast.com 

ATTENTION PROVIDERS! 

Promote your services to Radio World's 1 5, 000+ readers. Reach Radio Station 
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For 
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045, 
extension 154. 
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Use Power KCRW Aims for Bigger Audience 
Of Radio 
In Sales 
11, THEATER, continued from page 31 

ever as an advertising medium 
after deregulation. So vibrant that 
Jack Trout offered congratulations 
to radio for "fast outgrowing its 
fragmented, almost cottage-indus-
try status." 

Here's advice to radio manage-
ment from Jack Trout, the man who 
gave the marketing world the "posi-
tioning" concept: 

1. Sell the medium, not your sta-
tions. As a highly fragmented medi-
um, just about all your energy and 
money was spent on beating up your 
direct competitors. Now that there's 
some critical mass in many markets, 
perhaps we'll begin to see some 
"my-medium-is-better-than-their-
medium" efforts. 

2. Make the medium easier to buy. 
Buying television or newspapers is a 
snap compared to buying radio. 
Putting together a major buy usually 
entails having to deal with a parade 

Radio is an ideal 

vehicle to stretch the 

imagination as well 

as the mind. 

— Bill Burton 

of salespeople that spend a lot of 
time bad-mouthing other stations on 
the list. 

3. Educate the users. Radio is 
pure sound. To do good radio you 
have to understand how to use 
sound and sound effects. 
Unfortunately, most creative types 
are picture-oriented, not sound-
oriented. Many are happy just to 
run the soundtracks from their TV 
commercials. 

Even in selling the medium, 
everything comes back to Theater of 
the Mind. 

Ed Shane is chief executive of 
Shane Media Services. 

This article was adapted for RW 
by the author from his new book 
"Selling Electronic Media," pub-
lished by Focal Press/Butterworth-
Heinemann. The retail price is 
$44.95. 

To order or for more information, 
call (800) 366-2665 and ask for 
ISBN No. 0240803272. 

KCRW, continued from page 35 

So Harcourt wants to get out into 
the open air a bit more by doing 
remotes and such. 

"I think that as commercial radio 
continues to get stale and, you know, 
predictable," said Harcourt, "then 
we're going to find an even bigger 
audience." 

And KCRW's audience is a faithful 
one. "The majority of our audience doesn't 
listen to other radio stations," said 
Harcourt, "so they're listening to us for a 
reason." 

They're listening for up-and-com-
ing acts that are headed for the big 
time, and Harcourt is proud that now-

BE 

big names like Semisonic and thoughtful about what we do as a 
Sixpence None the Richer have been music department." 
featured and gone 
on to become big 
names. 
"Those are 

always nice things 
because your intu-
ition, if you like, is 
rewarded when six 
months later ... 
somebody like that 
breaks through," he 
said. 

In the future, said Harcourt, "We'll Just as KCRW is, in the overall 
continue to be edgy and we'll \contin- scheme of things, edgy and ahead of the 
ue to be ahead of the curve and very curve and oh so right. 

11131.111111111 way 
Till ‘‘1." 

When engineering quality counts, count un IIE. 
Introducing our NEW ltIkW Solid State FM transmitter.. FM-10S 

1/ Stays on air under catastrophic antenna conditions 

I/ Operates from 152-252 VAC (with optional power supply) 

Remote Transmission Diagnostic System ready 

Separate cooling air for all major assemblies 

1/ Front panel access to all RF amplifiers 

6/ Adjustable to 10% of rated power 

1, Easy to transport and install 

✓  Double the module MTBF 

✓  Occupies less floor space 

Multiple blowers 

Compare the new Broadcast Electronics' FM-10S to the competition. When it comes to solid 

state FM technology, nobody beats BE. The NEW FM-10S beats the "Z" 

in redundancy, reliability, cost of shipping and ease of service. 

And, the FM-10S is IBOC ready. 

Isn't it obvious which solid state FM transmitter is number one? 

Contact your favorite BE Representative, call us direct at 888-232-3268 

or visit our website at www.bdcast.com 

Need Solutions? 
www.bdcastcom 
or (111181 232-32611 
RWD 899 ©1999 Broadcast Electronics, Inc BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc 

Solutions for 
Tomorrow's Radia 
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•S TATION SERVICES' 
Programs and Services for Radio Stations 

Mail info and photos to: RW Station Services. P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 

Wheel of Fortune' 
Comes to Radio 

One of America's favorite TV game 
shows has come to radio. 

"Radio Wheel of Fortune," a two-
minute radio program, is a daily feature 
on more than 320 stations. The call-in 
show features host Vanna White deliv-
ering a puzzle category, a description 
of the word or phrase and a clue. Local 
air talent interact with callers live on-
air to find a winner. Complete prize 

Wheel Of % Maine 

e rm.lor 

• ex-yee, 

two,- 100 ore, 

FIBIIIIII MOIL 

America's #1 
Game Show 
ON RADIO! 

packages include CDs, tickets 
and videos. 
"Radio Wheel of Fortune" is a 

barter-syndicated program with 
local sponsorship availability. 
The show is available on a mar-
ket-exclusive basis. 
For more information contact 

Jennifer Johnson in California at 
(818) 377-5300, fax (818) 377-
5333, visit the Web site at 
www.pfemrad.com or circle 
Reader Service 64. 

Arrakis 
Studio Furniture 
systems are #1 

with over 1,000 sold! 
The Master 

Control 
Studio, shown 
right. is one of 
seven Arrakis 

studios in 
Sony's 

Manhattan 
network 

origination 
SW 

Arrakis furniture is #1  ... 

• Off the shelf -or- Custom 

• Easy to design & assemble 

• Very fast delivery !!! 

call today to find out why Arrakis 
studio furniture is the choice of 
broadcasters worldwide... 

from Moscow, to Tokyo, 
to Manhattan... 

(970) 224-2248 
or (970) 224-2248 

1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Coll ns, CO 80525 

Journey" Programs Target 
40-Plus Listeners 

A pair of new syndicated pro-
grams is available to radio stations. 
"Journey Into Jazz" and "Journey 
Into Song" promise listeners a 
refreshing change from run-of-the-
mill radio programs. 

JOURNEY 
INTO 40E 

Wilk 9ila 

.A SYNDICATED RADIO PROGRAM 

CELERRATING MODERN JAZZ 

"Journey Into Jazz" presents a 
diverse blend of modern jazz includ-
ing straight-ahead jazz, contempo-
rary. Latin, big bands and vocals. 

"Journey Into Song" is a show-
case of vocals from greats such as 
Frank Sinatra, Nat Cole, Billy 
Eckstine, Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah 
Vaughn. Both programs are hosted 
by veteran jazz radio host and pro-
grammer Jim Murphy and were 
launched a year ago. 

A .fr-IdIcated RiacAo Progrwn featuring 

Timelass IA,coIs ty rl,. GlIdi Seegera 

At present, 10 radio stations are air-
ing the programs, which are available 
to stations on CD on a market-exclu-
sive basis. Both shows run one hour. 
For more information contact 

Jim Murphy toll-free in Maryland at 
(877) 204-0645 or circle Reader 
Service 63. 
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Radio W4rld 
Do you have an item for 

Station Services? Mail 

releases and artwork to 

Managing Editcr, Radio 

World, 5827 Columbia 

Pike, 3rd Floor, Falls 

Church, VA 22041 

Radio College for Producers 

A new online training site for radio 
producers is available. Western Public 
Radio and independent radio producer 
Robin White have put together Radio 
College. available online at 
www.radiocollege.org 

RADIO 

COLLEGE 

The Web site features technical infor-
mation, radio writing tips, digital audio 
production pointers, radio theater, inves-
tigation of ethics, speeches, business dis-
cussions and more. The resources sec-
tion of the site features links to 
competitions for jotrnalists, professional 
organizations and training resources. 

Its organizers say Radio College is 
intended to be user-friendly toward the 
beginner to the senior producer alike. 

For more information contact 
Robin White in California at (415) 
437-9118, e-mail to info@ radiocol-
lege.org or circle Reader Service 59. 

United Stations and Dick 
Clark Target Millenium 

United Stations Radio Networks is 
jumping onto the millennium band-
wagon with a new program. 

"Dick Clark's Countdown to 2000" 
is a daily radio vignette hosted by the 
legendary radio personality. The pro-
gram, which debuted Aug. 2, features 
some of the most memorable moments 
of the 20th century. 

Dick Clark, Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame inductee, is also the co-founder 
of the United Stations Radio Network. 

DicicClaries 
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1-212-869-1111 

"Dick Clark's Countdown to 2000" 
is produced by Thirsty Ear 
Communications Inc., an independent 
New York production company. Thirsty 
Ear has obtained licensed access to the 
news archives of the BBC, allowing for 
a wide variety of cultural, political and 
social milestones from this century. 

For more information contact Julie 
Harris in New York at (212) 869-1111 
or circle Reader Service 65. 
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Truth in Advertisont 
ee the Optimcd® -. 

and Omnia ads 

attacking each other? 

KThe Omnia ad claims 

the Optimod is full ot 
c;ligital grunge. 
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/ -0h yeah, and Orban) 
says the Omnia trashes 
the signal with composite 
clipping. 
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..T-hey're both right! Digital 
processing just isn't there 

yet. The only way to go is 

the Aphex 2020 FM Pro!.. 
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The hype for digital audio has been deafening. 

While digital offers advantages for storage and control, 

it has severe limitations for dynamics processing. 

Indeed, Cutting Edge® claims their Omnia unit sounds 

almost as good as analog. 

The Aphex 2020 FM Pro offers the purity of an aL 

analog signal path with the power of digital control. 

Through its use of 11 patented circuits, the 2020 

achieves the greatest possible loudness while retaining 

musicality and naturalness. 

No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot. No 

subcarrier artifacts from composite clipping. Just the 

loudest, cleanest FM processing with the greatest 

possible coverage area. 

Contact Aphex today for a demonstration, and we'll 

show you there is truth in advertising. 

Apmex Improving the way the world soundssm 

SYSTEMS 11068 Rancall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91 52 U.S.A 
818-7E7-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 htip://vvww.aphexsys.com 

Cutting Edge and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporecn. Orbar and Optimod are registered trademarks of Harman lrternational. 
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Stuck in a Time Warp? 

A lot has changed since the ' 50s (or the '80s). 

Move into the 21st century with a 
new console from Arrakis 

ffel/ e / 

BROADCAST SUPPLY W ORLDWIDE 

L Advantage Partner 

Let BSW Work To Your Advantage When You Buy Arrakis. 

You've replaced reel-to-reels, turntables 

and carts with new digital equipment. 

With technology improving so dramatically around 

you, how can you expect your old console to keep 

up? A new console from Arrakis wi ll improve your 

station's quality while acting as the control center 

to handle all your modern studio equipment. With 

three analog console series and a brand new 

digital console line, Arrakis sets the standard 

worldWide for performance and value. Now is the 

time to replace your old on-air console. 

Call BSW today 1 • 800 426 8434 

BSW's extensive Arrakis inventory BSW's convenient parts fulfillment 

BSW's factory-certified sales representatives BSW's priority factory support 
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Studio Sessions 
The Denon 

DN-C630 CD 

Player 
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See Page 60 
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AES Looks at Digital Radio 
Carl Lindemann 

More than 20,000 people are expected 
to attend the many sessions, presentations 
and workshops of the AES 107th 
Convention at the Jacob K. Javits 
Convention Center on Sept. 24-27. 

"Each successive convention has 
exceeded the accomplishments of the pre-
vious year. And the 107th expects to raise 
the bar to the next level," Executive 
Director Roger Furness said. 

For radio broadcasters, a centerpiece 
of events will be the Digital Audio Radio 
Conference on Saturday, Sept. 25, from I 
to 5:30 p.m. 

Conference Chair David Bialik of 
DKB Broadcast Associates said this is a 
critical time in the industry. 

"The DAR Conference is the culmina-
tion of conferences we've had in New 
York going back to the mid-' 80's," he 
said. "This one is important because 
we're coming up on rule making. Also, 
we're focusing in on the IBOCs — 
Lucent Digital Radio, Digital Radio 
Express and USA Digital Radio. They 

Technical tours during AES include a 
visit to the Empire State Building, 

right. The Chrysler Building is at left. 

PRODUCTION PROFILE 

Music Is His Main 
Message at Z-100 

Ken R. 

"Once you understand music, the 
station promo becomes a symphony, 
with the voice as the lead instrument." 

The speaker is Dave Foxx, produc-
tion director for Z-100, WHTZ(FM), 
licensed to Newark, N.J., and serving 
the greater New York area. 

"Everything should tie together and 
flow as one complete piece." 

Foxx ought to know. His musical 
background includes 15 years of piano 
instruction, and that is reflected in the 
tools at hand. He is able to create his 
own musical beds in the production 
room with Roland D-50 and D110 
synths, among other cool toys. 

Division of labor 
Z-100, part of the AMFM Inc. chain, 

is unlike many smaller market stations 
in that it can employ a person full-time 
to handle station imagery. 

That means Foxx has the luxury of 
being able to focus on being the station 
voice for promos and IDs without the 
burden of having to crank out 15 car 
dealer spots a day. 

He isn't saddled with a four-hour air-
shift to drain his energy before his pro-
duction shift. And Foxx can actually 
have as much as five days to think 

about a particular promo before it needs 
to be completed. 

For those laboring under the more typ-
ical "we-need-this-on-the-air-in-an-hour" 
schedule, this might seem like a dream. 

"I started in Provo, Utah, at 
KOVO(AM) and KFMC(FM). I was there 
only three months when I got the call to 
go to WPGC to help with a labor prob-
lem," said Foxx, referring to the AM-FM 
combo in the Washington, D.C., market. 
AFTRA was on strike, and Foxx was 

brought in as "management" so he could 
go on the air while the regular jocks 
walked the streets with picket signs. 

"I was called ' scab' and worse, but I 
didn't care. Big-city lights attracted me. 
and before the strike was over, they 
offered me a job. 

"I was there about 10 years, mostly 
on the air," Foxx said. 

"I finally left because it was a dead 
end; actually I stayed there too long. Then 
Steve Kingston brought me to B-104 
(Baltimore) for about six months. After 
he moved to New York, he hired me at Z-
100 and I've been there 12 years now. 
practically a lifetime in radio years." 

Kingston was operations manager 
when he hired Foxx. 

The station studios are in Secaucus, 
N.J., but are in the process of moving to 

See FOXX, page 48 
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are sending their top engineers. Whether 
or not we'll have demonstrations is still 
up in the air." 
The three companies are racing to 

develop technology to allow in-band, on-
channel digital radio. 

The DAR Conference will address both 
the technological and business challenges 
of making IBOC a consumer reality. 

"There are many problems — reception, 
getting the receiver manufacturers to work 
with one of the standards, getting a stan-
dard adopted," Bialik said. "We also have 
the issue of multipath — interference from 
other stations and other uses of frequencies 

< and also interference from terrestrial and 
non-terrestrial forces," Bialik said. 

Will the IBOC proponents come 
together into a form of Grand Alliance, 
following the model of digital television? 
Bialik does not expect such a resolution 
will be coming at this conference. 

"There are a lot of differences and a lot 
of different interests. It's similar to the corn-

The complete multitrack 

recording studio for Windowsrm 

The easiest way to: 

• Record and build spots 

news, and clips 

• Add music and sound tíx 

• Stretch or condense 

'Cool Edit Pro has been 
the dream come true 
that we have wanted for 
decades: a low cost 
production studio soft-
ware packae that has 
the power of any hard-
ware studio we have 
worked in. Our mornindi 
shows across North 
America now have the 
capability of doin.q all 
their show preparation 
in their home studios 
with Cool Edit Pro. It 
is not just a new pro-
raz, it's a revolution 

that has chan4ed the 
-way radio is :lone.' 

'It's difficult to Ao 
anywhere in Cool Edft 
Pro and not hear your-
self whisperine to 
yourself ' this is 

Chet Atkins will deliver the 
keynote address. 

petition over different stereo standards." 
Those differences will be up for open 

debate and discussion. 
See AES OVERVIEW page 56 

Check out our .downloodable demo: 
http://www.syntrillium.com 

- Dave Oliwa, Radio And 
Production, May 1g. .. yfl1lliil1ll1) 

PO Bcx 62255 
Phoenix AZ 85082-2255 USA 
cepro9syntrillium corn 
+1-602-941-4327 
+1-602-941-8170 (fax) 
1 - 888-941-7100 (us Carada toil-free 
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Dave Foxx of Z-100 
FOXX, continued from page 47 

N.J., but are in the process of moving to 
Jersey City. 

At weekly meetings, key personnel 
at Z-100 discuss upcoming promotions 
and decide what level of support each 
will receive from the production 
department. 
The staff in attendance usually 

includes Program Director Tom 
Poleman, Assistant PD Sharon Stevens, 
Operations Manager Kid Kelly, Writer 
Dave Brody and Commercial Director 
Hal Knapp. 

Schedules 
"Whether it's a fly-away with Will 

Smith for ' Wild Wild West' or some-
thing smaller like a simple giveaway, 
we decide how much production effort 
each promotion warrants. Then we 
come up with a schedule for comple-
tion," Foxx said. 

"I write, voice and produce most of 
these pieces. Sometimes we use Leah 
Brandon from L.A. as a female voice 
via ISDN lines, but often it's just a solo 
effort." 

The philosophical reason behind using 
one man to write and produce promos is 
clarity of vision. 

"It just comes together faster and bet-
ter this way. No one has to guess what 

the writer meant." 
When it's time to put it all together, 

Foxx has a full arsenal in his studio. 
"We use a Neumann M-149 mic 

directly into ProTools without a preamp. 
Then we add compression and EQ within 
Waves (a software plug-in). ProTools can 
now run on either Mac or PC-based sys-
tems ... but I'm a big Mac guy." 

In any station at any given moment, 
any piece of equipment can "glitch," but 

ran out to the computer store, took out 
our hard drive, plugged it into a new 
machine and was back up and running 
within two hours," said Foxx, who 
became computer-savvy at an early age 
when computers were his hobby at 
WPGC. 

"I believe in backing up everything, 
and we use 8 mm tape (Exabyte 8505) 
running Mezzo software. It even works 
in the background while I'm doing some-
thing else." 

Z-100 now saves promos and commer-
cials to CD, using a Yamaha 100 burner, 
as well as cart. 

Dave Foxx 

Foxx is prepared. 
"We had a computer go belly- up. I just 

Superiozatoaciaalt PPLociucti 
Quality T. ansmitters and Antennas at Reasonable Prices 

FM Transmitters 
High Performance Solid State Exciter 

Solid State IPA Amplifier 

One Year Limited Warranty 

Factory Service 

On site check out by factory 

personal available 

1,000 watt   $5,990.00 

2,500 watt  $11.990.00 

5,000 watt  $18,990.00 

10,000 watt  $24,990.00 

15,000 watt  $34,990.00 

20,000 watt  $37,990.00 

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00 

Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter 

120 watt $2,800.00 
300 watt $3,500.00 
1,000 watt $7,990.00 

2,000 watt  $12,900.00 
3 000 watt  $19.990.00 
5,000 watt  $29,990.00 

FM AMPLIFIERS 
100 watt  $995.00 
300 watt  $1,790.00 
500 watt  $2,990.00 

FM STL 
Both Transmitter 
and Receiver 
$3,500.00 

FM Antennas 
All Power Levels 500 watts 
to 20,000 watts per bay 

As low as $395.00 per bay 

ilterandb,e-1 

FREQUENCY AGILE 
FM TRANSLATOR 

$2,500.00 

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels 
*FM Combiners 

Superiol Stoadealt P Pto duct 
Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 • Dallas, Texas 75248 

Ph. 972/473-2577 • 800/279-3326 • Fax 972/473-2578 • 800/644-5958 
Email: sbpepulse.net web site: www.sbpjj.com 

"We're moving to an Enco system 
shortly," he said. The hard-disk audio 
management system will be used in the 
production room and in the air studio. 
"DAT is still viable as a format — a 

great storage medium if nothing else. But 
I have yet to see a DAT player that can 
do 'instant play,' which means it's not a 
good on-air tool." 

"Because I record most of my own 
music for promos, I like Opcode Studio 4 
(MIDI controller) so I can use MIDI files 
within ProTools." 

Foxx uses a Lexiverb plug-in for echo 
and reverb, a Focusrite plug-in for EQ 
and compression and a IC Electronics 
Finalizer for mastering, so the sound is 
kept in the digital domain. 
When one imagines a New York area 

radio station, one might envision NABET 
engineers in every room preventing peo-
ple from touching any equipment, but Z-
100 is very "hands-on." 
"NABET is gone. It's a union that's 

fading away, even in New York. Our 
jocks run their own boards," Foxx said. 
Dave Foxx has a few words of advice 

for aspiring production wizards. 
"Understand music. Go to your com-

munity college and take a course in music 

Z-100 Gear Sampler 

Hardware 
Telos Zephyr ISDN codec 
Neumann M-149 Microphone 
Digidesign ProTools Mac-based 
Editor 
Yamaha 10() CD burner 

Software 
Waves compression and EQ plug-in 
for ProTools 
TC Electronics Finalizer mastering 
plug-in for ProTools 

Lexiverb reverb plug-in for ProTools 
Focusrite EQ and compression plug-in 
for ProTools 
Opcode Studio 4 MIDI controller for 
synthesizers 
Mezzo for backing up to 8 mm tape 

Production Library & Sources 
Sound Ideas — all series 1000 through 
6000 for sound effects) 

Musical Instruments 
Roland D-50 vintage synthesizer 
Roland D-110 synthesizer used for 
percussion 

Back-Up 
Exabyte 8505 8mm tape backup 

theory so that you understand the differ-
ence between harmony and counterpoint. 
It'll help you put it together better." 
Any tips for getting hired by the big 

stations? 
"When I get demo tapes I always listen 

for new ideas, new ways of putting togeth-
er voice, EFX, music, even silence," he 
said. "I am also interested in finding out if 
the applicant wrote the material." 

Foxx also looks for flexibility. 
"Can you do a low-key version, an 

intense version, something music-based. 
EFX-based? Put your stamp on your pro-
duction so it can't be mistaken for any-
one else's work." 
Now in his mid-40s, Dave Foxx 

designs Web sites for companies in his 
spare time, and has his own site as well 
(www.foxxrun.corn). 

"I'm married and have a great big family, 
six kids between us, but they're all grown 
up and moved out. I'm a grandfather!" 

As for the future, Dave Foxx plans on 
staying right where he is. 

"I'm in love with my production job 
here at Z-100. I couldn't imagine any-
place being a step up from here." 

Do you know a radio production wiz-
ard? Let us know about him or her 

SHORT TAKE 

HHB Launches Longer MD 

MiniDisc fans, HHB now offers what 
it calls the first 80-minute MiniDisc 
available outside Japan, and the first pro 
audio MD of that length anywhere. 
The company says the new disc 

achieves extended recording time of 80 
minutes stereo or 160 minutes mono, 
by "an ingenious reduction" of 0.1 
microns in the groove width (from 1.2 
to 1.1 microns), and a similar reduction 
in pitch (from 1.6 to 1.5 microns). 

The new discs are compatible with 
all MD recorders and players. 
HHB says sales of its conventional 

MD74 and MD Data discs have grown 
consistently since they were introduced 
two years ago. The company interprets 

this to mean that audio professionals are 
accepting the recordable, digital format. 

For information, contact the com-
pany in California at (310) 319-1111, 
fax to (310) 319-1311, e-mail to 
sales@hhbusa.com or circle Reader 
Service 154. 

HHB MD80 MirnDisc 
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ACD - 5001 

*AEC) 
VISIT US AT 

NAB'99 ( LAS VEGAS, 19 - 22 APRIL) 
RADIO/AUDIO HALL (LVCC) 

BOOTH L12559 
AES ( MUNICH, 12- 15 MAY) 

IBC (AMSTERDAM, 
8-11 SEPTEMBER) 

HA ettte4, 
THE MOST ADVANCED AUDIO AUTOMATION, BROADCAST AND 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR RADIO 
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MAR4News: TELETYPES MANAGEMENT 

Designed for the management and reception of 
news from News Agencies. With the possibility 
of encrusting audio with the texts. ft has all the 
needed tools for consulting, creating, editing 
and viewing all the information parts which are 
essential for the journalist in the news 
preparation. 

* Native 32 bit system, Windows 95 / NT. 
* Audio, Text and Image integration. 

* Up to 4 Audio Processing Boards plus an additional prelistening output with low cost audio board. 
* Simultaneous access to several data bases, locals or remotes. 
• Open and intuitive system. All actions are carried out similarly, using easy drag and drop operation. 
• Screen appearance is user configurable. Quick learning of the system by the user 
* More than 2000 units of its predecessor MAR SYSTEM have been sold. 
• Text and Audio Integration of News Agency Services. Eliminate papers. 
• Manual or Automatic Broadcasting. 
• Unbeatable Quality/Price ratio. 
" Save Time and Money. 

MAR4Cont and MAR4Mark CONTINUITY RECORDING AND EDITION 
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Two powerful tools for the continuity recording and edition of the audio coming from 
other radio and TV channels, with selection of the audio cuts desired to be used on the 
program. 

MAR4Prompt STUDIO 
TELEPROMPTER APPLICATION 

Obsenealo, o Indust al de, sect, reker 

Contocco, 

Offering the paper-less news, making easier 
the announcer labour and with speed control 
of text reading. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL AEQ 

OR OUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR 

AEQ AUDIOCODECS: THE NEW DIGITAL GENERATION 

MPAC-02 
A unique equipment on the market for ISDN remotes, offering all the 
needed tools to stablish an audio data link between the studio and 
the remote location, with the best possible sound and ease of use, 
independently of the type of communication line (ISDN or Analogue 
Telephone Line). The large AEO experience has allowed the 
integration of several equipments in the MPAC-02.. 

- Two Audiocodecs, two Terminal Adapters, one Digital 
Hybrid with frequency extender, four Channel Mixer, 
Headphones Amplifiers, programmable and up-
gradeable, with the highest audio quality and reliability. 

TLE-02D 
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TLE-02 D offers in a single equipment: 
* An Audiocodec, with Terminal Adapter, to establish high 
quality connections on ISDN lines. 
* A Digital Hybrid, with echo suppression and frequency 
extender, for use on Analogue Telephone Lines. 
'A Portable Mixer, with returns, Headphones Amplifiers and Four 
Wire (Input/Output) connection to use on dedicated circuits, 
radio links, etc. 

Dual Multiformat Audiocodec for ISBN lines, with terminal adapters built-in, offering in the same equipment all the combined 
utilities needed for stablishing either two independent mono audio channels plus auxiliary data, or one 15 kHz. Stereo link, with the 
highest audio quality and easy operation. 
The AEQ ACD-5001 is equipped with a full- duplex Intercom, allowing a simple and independent communication with both audio 
channels, without external wiring and operations. The monitoring capability permits the monitoring of all signals transmitted and 
received without causing any interference to the communication. 
The ideal partner to work with the MPAC-02 

DISTRIBUTED BY/ DISTRIBUIDO POR 

ARGENTINA: VEC Trf., 5417623999/ BELGIUM:ERNATEC-Tlf.:3227252215/BEtASIL: AP010 TECNICO Tit.' 55215214004/CHILE INTERVIDEO Tif : 5622352668/COLOMBIA IRA010 Tif .: 5714343500/DENMARK: M-PRO Tit : 4573620101 
ECUADOR:ECUATRONIX Tit .593453752/FRANCE: SENNHEISER FRANCE-Tlf.:33145211199/GERMANY:MTM MARKO Tlf.:498961279755/INDONESUt:CATUR MITRA Tlf.:62215485716/ISRAEL: TECH 10P Tlf.: 97235353762 

ITALIA:EXHIBO Tlf.:393920841/JAPAN: AVA Tif .: 810354107787/KOREA:JUNG INCOTIT.:8227614830/ MEXICO:C.GRUPO DIEZTlf.:5256829878/NEW ZEALAND:PROTEL Tif 64048019494 
PARAGUAY IN FORMATICA EMPRESARIAL TIT.: 59521442538/POLAND: SOUNDBITS SOFTWARE UK. Tif.: 441732781178/SOUTH AFRICA:PROSOUND-Tlf.:27113346550/SWITZERLAND:MEDIA ENGINEERINGTH.:4117506688 
THE PHILIPPINES: AVESCO-Tlf.:6329128881/TURKEY:NEFAN TICARET-Tlf.:902122884139/UIC ASC-Tlf.:441734811000/USA:AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP-Tlf.:6164521596/BROADCAST GENERAL STORE Tit: 35262277000 

HARRIS CORPORATION (Indiana) Tit: 3179628596 

HEADQUARTER: c/. Rey Pastor. 40- Pl. Leganês - 28914 Leganés - MADRID (SPAIN) Phone: 34 916 861 300 - Fax 34 916 864 492 - e-Mail. aegsales@aeg.es-ht1p:%wrw.aeg.es 

AEO Broadcast International Inc.: 2660 S.W. 87 Davie - Miami - FLORIDA 33328 Phone: (954) 424 0203 - Fax (954) 424 0902 - e-Mail: aegameric,a@aol.COM 
AEQ PORTUGAL Quinta de Palliacana - Peretro Pe Palhacana - 2580 ALENOUER (PORTUGAL) Tel 061 94 30 06 - Fax 061 94 30 07 - e- Mail aeq(4tmail telepac pt 

AFP CATAUDITA: c/. Garcilaso, 174. Entlo. 1 - 08027 BARCELONA (SPAIN)- Phone/Tax: 34 ( 3) 340 96 71 
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DIGITAL DOMAIN 

Digital: Not Ready for Prime Time 
Mel Lambert 

During that inevitable convention 
debriefing period we all go through with 
our technical colleagues, the subject 
almost always turns to one subject: "Is 
digital ready for prime time?" 

By which we all mean: Have digital-
based consoles, playback systems and 
signal routers reached a stage where we 
can obsolete our current analog compo-
nents, and move to a fully integrated all-
digital paradigm? 

And the answer, sad to say, is "No." 
Once again, despite looking.everywhere 

during my sojourn in Las Vegas last spring. 

I failed to be convinced that a major-market 
station has any alternative to the current 
hybrid analog/digital installation. 

All-digital on-air consoles still can-
not communicate in a realistic way 
with hard disk-based replay servers; 
very few automation systems are capa-
ble of being level-controlled from cur-
rent- generation mixers; and digital 
signal-distribution routers are high-
ticket items looking for radio-specific 
applications. 

Why bother 
What to do? Without the ability to 

route a signal to the control surface, 

access stop/start and mix functions, 
and then distribute from that same con-
trol surface, we are back to where we 
came in: Why bother to attempt to 
manipulate the mie and line-levels sig-
nals that need to be combined, equal-
ized and processed before being 
relayed to an eager audience within the 
all-digital domain? 

But how to proceed, so that we, as 
technical types, can offer to our PDs and 
management the types of creative — 
and, let's not be coy, potentially cost-
effective — benefits of an all-digital 
program chain? 

Looking at some of the prototype 

1 SHOWCASE. 2 RUNK 
STATIONS. 25 STUDIOS. 

MO USERS. 
At EMMIS, 
It Adds lip to 
AudioVAIIIT. 
EMMIS Communications' $25 million head-

quarters in Indianapolis did the math and 

built the most notable radio installation in 

the U.S. with AudioVAULT as its digital 

audio delivery system. 

Why AudioVAULT? Just listen to Chief 

Engineer, Dave Hood... 

"I made a career decision to go with 

AudioVAULT This system had everything 

I was looking for - scalable, flexible, user 

friendly, reliable and is backed by the great 

service from Broadcast Electronics." 

Do the math yourself. From single station 

operations to mega-opolies. there's an 

AudioVAULT system customized to your 

needs. Get a lock on today's digital studio... 

lock on to AudioVAULT. 

Thanks, EMMIS, for 
putting your trust in 
Broadcast Electronics 
and AudioVAULT 

Audio 

www.blicast.com 
or (8881 232-3288 

m m I 

When EMMIS Communications chose 
AudioVAULT, DJ Bernie Eagan didn't want 
to be left behind. Bernie is blind and one of 
EMMIS's best on-air talents. To accommo-
date, BE installed a special Braille console, 
free. The interface with AudioVAULT was 
seamless and Bernie keeps rockin' on. 

RWD 899 1999 Broadcast Electrorkcs Inc BE emblem s a regstered trademark of Broadcast Electromcs Inc 

Solutions for 
Tomorrow's Radio 

and production systems being dis-
played at NAB99 and other trade shows 
around the world ( and I include the 
recent AES Convention in Munich. 
which offered an unusually high selec-
tion of broadcast-related offerings), I 
wonder if these and other manufactur-
ers are proceeding along the right path 
to Nirvana. 
And are we, as an industry, actively 

relaying our thoughts to these identifiable 
developers and innovators of system 
solutions so that ideas can be turned into 
practical silicon? 
I would even welcome component ele-

ments that are fully plug-and-play com-
patible with one another, according to a 
well-articulated grand scheme. 

Are we ready 
for an all-digital 

paradigm? Sadly, no. 

I know several technical directors 
and chief engineers at leading stations 
around the country that are actively par-
ticipating in such dialogs. But if current 
showings are anything to go by, it is 
going to be a long road from what we 
need to what we can utilize in a practi-
cal setting. 

The only reason that I can identify for 
such slow progress is that there does not 
appear to be a consensus regarding what 
we need from each constituent elements, 
and how these goals might best be 
achieved. And here, I think, we might be 
getting to the heart of the dilemma. 

Greater potential 
All too often during discussions of this 

nature, we do not take a sufficiently bold 
step away from the analog paradigm with 
which all of us are familiar. We expect 
that, while making this analog-to-digital 
transition, new and emergent system 
components will behave pretty much as 
they did when we are not having to deal 
with bits and bytes. 

But, if we are willing to forsake reel-
to-reel analog tape and cart machines for 
RAM- and disk-based high-speed alter-
natives, I wonder why the same cannot be 
said for routers ( making obsolete analog 
patch bays) and system terminals ( ditto 
for our analog control surface and com-
munications systems). 
I concede that there are few manufac-

turers sufficiently well capitalized to pro-
vide each and every element in this signal 
path. And, with notable exceptions, those 
larger-sized companies that do have the 
resources often turn their developmental 
attention, for possibly obvious reasons, to 
the more lucrative video-based broadcast 
end of the hardware spectrum. 

But even those firms that are devel-
oping — or would claim to have devel-
oped — that major item of technology, 
the Control Surface, all too often show 
little understanding of the operational 
potential of more radical design solu-
tions. and one that needs not mimic so 
closely the shape and front-panel layout 

See LAMBERT, page 53 
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SOLID STATE AM 
1 TO 100 Watts 

PART 73 Type-Accepted 

$995 to $3995 
Quick Delivery 

1-877-LPB-COMM (toll tree¡ 
http://www.lphinc.com 

YOU CAN RELY ON LPB 
SINCE 1960 

READER SERVICE NO 260 

Shively Labs 
Visit us at the NAB Radio Show, Boolh #941 

Reach for Ratings! 

Shively Antennas Deliver 

serl* 
Coverage! 

• Superior Engineering 

• Multistation Solutkms 

• Filters & Combiners 

• Translators 

• Reliable Pattern Studies 

FM & TV Antennas 
and Related RF Equipment 

because ... it pays to be heard! 
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA 

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647,3273 
1888-SHIVELY e-mall: sales@shively.corn 

Web: www.shively.com 
- An Employee-Owned Company - 

READER SERVICE NO. 259 

REMEMBER THE CORTANA 

FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA? 

WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE 

SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS 

AND WORKMANSHIP. 

IT FEATURES... 

• BROAD BANDWITH for better sound, 

• GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity, 

• ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines 

• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS. 

ALSO 

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THA- DISTORTS YOUR 

AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS 

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE. 

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE: 

Farmington, NM 87401 

ne 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142 = 

Network Control Made Simple!! 
SEN-6 shown mth 
optional tack MUM 

THE NEW SEN-6 
The SEN-6 is a single channel encoder with integral audio 
filtering that can produce 25Hz, 35Hz and combination 
tones from external closures A special test mode 
and output lets you set tone insertion level without 
sending the tones over the regular program path. 

Finally! A professional Subaudible 
Encoder that you can really use! 
> Encodes 25, 35 & 25/35 combination tones 

(can also generate 50 & 75Hz 1. 
> Tunable notch filters remove subaudible 

content from program material prior to tone 
insertion. 

>• LED indicators for power, input set, output 
clipping and tone generation. 

> Primary control & Status connections are 
duplicated on both screw terminals & a DB-9. 

> Jumper-set precise tone duration. 
> Suggested List Price only 5399.00 

• 50 & 75 Hz tones ma re. uire external n. ut filtenn. to avoid false tr n. 

CircuitWerkes - (352) 335-6555 / Fax 380-0230 
ttp://www.circuitwerkes corn / 3716 SW 3LtPlace. Gainesville. FL 32607 

READER SERVICE NO. 270 

ZIE 

I KINTRONICin_LABS INC. 

FOR AM EXPANDED BANI) OR 
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS 

FOR THE 21st CENTURY 

5-TOWER 50KW-U DA-2 DIRECTIONAL 

ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR 

KXTA LOS ANGELES,C1 

K1NTRONIC LABORATORIES INC. 

11.0. BOX 845 BRISTOL, TENNESSEE 37621-0845 

PHONE: I-1231 878-3141 / FAX:(42M78-422-1 

EMAIL: KTL@KINTRONIC.CONI 

WEB SITE: www.kintronic.com 

r 

READER SERVICE NO. 269 

p rruk 500W FM POWER AMPLIFIERS 

$2 I 950 to end of 1999 
only 

FM &tea 
ft••••00 PP. 

'›Imminumetuitux4 

if 
• 

1.111-10•11 

FM500 'FMK 
O-

* FM500 500W Out, 10w drive Power Amplifier 
* 2 year warranty 
* Made in USA 
* Over 100 currently in use in USA Canis 

CALL 888-411-5174 

el VISA 

1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124. 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951 

READER SERVICE NO. 249 

Hard Drive fiudio 
We Have 

The finswers! 
Ler DIU Solutions show 
[mu how to produce better 
sound qualitil 6- a strong 
bottom line. We'll assess 

uour needs and provide a cost 
Effective solution_ 

AU 

ISK''' 
reeerre Thodanut 01'1)HE Olegf 

Rudisk Sales/Installation and Training 

740-653-4798 

• 
Attention 

Advertisers! 

Reach 15,000+ broadcasting 

professionals! RADIO VVORLD's 

Product Showcase provides a 

perfect medium for test marketing 

your products and services. It's 
• an efficient, effective and 

affordable advertising option! 

For more information, including 

rates and deadlines, contact 

your sales representative or 

Simone Mullins at 

fax: 703-671-7409 

tel: 703-998-7600 ext. 154 

• 
READER SERVICE NO. 239 READER SERVICE NO. 229 
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Switcher tools 
Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers 
otter excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial 
remote control capabilities and flexible mounting accessories. 

• 
SS 12.4 

Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12 stereo 
inputs and 4 stereo outputs. 

10X1 
Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs and 
one stereo output or vice-versa. 

SS 8.2 
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo inputs, 
2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs. 

10111111111111111111111  
8x1 DAS 

Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital inputs 
to split outputs. 

8X2D 
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs, 2 
stereo and 2 mono outputs 

6X1G 
Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs and 
one stereo output, or vice-versa. 

MOM 
3X2B 

Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs and 
2 stereo outputs. 

Check out our web site for 

product information, list pricing 

and a list of distributors! 

SS 3.1 
Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs and 
one stereo output or vice-versa. 

SS 2.1/BNC 
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite audio, 
video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 composite audio, 
video, or AES/EBU outputs, or vice-versa. 

SS 2.1/TERM 
Passive switching/routing with two stereo inputs 
to one stereo output or vice-versa. 

BROADCAST 

  tools Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti(4 broadcasttools com Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099 
Fax: 360 . 428.6719 • 

READER SERVICE NO. 209 

ci_vir Studio Project Time 
Up To 50% 

Call the independent experts, 

for your next expansion, 

consolidation, or upgrade project. 

TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP 

IN AN INDUSTRY OF CHANGE 

RDA ,Systems (888) 616-7980, or 
(314) 872-8222 

www.rdasystems.com 

Rick Dearborn, President 

Sheri Luster, Sales Executive 

READER SERVICE NO. 189 

REMOTE 

MONITORING 

AND 

CO 

rem me 
tlEn elm 

davicom 
technologies 

Davicom systems provide all 

the automated monitoring, 

reporting and control 

functions you need to keep 

your site(s) operational and 

legal. Our systems are 

practical: they are sized for 

every type of operation from 

small AM sites to large TV 
facilities, with set-up and 

operational software that 

even casual computer users 

can understand. 

Call us today 
for more information! 

Toll Free: 1.877.327.4832 

(609) 653.1065 

Buy simplicity, 

reliability and service 

Incredibly Flexible DTMF Control 

cirçuitWerkes . . 

The DS-8 Programmable DTMF decoder 

Bridge the DS-8acrossyouraudio 
source andget eight individually 
programmable relay outputs. 
Each closure is activated by its 
own code of one to four digits 
long. Each relay can be set up as 
momemtary. latching or 
interlocked with other relays! t Ise 
the DS-8 for remote audio 
switching. automated program 
recording. secured remote EAS 
control, you name it! Optional 
rack mount ( pictured) is available 
A two unit R.M. is alsoavailable. 

The DS-8 features include. 

.Each of the eight relays may he 
independently progra tun ied tor 
codes and nuxle. 

.Program it with any I ) t \IF phone. 

.11ighqualus metal en. Insure can he 
wall or table [' loomed I. Ow cost 
(optional I rack mount ; is iti table. 

.Allconnections on scress terminals 

...Retains setti ngs after a power tz,,lure 

..List price is just S299. 

Call your favorite dealer or visit 
our weh site for the latest inlband 
downloadahle tech manuals! 

CircuitWerkes 
3716 SW 31e Place 

Gainesville, Florida 32607 
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 
http://www.circuitsvcrkes.com 
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EAS 
Price $ 1750.00 

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. Co. 

25- \X'. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45'01 

Equipment is in stock for 

immediate delivery! 

Phone - 10-593-3150 

FAN -40-592-3898 

• 5 two-way RS-232 inpul, outputs for computer. remote signboard & character generator 

• 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs 
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder lx)ard 

• Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended 
operation 

• line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting 

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set 

input levels 

• Will handshake with automation equipment 

• 2 year warranty 

• 2 minutes of digital audio storage 

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer 

• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other 
equipment by removable plugs 

• HNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out 
fin- second transmitter 

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com 

• Also available: weather radios, antennas fin- weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digital!)' 

taw(' radii's. rim te signboards, cables for interconnection. character generators. 

READER SERVICE NO. 179 See Us At NAB Radio Show Booth # 444 

1,000 Hits on 
HARD DRIVE 

for $695! 
Compatible with Arrakis, BE, 
BSI, Enco, Prophet, Smarts, 

Register Data, others... 
All formats! Oldies, 70s, AC, Country 

1-day service at no extra charge! 
We load IDE, SCSI, JAZ 

Just call our name 

1289 East Alosta Avenue 
Glendora, CA 91740 USA 
Tel 626-963-6300 
Fax 626-963-2070 
www.h-b-s.com 

800-HALLAND 
800-425-5263 

For Music 
on CD 

call 800-759-4561 
READER SERVICE NO. 93 
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Reach 15,000+ broadcasting 

professionals! RADIO WORLD's 

Product Showcase provides a 

perfect medium for test marketing 

your products and services. It's an 

efficient, effective and 

affordable advertising option! For 

more information, including rates 

and deadlines, contact your sales 

representative or 

Simone Mullins at 

fax: 703-671-7409 

tel: 703-998-7600 ext. 154 
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Do We Have a Digital Solution? 
LAMBERT, contmued from page 50 

of its analog predecessors. 
I fail to understand why, with all of 

these myriad ways in which assignable 
control elements — rotary and linear 
faders, switches and push-buttons — 
can be used to map virtual functions to 
our prehensile digits, and then re-
mapped as these requirements change. 
that more nascent systems do not extend 
our creative options. 
And isn't it time that we. as an indus-

try, came to the conclusion that a Tower 
of Babel serves absolutely no purpose? 
We can take that statement in one 

of two ways. There seems to be a glar- servers and routing topologies, in addi-
ing lack of standardization between tion to a rational architectures for plug-

Even those firms developing 
control surfaces show little understanding of 

the operational potential of more radical 

design solutions. 

manufacturers regarding serial/parallel in signal processors and other essential 
protocols for controlling remote data customizable items that add personali-

ty to computer-controlled systems. 
And consider that this consensus will 

only result from a continual and ongo-
ing dialog between us — The Users — 
and them — The Hardware Innovators. 

In upcoming columns, I plan to 
develop a vocabulary for such a dia-
log, and encourage any interested par-
ties to share with me either on- on off-
the-record their thoughts and ideas 
about potential solutions. You can 
reach me via email at mediap@ 
earthlink.net 

Mel Lambert has been involved with 
the production and broadcast industries 
on both sides of the Atlantic for several 
decades. 

You 

Read 

It 

Here 

4ti 

Fifteen Years Ago 
I 1,1\ some good news ... and I have 

some bad news. The good news is for 
AM broadcasting and the bad news is for 
Motorola. Motorola's attempt to do the 
impossible, i.e., grab a monopoly with-
out government support, has failed. Not 
even Motorola's old friends in Detroit 
were big enough to achieve the econo-
mists' version of perpetual motion.... 

Broadcasters in the major markets first 
carefully investigated all four (AM 
stereo) systems, Kahn, Magnavox, Harris 
and Motorola, and then went on-the-air 
with their choice. In New York, L.A., 
Chicago and San Francisco, the size and 
number of Kahn/Hazeltine system sta-
tions dominate.... 

Then Sony hammered shut the coffin 
by introducing a superb and inexpensive 
multi-system radio (soon to be modified 
as automatic car radios). Thus, it's all over 
in the major and controlling markets. 
How do I know? Receiver manufac-

turers ( including a number supposedly 
"committed to Motorola") are calling 
for help. They now know they cannot 
sell in the major markets. Los Angeles, 
by itself the number one car market in 
the U.S., destroyed any chance 
Motorola had to grab a monopoly. 

Nothing can be more devastating to a 
receiver manufacturer than to have his 
new products frozen out of the major 
markets. Broadcasters can do very well 
with Sony and Sansui radios introduc-
ing AM stereo for another six months, 
but even a few weeks of receivers being 
rejected by the public is a major tragedy 
for receiver manufacturers. 
No wonder Motorola is desperately 

flooding broadcasters with ads and hard-
sell material. It hasn't worked, even 
though they have had Delco's support 
since Dec. 7, 1982. It surely isn't going 
to work now that broadcasters know they 
can control the issue, can pick the system 
they want and not knuckle under to 
Motorola or to anyone else who demands 
a monopoly. The crisis is over. 

Leonard Kahn 
Guest Editorial 
Aug. 15, 1984 
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We've got you covered 
Crown Broadcast transmitters are designed and 
carefully engineered to the same reliable high 
performance standards known worldwide as the 
hallmarks of Crown products. 

Enjoy on-air confidence with compact stand-alone 
transmitter designs that integrate audio process-
ing, stereo generation and RF amplification. Or 
choose from custom configurations for versatile 
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, with a three-year warranty 
backed with service from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, we can help! 

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown 

Broadcast. Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000 
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com 

www.crownbroadcast.com 

r -• 

— 

Crown Broadcast... 
making a world of difference 
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S.C.M.S„ Inc. 
Charlotte, N.C. 

Low Prices — Experienced Staff 

New and Re-built R.F and Audio 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL 

FALL SPORTS REMOTE SPECIAL 

MARTI POTS CODEC RKS-11 e $ 2295 
MARTI GX-500 REMOTE MIXER @ $ 1155 
MARTI new CID-2000 CELLULAR INTERFACE 

$160 

MARTI Talkport Mixer @ $ 1160 (purchase 
includes Free cellular phone or CID-2000 
cellular interface) 

You Know We Know Radio — 

Toll-Free 800-438-6040 

FAX 704-889-4540 

READER SERVICE NO. 178 

THE COST EFFECTIVE 
ALTERNATIVE TO 

MANUFACTURER SERVICE 

SERVICE, REPAIR & 

CALIBRATION 

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's 

• Exciters • Optimods 

• AM/FM Monitors 

• Remote Control Systems 

SPECIALIZING IN 

EQUIPMENT BY 

• Belar • Marti 

• Moseley 

• McMartin 

• TFT 

• And others... 

WE ALSO PROVIDE 
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance 

SIL loaner/rentals 

PCL 505 Certification 

SOW.OV-0. 

2198 Hubbard Lane. Grants Pass. OR 97527 

(541) 471-2262 
READER SERVICE NO. 208 

NEW! World's Most Advanced 
CD Duplicator 

CD-3707 

AUTOMATED 
Spindle Based CD-R 
Copier 

• Industry's First System 
with Pro Audio Compare 
Mode 

• 7-Drive / 200 CD 
Capacity 

• Networkable to 28 CD-R 
Drives 

• Simple Unattended 
Operation 

• Analog/Digital Audio 
Import Options 

• ONE-BUTTON 
Operation 

• Copies All Current CD 
Formats 

Mitsui Silver as Low as $1.35 

MITSUI 
MEND 

GL_ VELA\ L_ 
iryc‘ 

SINGLE SOURCE 
SOLUTION FOR ALL 
YOUR CD/DVD NEEDS 

CALL 414-797-9772 

Ct1- --"ime to "re-tube" 
he transmitter?  

o 
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Order your next rebuilt 
transmitter tube 

from 

9m'e,atia' cAoduels, (gtie. 
Over half a century of quality rebuilt power tubes 

and U.H.F. - TV Klystrons" 
75412 Highway 25 - Covington, LA 70435 - U.S.A. 
800-624-7626 504-893-1243 Fax 504-892-7323 

www.freeland-inc.com 
Email freeland-inc.comefreeland-inc.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 188 

Designed for 
Broadcasting! 
MINI-MIX BA 

$2499 

List 

12 Stereo Inputs 2 Stereo Outputs 
2 Dedicated Mikes 1 Mono Output 

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years 

AIITOGRAM 
ICC:OR. IF" CPR...A_ 'X' X 410bil« 

1500 Capital Avenue (972) 424-8585 

Plano Texas 75074-8118 1-800-327-6901 
FAX (972) 423-6334 

infoeautogramcorp.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 218 
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Econco 
REBUILT POWER TUBES 

Approximately One Half 

the Cost of New 
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 

Call for Our Price List 

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland. CA 95695 
Phone: 530-662-7553 Fax: 530-666-7760 Telex: 176756 

Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841 

WEATHER RADIO 
Model CRW 

Price $540.00 

Sensitivity .28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. 
All 3 frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiv-
er, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm 
rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals 
has continuous 600 ohm audio output. 
Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal 
filter in first I.F., ceramic filter in second I.F. 
Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coax-
ial input. Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 
70 dB. 19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal 
enclosure. In stock—available for immediate 
delivery. 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO 
257 W. Union St. • Athens. Ohio 45701 
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898 

See Us At NAB Radio Show Booth # 444 
READER SERVICE NO. 198 

START UPS 
TURNAROUNDS 

$100,000 
TO 

$1,5C;Ó,000 

CALL ... (617) 267-2900 

BOSTON FINANCIAL & EQUITY CORP. 

20 OVERLAND STREET BOSTON, MA 02 2 1 î 

WWW.BFE(.( OS1 
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Advertisers! 

Reach 15,000+ broadcasting 

professionals! RADIO WORLD's 
Product Showcase provides a 

perfect medium for test marketing 

your products and services. It's 
an efficient, effective and 

affordable advertising option! 
For more information, including 

rates and deadlines, contact 
your sales representative or 
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New Product From Spacesaver 

Contemporary design is coupled with 
flexible drawer layout for maximum 
storage capacity in the new ActiveStor 
Preconfigured Multimedia File 
Management System from Spacesuer. 

Multiple-storage options include reel 

microfiche, stationery and other items. 
Economical solutions and auxiliary stor-
age are offered with preconfigured later-
al files and overhead units. 

ActiveStor bookcases are available in 
virtually any color and in four different 
heights to coordinate with the lateral 
file line. 

storage and shell dividers. A drawer For more information, contact Liz 
divider system allows the user to config.- Valentine in Wisconsin at ( 920) 563-
ure 6-inch drawer interiors for diskettes. 0728 or circle Reader Service 142. 

Web Jockey Version 1.0 
Released 

Self-proclaimed as the "Internet's 
first online broadcast audio mixer?' Web 
Jockey Version 1.0 has been released. 
This broadcast mixer solution uses any 
standard 200 MHz Pentium or better 
running Windows 98 and only one of 
any Sound Blaster-compliant sound 
cards. 

Web Jockey software can be used for 
Internet radio, DJ services, AM/FM 
radio stations and remote broadcasts for 
a complete package price of $299.95. 
For a trial version, download www.web-
jock.com/down_index.htm 

For more information contact James 
Flinn in Michigan at (906) 346-4984, 
fax (906) 346-9464, visit the Web site at 
www.web-jock.com or circle Reader 
Service 132. 

GT Electronics Adds to 
AM Series Mics 

Three new AM Series microphones 
will ship to dealers this fall. 

Alesis Corp. announced the addi-
tion of three condenser mics to GT 
Electronics' lineup. The AM30 and 
AM40 are slender, front-address 
mics, designed for close miking of 
acoustical instruments and guitar 
amps. The AM11 is a large -
diaphragm condenser for vocal work 
and acoustic instruments. 
The AM Series is a collaborative 

effort between Alesis and vacuum tube 
maker Aspen Pittman. 
The AM40 carries a retail price of 

$799; the AM30 costs $499 and the 
AMII is $399. The latter model has a 
bass roll-off switch and includes a 
pad to protect from overload. 

For information, contact Alesis at 
(310) 255-3400, visit www•.alesis.com 
or circle Reader Service 78. AM 1 1 Class-A FET Microphone 

NHS Unveils CDR850 PLUS 

The CDR850 from HHB is now 
available in a "PLUS" version, intro-
duced to the industry for use with digi-
tal systems in all-digital applications. 
New features include a word clock 

input, which enables the unit to be 
locked to a master clock source dur-

ing playback. A set of dip switches on 
the rear panel enables the CDR850 
PLUS to reference its master clock 
source not only via the word clock 

input, but also via its AES/EBU digi-
tal input, the coaxial and optical 
S/PDIF digital inputs, or its own 
internal clock. 

Balanced digital output on an XLR is 
another new feature of the unit. 
The HHB CDR850 PLUS will ship 

in September. 
For more information contact Tracey 

McPherson in Califorrtia at (310) 319-
1111, fax (310) 319-1311, send e-mail 
to sales@hhbusa.com or circle Reader 
Service 122. 

Tascam Introduces CD-150 

In response to requirements for an 
affordable commercial CD player with-
out sacrificing essential features, 
Tascam offers the CD- 150. 

The CD- 150 is primarily designed 
for studio and small PA applications. 
Features include ±6-percent variable 
pitch control and auto cue and program-
mable playback functions. The unit's 

eight-time oversampling digital filter, 
multifunction eight-digit display, time 
display, music calendar and intro-check 
display. 

It provides for shuffle play, 32-selection 
random programming, a four-way repeat 
function, music skip/search, a headphone 
jack with level control and a standard full-
function infrared remote control. 

For more information contact Roscoe 
Anthony in California at ( 323) 726-

TASCAM C0.1160 

_ - 

WIERIWWW11888fflir---
- "mom mu um--

2U rackmount construction allows eas) 
system integration. 

The CD-150 also features a one-bit, 

0303, ja.t (. 23) 727-7()35, e-mail to tas-
camsales@tascam.com or circle Reader 
Service 112. 

GETYOUR 
SOUND Eill  
TOGETHER STEREOMAXX o PROCESSING 

FORD-1E NEW RADIO 

Problem: How to consolidate existing studios or equip your new ones yet 

501 keep the power of each station's unique signature sound. 

Solution: STEREOMAXX from Modulation Sciences, the Processing Authority 

Radio conso,idation calls for rapid-fire decisions for all studio needs. Stereelaxx enlarges stereo 
separation, tying each station a powerhouse of dial presence. It maximizes ?our competitive 
sound whether your format is dance, rock, oldies or anything in between. 

STEROMAMC features Modulation Sciences' quality design, meticulous engineering and 
processing made to meet the challenges of the real world of radio. Its simple to set-Jp and 
easy to operate. And you needn't worry that it's a budget breaker when your group is set for 
multiple buy. 

STEREOMAXX means one more tool for success and one less headache 
ir a frantic industry where things change overnight. 

Call now for information about StereoMaxx, 
or any of our rock-solid radio line. 

12A World's Fair Drive Somerset, New Jersey 08873 

Voice (732) 302-3090 Fax (732) 302-0206 Toll- Free (800) 826-2603 

Ina modulation 
sciences 

inc. 
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New York City Hosts 107th AES 
AES OVERVIEW, continued from page 47 

"The economic and technical impact 
digital audio radio will have is enormous. 
The AES DAR Conference is an opportu-
nity to see how critical this is for the 
future of radio," Bialik said. 

The IBOC proponents will be joined 
by other digital radio participants, and 
the conference will include a presentation 
from Ralph Justus of the Consumer 
Electronics Manufacturers Association 
on CEMA's proposed Mobile Multimedia 
Broadcast Service. 

Another highlight of the conference is 
a tour of CD Radio's new broadcast facil-
ity, part of the planned launch of that 
satellite radio service. 

Dave Bialik hosts the Digital Audio 
Radio Conference. 

"They won't be online yet, so that's 
the best time to have a look:' Bialik said. 

According to Bialik, the Digital Audio 
Radio Conference is an open invitation to 
radio professionals to form a deeper rela-
tionship with AES. 

"The DAR sessions will be open to 
all people attending — whether you 
have a free badge to just see the 
exhibits or the full package. Anyone 
can come to this. 

"The point of opening this to all atten-
dees is because AES recognizes that 
radio is an essential part of the audio 
industry. We're making a big initiative to 
bring radio broadcasters in as members 
and participants. In Europe, radio is a 
major participant in AES. In the U.S., it 
isn't," he said. 

September 24-27, 1999 

• 
New York, NY, USA 
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New York 
Jacob K Javds Convenbon Center 

What: 107th AES Convention 

Where: Jacob K. Javits Convention 
Center 

When: Sept. 24-27, 1999 

Theme: "Advancing The Art of Sound 
— Leading the World of Audio Into 
The 21st Century" 

Attendance: More than 20,000 
expected 

Information: www.aes.org or call 
(800) 541-7299 

"We recognize the integral part radio 
broadcasting plays, and have it as a high 
priority to have this reciprocated." 

Plenty for radio 
For the rest of the convention, work-

shop chair Michael Solomon of CS&A 
has also made sure that radio is well rep-
resented. 

"The New York show serves a big 
broadcast community. So I felt the work-
shop agenda should address the broadcast 
market," said Solomon. 
One workshop will focus on broad-

casting live events. 
"We will have a seminar in new pro-

duction techniques for sports and enter-
tainment and special-events coverage. 
There are many innovative ways to mie 
these to enhance the on-air 'feel' to get 
the listener closer," he said. 

"Fact & Fiction — Production & 
Delivery Via the Internet" is a panel dis-
cussion on using the Net both as a new 
medium for audio and as a way to deliver 
sound to traditional broadcast facilities. 

In keeping with the convention's edu-
cational objectives, more than 100 papers 
will be presented. 

"This year's papers cover a multitude 
of important topics and were carefully 
selected to expand the knowledge base of 
our field," said James Johnston, the 
papers chair. 

These are gathered into some 17 ses-
sions. There are many pertinent to radio, 
including "Convergence of the PC and 
the Audio Production Facility," "World 
Wide Web Interface to Musical Material," 
"Distributed Networked-Based 
Broadcasting Structures" and many oth-
ers on audio coding. 

Lou Manno, the technical tours chair, 
has given a strong radio slant to the field 
trips in and around the city. This is the 
home of Radio City, and so a visit to 
NBC (as well as ABC) is a prerequisite. 
The transmissions towers atop the 

Empire State Building and the World 
Trade Center also will be featured. 
A trip to Edwin Howard Armstrong's 

facility in Alpine, N.J., is a chance to 
flesh out an understanding of the history 
of radio. This is where Armstrong invent-
ed the superheterodyne circuit in 1918, 
and then FM in 1933. 

"If you've seen Ken Burn's documen-
tary 'Empires of the Air,' this is a must-

See AES OVERVIEW, page 58 
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Plenty to See on AES Floor 
Carl Lindemann 

Organizers of the 107th Audio 
Engineering Society Convention expect 
to attract more than 20,000 visitors to the 
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in 
New York City on Sept. 24 to 27. 

Beyond the papers and presentations, 
one of the major attractions is the show-
case of new products and technologies. 

The capacity to handle higher sam-
pling rates and bitrates is increasingly 
common. Several new digital audio 
workstations and multitracker software 
applications will make their AES 
debut. 
SADiE will introduce Artemis, a high-

resolution DAW capable of 192 kHz edit-
ing through up to 24 inputs and outputs. 
SADiE also will release the CEDAR De-

Lucid ADA8824 ADAT Interface 

More than 100 vendors will demonstrate 
how they are "advancing the art of 
sound." 

Plenty of A and D 
As the end of the century nears, the 

capacity and capabilities of audio equip-
ment continue to develop rapidly. Digital 
technologies have all but eliminated ana-
log gear in several areas. 

Still, we do live in an analog world. So 
bridging the gap between our ears and 
the digital domain is key. 

Thump plug-in. CEDAR removes low-
frequency disturbances that can mar 
recordings. 

Otan i will show two new record-
ing/editing systems. The Advanta 
series is designed for large- format 
(high-resolution) recording. It is fully 
modular, scalable and can be config-
ured to fit the needs of most any pro-
duction facility. The RADAR II HDR 
Series is a 24-track/24-bit hard-disc 
multitrack recorder/editor that can 
simultaneously output across five dif-

ferent formats — ADAT, TDIF-1, 
SDIF-2, PD and AES/EBU. 

For PC-based DAWS, Sonic Foundry 
will demonstrate its long-awaited multi-
tracker Vegas. This is a crucial addition 
to the well-known Sound Forge, allowing 
complete audio production capabilities 
within the Sonic Foundry product lineup. 

Syntrillium Software will feature the 
latest additions to its Cool Edit Pro pack-

ARTEMIS 
SAD E 

-****6141234 
lqk • 

'IF 

Artemis DAW by SADIE 

Sennheiser Digital 1000 Wireless 

age, an MP3 plug-in. The plug-in uses 
technology licensed from Fraunhofer IIS 
and Thomson Multimedia to allow Cool 
Edit Pro users to create, edit and compress 
audio for the Web, all in one program. 

Any DAW's performance depends on 
audio converter quality. Lucid Technology's 
AD9624 analog-to-digital converter and the 
DA9624 digital-to-analog converter each 

See AES FLOOR, page 58 

-6mrírositNG OF THE FM RADIO BAND 

PURE PERFORMANCE 

NO OTHER EQUIPMENT FOR MONITORING 

THE FM RADIO BAND HAS EVER COMBINED 

SO MANY ADVANTAGES. 

SO INCREDIBLY COMPACT AND LIGHT YOU 

CAN TRANSPORT IT ANYWHERE AND IN ANY 

CIRCUMSTANCE. 

YOU CAN INSTANTLY OBTAIN ACCURATE 

AND USEFUL MEASUREMENTS IN THE 

FIELD. 

ITS INTELLIGENT DESIGN MAKES IT 

PARTICULARLY EASY TO USE. 

WHEN YOU ADD UP ALL ITS QUALITIES, YOU 

REALISE THAT ITS ASTOUNDING PRICE IS 

ANOTHER IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE. 

31, rue du Chemin de fer • 67200 Strasbourg - France 
Tél. +33 (0)3 88 30 90 90 • Fax +33 (0)3 88 30 90 99 

www.aztec.fr - aztec@wanadook 

NWU 

of-RAI 

FM NAVIGATOR® AZ 100 
MONITORING FOR THE FM RADIO BAND 

• Full digital signal processing 
• Complete analysis of the Multiplex signal 
• FM receiver and MPX input 
• MPX deviation and subcarriers 
• RF level 
• MPX power and peaks measurements 
• RDS and DARC decoding, RS232 output 
• Integrated GPS receiver 
• Associated software: FM Explorer 
• Automatic measurement sessions 
• Flash memory = a PC in the field is unnecessary 
• Compatible with cartography software 

AZTEC 
RADIOMEDIA 

TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY 

FOR TODAY'S RADIO BROADCASTING 
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New Products at AES in NYC 
AES FLOOR, continued from page 57 

take up a half-rack mount space to make for 
an effective 24-bit outboard solution. And 
don't forget that analog connectors are 
important. too. Neutrik USA will show its 
new BNC connectors as well as the Z + Y 
series of solderless XLR connectors. 

For recording. Tascam will introduce the 
CD-R624M and CD-R624W software solu-
tions for Mac and Windows. These packages 
both burn 100-percent Red Book-compliant 
audio CDs and popular data CD formats. 
HHB will show a number of new CD-

R. CD-RW, MO and MD discs among it 
hardware and recording media. 

On the mic 
Microphone products look both for-

ward and to venerable (and venerated) 
classics. 

Audio-Technica will introduce the 
AT4047/SV Cardioid Capacitor Microphone 
with "sonic characteristics reminiscent of 
early F.E.T. studio microphones." 

Along with this homage to the classic 
condenser sound, A-T will also be look-
ing forward to the next generation of 
directional microphones with the AT895 
Adaptive-array Microphone Systems. 
The DSP-controlled five-element micro-

Microphone Series. The KM 183 
omnidirectional and KM 185 hyper-
cardioid supplement the KM 184 car-
dioid unit. The KM 180 Series have 
newly developed DC-to-DC convert-
ers. so they are not affected when used 

PreSonus VXP 

phone array is a hybrid of acoustic, ana-
log and digital design with a maximum 
off-axis rejection of up to 80 dB. 
Neumann will introduce the latest 

additions to the KM 180 Miniature 

107th AES Convention 
Comes to Big Apple 

AES OVERVIEW continued from page 56 

see," said Manno. 
For a glimpse at the wired future, 

Technical Council Chair Wieslaw 
Woszczyk has scheduled a demonstra-
tion of high-speed/high-capacity 
12/CANet multichannel sound/picture 
transmission linking McGill University 
and New York University. 

ing the newest, latest technology as well 
as reinventing old technology. But 
we've left aside the music! The technol-
ogy and engineers wouldn't be needed 
without the artists to record," Roy said. 
The Platinum Producer panel will 

include such luminaries as Phil 
Ramone, Al Schmit and others. 
"We will feature artists with their 

New York's Javits Center 

During the show, an honorary 
membership in AES will be awarded 
to Sony Corp. Chairman of the 
Board Norio Ohga for his lifetime of 
contributions to the audio industry. 
Opening ceremonies on Sept. 24 will 
feature keynote remarks by country 
music legend and audio pioneer Chet 
Atkins. 

While technology is the focus of 
AES, an addition to this year's conven-
tion tries to keep this in the perspective 
of the creative talent it serves. 

Special Events Chair Lisa Roy will 
kick off the "AES Platinum Artist Series." 
"AES has always been great for shar-

producers and engineers. We combine 
the technology and the musical ele-
ments. It's the first time we've done 
such a series. In the past, it's some-
thing that AES has left out," said Roy. 

This all-star panel of producers 
also will explore the impact MP3 
and other compressed audio formats 
will have on the music industry in 
particular and the communications 
industry in general. 
Roy said attendees should expect 

the unexpected at the conference. 
"It's the last year of the 20th cen-

tury, and we've lots of surprises in 
store," she said. 

with unbalanced inputs on DAT or 
MiniDisc recorders. 

Sennheiser will introduce the next 
generation of the MKE2 Red Dot minia-
ture lavalier microphone, the MKE2-4 
Gold as well as a 900 MHz wireless sys-
tem. the Digital 1000 System that pro-
vides full. CD quality sound. 

In the mix 
Mixers and microphone preamps are 

key to realizing any mic's capabilities. 
Mackie will feature the 1642 VLZ PRO. 

Tascam CD Burner Software 

studio. 
Cutting Edge's sister company, 

Telos, is introducing the Telos TWO 
ISDN Hybrid. This dedicated digital 
hybrid interfaces directly with ISDN 
BRI for improved caller voice quality 
and improved trans-hybrid loss. 

Telos also will display a major revi-
sion to the Audioactive MP3 Production 
Studio. Version 2.0 includes batch 
encoding. command-line interface, ID3 
tagging, CD-ripping, and light water-
marking. 

Digigram's new VX Pocket PC sound-
card gets in- studio sound with a 
Windows or Macintosh laptop. 

For those strug-
gling with inade-
quate I/0s on 
pocket MiniDisc 
recorders and 
DAT units, PM! 
Audio Group's 
MD Report and 
MD Report Jr. 
give portables a 
docking station 
with full XLR 
connectivity. 
A multitude of 

speakers. ampli-
fiers and distribu-
tion amplifiers 
will also be on 
display. Rane's 
new and 
improved DA 

Neutrik BNC Connectors 

This is the first completely new high-end 
professional compact mixer offered by 
Mackie in more than four years. The cen-
terpiece of the 16-channel mixer (eight 
mic/line, two mic/stereo line and two 
stereo-line, four subs) is Mackie's new 
XDR professional-grade mic preamps. 

Manley Laboratories will introduce 
the 16/2 Mixer, and demonstrate several 
classics: the "Massively Passive" Stereo 
EQ and the Manley VOXBOX mic pre-
amp. PreSonus will introduce the VXP 
microphone processor. The VXP fea-
tures a Class A mic-pre, smart compres-
sor, deeser, expander, four-band EQ and 
brick wall limiter. 

Cutting Edge made a splash at NAB99 
with its Omnia Tool Vox microphone 
processor. This unit isdesigned specifical-
ly for on-air broadcast processing. It 
includes AGC, compressor and noise 
gate; switchable phase rotation; flexible 
HP/LP and shelving filters; full paramet-
ric EQ; de-esser with psychoacoustically-
based detection algorithm; reverb from 
Waves; built-in mic preamp with phan-
tom power and 24-bit converters. 

Technology for getting sound from 
remote locations continues to improve. 
Already, it is nearly indistinguishable 
from having these distant voices in the 

216a Distribution Amplifier adds 
assignable outputs. The new assignment 
flexibility allows many new applica-
tions and a plethora of 2x16 routing 
possibilities. 

Custom mix 
The new Furman HDS-6/HR-6 

Headphone Distribution System allows 
up to eight users to have their own cus-
tom mix. Hafler's P1000 amplifier pro-
vides voltage and current gain at the 
outputs, keeping signal level low in 
"front end" for simpler signal path ( less 
gain stages required) resulting in excep-
tional sound quality. The P1000 runs 50 
watts per channel into an 8 ohm load. 

The TRM6 is a powered monitor that 
features the same circuitry as the P1000. 
The TRM6's sixth-order vented enclo-
sure makes for extended low-frequency 
response in a small size. 
JBL Professional is waiting for the 

convention to unveil what it says is "a 
significant new product introduction that 
brings together recent technology 
advances with improvements in manu-
facturing technologies and sets a new 
benchmark in performance." 

So be sure to come to New York to see 
for yourself. 
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AES Exhibitor List 
The following is a selection of 

companies exhibiting at the AES 
show that are of interest to 
radio. For a complete list, see 
the program materials on-site. 

Aardvark 
Acoustic Systems 
Acoustical Solutions Inc. 
Akai Musical Instrument Corp. 
AKG 
Alesis Corp. 
Allen & Heath 
Amek — A Division of Harman 
International Industries 
AMS Neve PLC 
Aphex Systems 
API Audio Products Inc. 
Apogee Electronics Inc. 
Apogee Sound Inc. 
Applied Microphone Technology 
ART — Applied Research 
& Technology 

Arboretum Systems Inc. 
AT! — Audio Technologies Inc. 
Audio Accessories Inc. 
Audio Engineering Associates 
Audio Precision 
Audio-Technica U.S. Inc. 
All (Audio Toys Inc.) 
AudioControl Industrial 
Audix Corp. 
Azden Corp. 
Bag End Loudspeakers 
BASF/EMTEC-Pro Media 
BEC Technologies Inc. 
Behringer International 
Belden Wire & Cable Company 
Benchmark Media Systems Inc. 
Beyerdynamic 
Brainstorm Electronics Inc. 
BSS 
CAD Professional Microphones 
Cadac Electronics Ltd. 
Cakewalk 
Calrec Audio Ltd. 
Carver Professional Div. of Phoenix 
Gold 
Cedar Audio Ltd. 
Circuit Research Labs Inc. 
Cirrus Logic/Crystal Brand 
Clear-Com Intercom Systems 
Coles/AEA 
CommScope Inc. of North America 
Community Professional Loudspeakers 
Crane Song Ltd. 
CreamWare US Inc. 
Crest Audio Inc. 
Crown International 
Curtis Technology & Trade Inc. 
Cutting Edge Technologies 
D.W. Fearn 
Dale Pro Audio 
Dan Dugan Sound Design 
DB Technologies 
dbx Pro 
DDA 
Denon Electronics 
Digidesign 
Digigram 
DigiTech 
Disc Makers 
DOD 
Dolby Laboratories Inc. 
Dorrough Electronics 
DPA MicrophonesTMI North 
America Inc. 
Drawmer ( USA)/Transamerica 
DSP North America Ltd. 
Dynaudio Acoustics/Munro Associates 
E-mu Systems/Ensoniq 
Earth Works 
Eastern Acoustic Works Inc. 
Electro-Voice 
ETA Systems 
Euphonix Inc. 
Event Electronics 
Eventide Inc. 
Fairlight USA 
Focusrite Audio Engineering/Group One 
Fostex Corp. of America 
Fraunhofer Institute Integrated 
Circuits ( ITS) 

Fuji Photo Film USA Inc. 
Furman Sound 
G PRIME Ltd. 
Gefen Systems 
GenelecOY 
Gepco International Inc. 
Gold Line 
Group One Ltd. 
Haller Professional 
Harrison by GLW Inc. 
HHB Communications Ltd. 
Independent Audio 
JBL Professional 
Joemeek 
Junger Audio Studiotechnik GmbH 
JVC Disc America 
Klark-Teknik 
Korg USA Inc. 
KRK Systems Inc. 
Kurzweil Music Systems 
Lectrosonics Inc. 
Leitch Inc. 
Lexicon Inc. 
Lighthouse Digital Systems 
Inc./Lightwave Systems Inc. 

Liquid Audio 
Logitek Electronic Systems Inc. 
Mackie Designs 
Manley Laboratories Inc. 
Marshall Electronics Inc. 
Martin Audio/T.G.I. North America Inc. 

Maninsound loc. 
MD Report 
Mediaforrn 
Merging Technologies 
Meyer Sound Laboratories Inc. 
Microboards Technology Inc. 
Midas 
Miles Technology Inc. 
Minnetonka Audio Software 
Motorola Inc. 
mSoft Inc. 
Musicam USA 
Nagra USA Inc. 
N.A.R.A.S. 
Nemal Electronics International Inc. 
Network Music Inc. 
Neumann 
Neutrik USA Inc. 
Otari Corp. 
Pacific Microsonics Inc. 
Panasonic Broadcast & Television 
Peavey Electronics Corp. 
Penny and Giles Control Inc. 
Pioneer/TAD-Technical Audio Devices 
PMI Audio Group 
Precision Laboratories 

Only 
Perf rmance 1 

Precision Systems Integrated 
PreSonus Audio Electronics 
Prime LED 
Prism Media Products Inc 
Pro Audio Review 
Purple Audio Inc. 
QSC Audio Products Inc. 
Quantegy Inc. 
Quested Monitoring Systems 
RADIAN Audio Engineering Inc. 
Radio World 
RDL Radio Design Labs 
Rane Corp. 
Rapco Pro USA 
RCS Enterprises 
Renkus-Heinz Inc. 
Retrospec Inc. 
Roland Corp. 
Rolls Corp. 
RPG Diffusor Systems Inc. 
Sabine Inc. 
SADIE Inc. 
Sam Ash Professional Audio Group 
Samson Technologies Corp. 
Scharff Weisberg Inc. 
Schoeps/Posthorn Recordings 
SEK'D America 
Sellmark Electronics 
Sennheiser Electronics Corp. 
Shure Brothers Inc. 
Signal Transport 
Sine Audio Inc. 

Solid State Logic 
Sonic Foundry Inc. 
Sonic Solutions 
Sonifex Ltd. 
Sony Electronics Inc. 
Sound Ideas 
Soundcraft 
Soundelux Microphones 
Soundfield Research/Transamerica 
Audio Group 
Sounds Logical 
Soundscape Digital Technology Ltd. 
Soundtracs USA Inc. 
SPARS 
SPL Electronics GmbH 
Stage Accompany USA 
Stage Tech Developments AB 
Steinberg N. America 
STUDER 
Studio Sound and Pro Sound 
News Europe 

Studio Technologies Inc. 
Summit Audio Inc. 
Superscope Technologies/Marantz 
Professional Products 

Switchcraft Inc. 
Symetrix Inc. 
Syntrillium Software Corp. 
Sysid Labs 
Tannoy/TGI North America Inc. 
TASCAM 
Taytrix Inc. 
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TC Electronic A/S 
Tektronix Inc. 
lelos Systems 
TerraSonde 
TGI North America Inc. 
THAT Corp. 
360 Systems 
Toccata Technology 
Toroid Corp. of Maryland 
Tortran Inc. 
Trans Continental Studio Inc. 
Transamerica Audio Group 
The Transfermat 
Turbosound 
Turner Audio 
Universal Audio 
Virtual Mixing Co./Calif. 
Recording Institute 

Walters-Storyk Design Group 
Wave Distribution 
WaveFrame 
Waves 
West Penn Wire/CDT 
Whirlwind 
WhisperRoom Inc. 
White Instruments 
Wireworks Corp. 
Wohler Technologies Inc. 
Xedit Corp. 
Yamaha Corp. of America 
Z-Systems Inc. 
Zaxcom Audio 

...at a cost savings means real 
value in any broadcast market. 

1111 But don't take our word for 
it or let our 25-plus years in the business 
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our 
first-quality products at your station at no 
risk with our no-fault, 30-day return policy, 

"David-II" FM PROCESSOR/STEREO-GEN 

Famous the world over for surprisingly competitive and 
clean audio at a budget price. Digital synthesis design 
gives great specs and terrific sound. 

FM MOD-MONITOR WITH PRESCALER 

Off-au modulation measurement with easy-to-read 
display, &station presets, alarms and multipath indicator. 
A companion tunable subcarrier monitor/demod is also 
available. 

PRECISION FM REBROADCAST RECEIVER 

A feature-packed receiver for translators and other 
demanding off-air program pick-ups. Synthesized tuning, 
MPX/demod outputs, alarms and more! 

RDS/RBDS "MINI-ENCODER" 

Quickly program it with any PC to transmit station call 
letters, format and other identifiers, translator frequencies, 
promos/slogans, phone number, etc. 

"PBX" TELEPHONE LINE "ELIMINATOR" 

Save telco line charges! Up to 7 remote controls, modems, 
alarms and other dial-up gear can share a single phone 
line for incoming and outgoing calls. 

Visit us on-line: www.inovon.com 

Inovonics Inc. CI 
1 1305 Fair Avenue • Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554   
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Denon CD Player Is a Mixed Bag 
Carl Lindemann 

Denon's new rack- mountable DN-
C630 CD player may be the ultimate stu-
dio unit for this format. The sound quali-
ty is excellent, it has all the necessary 
I/Os and it has a programmable interface 
that allows extensive manipulation of 
audio tracks. 
Combined with a CD-R, the DN-

C630 can double as an effective cart 
replacement. 

It is reasonable to ask if this is the 
best way to approach the task at this 
stage of the game for radio users. The 
standalone CD player is definitely 
nearing the end of its life span, and the 
DN-C630's virtues should be judged in 
that context. 
Anyone taking the time to master 

the unit's full capabilities may do bet-
ter to simply load cuts into a live-
assist/on-air automation system or 
other computer-based audio produc-
tion package. 

Super sound 
Listening to the Denon's Super 

Linear Converter was a pleasure. It 
sounded terrific. The bass response was 
rich and full, unlike many CD players. 
The mids and highs didn't annoy or 

induce listener fatigue -- a common 
problem with "CD quality. 
The unit has also been designed 

with CD-Rs in mind. It played most 
any disc fed into it. Badly scratched 
commercial CDs and CD-Rs made of 
substandard media (yes, not all CD-R 
blanks are created equal) all played 
without skipping. That is a rare accom-

jack that can be programmed for S/PDIF 
or IEC 958 Type II ( without subcode 
information). 
The unit can be operated through a 

25-pin remote control interface. You 
can monitor through the 1/4-inch head-
phone jack with volume control on the 
front panel. 

For analog use, this is fine. But if 
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The New DN-C630 

plishment. 
Even more surprising, it even man-

aged to read a CD-RW disc. Most play-
ers are not designed to play their less 
reflective surface. There are also con-
trol options to play discs without TOC 
coding. If you get CDs from a variety of 
sources and have a problem getting 
them all to play, the DN-C630 is a good 
solution. 

The DN-C630 comes with balanced 
XLR connectors as well as unbalanced 
RCA jacks. There is also a digital RCA 
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Across the Country... 
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Distributed by 
Bradley Broadcast 

you work within the digital domain, 
this is limited. For production on a 
DAW, the preferred method of audio 
extraction is by skimming the data 
directly off the CD via a CD-ROM. 
Yes, you can do this here via the digi-
tal out, but you are confined to lx read 

Product Capsule: 
Denon DN-C630 - 

CD Player 

4.. Thumbs Up 
Convenient rack design 

./ Useful pro and consumer I/O 

./ Programmable interface 

— Thumbs Down 
m--1 t x read speeds 

./ Complex controls 

Translated manual 

For information, contact Denon 

Electronics in New Jersey at 

(973) 575-7810, visit the Web site 

at wwwciel.denon.com 

or circle Reader Service 90. 

before you get the hang of using the con-
trols. Dis thinking to use this on-air 
would likely be discouraged by the 
prospect. 

With manual in hand, I was able to 

Rack ears, XLR connectors and a control 
interface are among the features of this deck 

that will appeal to radio users. 

speeds. Waiting to load production 
beds and other material in real time is 
wasteful when you can get 10x reads 
by CD-ROM audio extraction. 

For those still editing with reels and 
razors, this is a moot point. But how 
many such Luddites remain? 

Depending on how you look at it, the 
unit's greatest virtue/worst vice is its 
powerful, yet complicated controls. 
These allow programming of the track 
order. In fact, it can store data on track 
order for up to three discs. 

Say you have a CD of effects for a show. 
You can fire these up in sequence as per the 
show's schedule of features. The DN-C630 
also lets you select sound bites from the 
middle of tracks. The "A-B" function sets 
the beginning and end of splices. 

The search buttons allow scrubbing at 
1/75th of a second. This level of accuracy 
is good enough for "quick and dirty" 
editing. A plethora of presets also allows 
for user preferences in cueing and the 
like. If you like 5, 10, 15, or 20 ms of 
delay before the start of a cut, that can be 
programmed. 

If you use the single-play function so 
that it stops after the selected track, the 
drop in sound level that triggers the end 
of the segment can also be changed. 
Instead of being at the mercy of factory 
presets, the end-user can craft these to 
suit the particular application and envi-
ronment. 
A pitch control allows the playback 

speed to vary +/- 10 percent. 

Complex controls 
I he price of this vast level of flexibili-

ty is complexity. The interface is cumber-
some. It is likely to take time and training 

find my way around after some experi-
mentation and thinking things through. 
The manual was something of a hin-
drance in that it suffered from the prob-
lems inherent to being a translated text. 
Even after figuring out the functions, 
the controls were hardly intuitive. 

It was not just a matter of seeing how 
it worked and then understanding it. It 
seemed to me that a fair amount of 
memorization was involved to get facile 
with it. 

However, if you plan on using other 
Denon units, this may be a worthwhile 
investment. They all share a similar 
interface. 

Also, the control wheel used to move 
track-to-track is a must if you use CDs 
with loads of tracks. Clicking to, say, 
track 87 on a special effects disc is an 
annoying, time-consuming task with a 
traditional player. The control wheel 
lets you fly to the desired cut. 

In some sense, a CD player is just a 
dedicated CD-ROM with an interface 
designed for audio playback. The DN-
C630 takes advantage of some of the flex-
ibility offered by the CD's digital nature. 

The question is, if you want this level 
of control, why not go all the way? Opting 
for a fully computer-based system is likely 
to yield a greater return of investment in 
both equipment and training time. 
The DN-C630 carries a suggested 

retail price of $600. 
For standalone units, newer rerecord-

able formats like MiniDisc offer similar 
functionality. But for the DN-C630 to keep 
up, it needs to be paired with a CD-R, too. 

Undoubtedly, some will find this to be 
an amazing addition to the studio. But for 
many, it will seem like too much, too late. 

Circle ( 144) On Reader Service Card 
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Intraplex Helps Stations Connect 
by Max Turner The Intraplex multiplexers allowed us 
Engineering Manager to move bi-directional 15 kHz uncom-
WE'VISIFM)/VVGLD(FM)/VVGRL(FM) 

INDIANAPOLIS In today's rapid 
acquisition environment, station-engi-
neering personnel increasingly face 
situations that require both creativity 
and ingenuity. 

Market opportunities emerge faster 
than traditional "bricks and mortar" can 
keep up. 

Fortunately, today's technology 
offers solutions that can help create and 
connect new studio facilities almost 
overnight and make the transition trans-
parent to listeners. 

Making more room 
In 1997, our radio group already 

included WFMS, the highest-rated sta-
tion in Indiana, and WGRL, "The 
Bear." 
We acquired a third station, a Class A+ 

6 kW station. This new license provided 
the opportunity to frequency-swap and 
create a new oldies station at one of our 
established dial positions. 

The only problem we faced was that 
our existing studio and offices offered 
no room for expansion to accommodate 
the launch. 
We recognized that the long-terni 

answer to this problem was construction 
of a new facility to house all three sta-
tions and allow for future expansion. At 
the same time, we did not want to wait to 
take advantage of the acquisition and 
launch our new stations and frequency 
assignments. 

Fortunately, we could draw on the 
experience of one of our sister stations, 
WNNX(FM) in Atlanta, which had cre-
ated a fully functional temporary studio 
for live broadcasting from the 1996 
Olympic games. 

Using the Harris Intraplex STL 
Plus digital studio-to-transmitter ( STL) 
system and digital TI lines, WNNX 
had been able to create a multi-tier pro-
gram audio, voice and data-communi-
cations network that linked its tempo-
rary broadcast facilities at Coca-Cola 
Olympic Park to the transmitter, home 
studio and office. 

Creating the link 
We found some storage space in a 

warehouse about three miles away 
from our existing studios. In it, we 
created an entire, fully soundproofed 
15- by- 15- foot " studio- in- a- box," 
including an adjoining engineering 
room, and sales and office space for 
the new station. 

The key to making this unique venture 
work was our use of the Intraplex STL 
Plus system and a pair of TI lines leased 
from Ameritech, linking our temporary 
and permanent locations. 

core. This allowed us to send satellite or 
other programming to the studio and 

The Rack Room 

pressed audio, connecting our ware-
house studio to our main engineering 

receive the on-air product trom the stu-
dio for transmission to our transmitter 

facility. 
In addition, we were able to connect 

our warehouse offices to the compa-
ny's existing wide area network 
(WAN) for e-mail and sales programs, 
transfer of commercial spots from our 
servers and downloading satellite pro-
gram feeds. 
We were also able to extend our tele-

phone network to our new remote facili-
ty, all on the same Il pair. 
We used the STL Plus and T 1 lines to 

carry 12 off-premises extensions that net-
worked our home switchboard and PBX 
transparently to studio and staff phones at 
the warehouse. 

Our operators could transfer outside 
callers to the warehouse extensions, and 
inside calls required only normal four-
digit extension dialing. 

Four tons of candy 
Our "temporary- set-up functioned 

flawlessly for almost a year and a half, 
while the new permanent home for all 
three stations was being built. In fact, we 
continued to use an adjoining space at the 
warehouse for storage needs, such as 
delivery of four tons of candy for a sta-
tion state-fair promotion. 

See STL, page 67 
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WEOS(FM) Fits Needs With Telos 
by Michael Black 
General Manager 
WEOSiFIVII 

GENEVA, N.Y. Remote broadcasting 
has always stretched the talents and 
patience of most broadcasters, whether 
they be the engineering staff or the tal-
ent. Tons of equipment, wires, and fail-
ures were — and in many cases still are 
— the norm. 
POTS frequency extension created a 

more compact format, but the costs and 
size of the equipment, as well the setup, 
left a lot to be desired. 

Enter ISDN — great quality and 
isolated bi-directional audio over one 
pair of copper wires. It seems too 
good to be true. 

However, most of the equipment had 
to have add-ons in the form of mixers, 
headphone amps and the like, in order to 
facilitate the remote. 

In some cases, with the amount of 
hardware needed for a simple remote 
growing out of control, I was back at 
square one. 

Express testing 
A few years ago, I received a phone 

call from Steve Church, president of 
Telos. We already were Zephyr users, 
and were satisfied with their perfor-
mance. 

His query: If you could have a com-

bined mixer and codec in one package, 
what would you like to see? 
We talked for about an hour. Not too 

long after this, a new ISDN animal came 
onto the market — the ZephyrExpress. 

This compact box seemed to answer 
all the demands one had regarding 
remotes: ISDN, stereo, with mic inputs 
and all the guts that could be taken on a 
plane in a carry-on. Again, it seemed too 
good to be true. 
We received a ZephyrExpress to put 

of our mono work locally, and added 
ISDN for stereo feeds. 
When out on the road, the choices are 

ISDN or POTS. How would the 
ZephyrExpress fit into this mix of 
equipment? 
When we opened the box, the first 

thing I thought was, "Is this all?" The 
ZephyrExpress consists simply of a 
small, lightweight black and teal case 
and an external power supply. Upon 
closer examination, however, we found 

The ZephyrExpress 

through the motions as beta tester. 
Being a small public radio station 

that also has a commitment to our 
licensees for sports coverage, we have 
a variety of remote situations: stereo, 
mono, local, split feeds, and national 
feeds. We had relied on RPU for most 

that Telos packed a lot into that case. 

Intuitive features 
The front panel contains controls for 

two stereo mic/line inputs and one 
stereo line input. There are two discrete 

See TELOS, page 64 
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Marti Digital STL Used at WGUL 
by Paul Mueller 
Chief Engineer 
WGUL-FM 

PALM HARBOR, Fla. A couple of 
years ago, we were given the task of 
developing a digital STL network to 
handle our growing group of stations 
spread over the west-central area of 
Florida. 
The primary studios for WGUL are 

located at Palm Harbor. The main pro-
gramming digital signal was then sent 
through a power divider to our FM 
transmitter site at Hickory Hill and the 
AM transmitter site as well. 

Save Your Issues 

of Radio World in 

Now there's an easy way 
to organize and protect your 
copies of Radio World, the 

industry's best read newspaper, 
keeping issues readily available 

for future reference. 

Designed exclusively for 
Radio World, these custom-made 
titled cases provide the luxury 
look that makes them attractive 
additions to your bookshelf. Each 

case is sized to hold a year's 
issues (may vary with issue 

sizes), and is made of 
reinforced board covered with 
durable leather-like material in 
blue, with the title hot-stamped 
in gold. Cases are V-notched 

for easy access and free 
personalization foil is included 

for indexing the year. 

rwtiONIPS,  

Cases 
1-58.95 3-524.95 6-545.95 

Call Toll Free 
7 days, 24 hours 
1-800-825-6690 

Charge Orders (Minimum 515): 
AmEx, Visa, MC, DC accepted. 

Jesse Jones Industries, 
Dept. 95RW 

499 East Erie Ave. 
Philadelphia, PA 19134 

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Add $1.50 per case for postage & Oman 
Outside U.S. (including AK & HI) $3.50 per 

(U.S. funds only). 
PA residents odd 7% sal« tax 

We have been using the Marti STL-
15C along with a digital encoder and 
the R-1 5C receiver with a decoder 
using two sets of a four foot 5C-48 
Marti dishes. 

This portion of the system has been 
working extremely well for over three 
years now. As a matter of fact, every-
one — from management to program-

directly feed the digital processor and 
digital exciter. We were amazed at the 
overall performance of a system with 
such a low RF signal and how easily it all 
went together. 

Clean, clear audio 
The system utilizes a true digital carri-

er, allowing high receiver signal levels at 

The Marti DSTL 

ming — has been amazed at the quality 
and reliability of the system. 

Getting the signal 
Our programming needs required spe-

cial digital methods to send our simulcast 
programming while allowing breakaways 
for local content at key sites. The system 
continued to grow with the last purchase 
being a Marti DSTL to link one site at 
Spring Lake. 

This FM site has a new transmitter 
with a digital exciter and we wanted to 
keep the signal in the digital domain as 
far as possible. Among the factors that 
concerned us were the digital delay 
times, which we needed low enough to 
barely be noticeable. 

great distances with extremely low bit 
error rates ( BER). 

The DSTL receiver makes use of 9-
QPRS modulation from the transmitter 
and Dolby AC-2 audio coding, provid-
ing error-free audio with extremely low 
delay. 
Our current application required 

only two channels of audio, but the 
DSTL can be configured for up to four 
15 kHz channels, .one 7.5 kHz channel 
and one 5 kHz channel — normally 
used for data remote control. This fea-
ture is very important to us, as our sys-
tem continues to grow and we just nev-
er can tell when we might need that 
extra channel capability. 
We protect the site from power grid 

The DSTL receiver makes use of 
9-QPRS modulation from the transmitter and 

Dolby AC-2 audio coding, providing error-free 

audio with extremely low delay. 

We looked at all the systems on the 
market, and after careful consideration, 
chose the DSTL from Marti. 

Also among our concerns, the weight 
consideration and the possibility of the 
wind misaligning the dishes over the 
STL path of 20-plus miles. After consul-
tations with Marti, we had every confi-
dence that the use of six-foot dishes 
with the DSTL would be highly reliable 
and provide us with the AES/EBU input 
at the studio. 
The AES/EBU output at the receive 

end of the system would enable us to 

fluctuations and have not had one 
dropout in the entire time we have been 
using the DSTL system, even shooting 
through some pretty crowded RF spec-
trum areas. 

The sound is phenomenal and the easy 
installation, backed by the Marti support 
folks, have justified our decision to go 
with the Marti DSTL. 

im 

For more information contact Marti 
Electronics at (817) 645-9163, fax (817) 
641-3869, visit www.marti-bdcast.com or 
circle Reader Service 91. 

From the 
Warehouse 
To the Air 

STL, continued from page 61 

Thanks to advanced planning 
and the cooperation of Harris-
Intraplex, we have been able to re-
deploy the Intraplex equipment 
purchased for our temporary stu-
dio as part of our expanded new 
technical facilities. 
Once the station based in our 

original warehouse studio moved 
into the new building, we shifted 
one TI line and Intraplex system. 
This allowed us to quickly connect 
the new facility with our existing 
main engineering core, smoothing 
the transition. 

From our new studio complex, we 
now employ TI circuits to three of 
our transmitter sites, using the 
Intraplex equipment for straight 
STL/TSL applications handling AES 
digital feeds. 

Complete chain 
The newly configured units are 

now a key factor in our ability to 
have completely digital air chains. 

Our third Intraplex system, added 

We were able to 

eliminate the 

need for repeaters, 

allowing more 

frequencies for 

remote broadcasts. 

since the move, supports the back-
haul of multiple RPU feeds from our 
auxiliary transmitter site for remote 
pick-ups. This has provided extreme-
ly quiet, clean audio backhaul from 
our remote pickups to the studios. 
We discovered another nice fea-

ture that came into play. By utilizing 
the Intraplex channels, we were able 
to eliminate the need for repeaters, 
allowing us to have more frequen-
cies available for remote broadcasts. 

Because on-site visibility presence 
is a key feature of our marketing strat-
egy, we can now have three or four 
remotes taking place at the same time. 

The flexible multiplexing capa-
bilities of the Intraplex units has 
enabled us to achieve multiple uses 
and, at the same time, have provid-
ed a much-improved signal-to-noise 
ratio where audio is concerned. 

For more information contact 
Harris Intraplex at (978) 692-9000, 
fax (978) 486-0660 or circle Reader 
Service 84. 
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MPR Goes Public 
With Moseley STL 
by Ethan Torrey 
RF Engineer 
KSJNIFM), 
Minnesota Public Radio 

SAINT PAUL, Minn. KSJN, 
Minnesota Public Radio's classical music 
station in the St. Paul-Minneapolis mar-
ket, recently installed a Moseley 
SL9003Q Linear Digital Studio 
Transmitter Link. This replaced a PCL 
6010/6020 system using DSP 6000 apt-x 
encode and decode boxes. 
The apt-x system was originally 

installed as a response to a very crowded 
STL band. It was felt that this system 
would provide more robust performance 
under these conditions and this proved to 
be the case. 
However, the data compression 

scheme and the classical music program-
ming did not mix well. Stereo image was 
adversely affected and there was harsh-
ness to the sound quality. 
The effects might have seemed sub-

tle to many listeners and may have 
been entirely imperceptible when car-

and amplitude of the carrier, a single 
state of the carrier can represent several 
bits of information. 

For example. if amplitude were quan-
tized to eight possible levels, and phase 
shift to four possible positions. the result 
would be 32 possible states. Each symbol 
would then carry five bits of information 
(25 = 32). 

The Moseley system can be set to 16. 
32. or 64 QAM. These equate to 4, 5, and 
6 bits per symbol respectively. Between 
the data density that this method pro-
vides, and the powerful error correction 
used, this system should be extremely 
reliable. This has proven to he the case 
for KSJN. 

Getting from here to there 
The Shoreview transmitter site, from 

which KSJN broadcasts, is located just 
north of St. Paul. 

The 1,400-foot tower is home to 10 
radio and five television stations. An 
additional site, about a mile to the west, 
carries several more broadcasters on two 
more 1,400-foot towers. 

Moseley's SL90030 

rying other material. But the classical 
music audience includes a large num-
ber of particularly critical listeners 
who would miss hearing the detail lost 
under this arrangement. By providing a 
linear, non-compressed path, the 
SL9003Q has eliminated these effects; 
much to the satisfaction of station 
management and the most critical of 
KSJN listeners. 

Configure the possibilities 
The SL9003Q is a modular system 

providing numerous configurations for 
different circumstances. 
Among these are both two- and 

four-channel linear audio options at 
32, 44.1 or 48 kHz sampling rates, 
along with additional data channels. 
MPEG encoding is also available, 
making it possible to carry several 
additional audio channels. 

Data is interleaved to distribute any 
burst errors, and correction is accom-
plished using the Reed-Solomon algo-
rithm. This is the same error correc-
tion method used in CD players. If an 
error occurs, its location is determined 
and the correct data is inserted in its 
place. 

The heart of the system though is the 
use of Quadrature Amplitude 
Modulation. By varying both the phase 

The STL transmit antenna is located 
in downtown St. Paul; a 10-mile hop to 
Shoreview. The previous STL had been 
combined onto a single antenna with 
that of MPR news station KNOW-FM. 

After positioning an additional dish for 
the new system, the installation was 
essentially "plug-and-play." No changes 
were necessary at Shoreview other than 
to swap receivers. 

The system was delivered configured 
for two uncompressed 44.1 kHz audio 
channels. Prior to installation, bench tests 
were performed. This included an A/B 
comparison of AES audio out of the 
receiver with that of a CD player feeding 
the transmitter. Absolutely no difference 
was detectable. 

Setting parameters 
When first installed in late March of 

this year, the system remained configured 
to carry two channels of audio at 44.1 
kHz and 64 QAM. 

At the transmit end. AES3 stereo is 
provided to the SL9003Q. At the receive 
end. AES3 stereo is fed from the 
SL9003Q to the stereo generator. 
A menu-driven front-panel display pro-

vides access to diagnostic information and 
set-up control. This provides complete 
information on the link's performance. 

See MOSELEY, page 64 
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TECH UPDATE 

Gorman Redlich 

The Gorman Redlich EAS I 
Encoder-Decoder is Y2K compatible 
and features five bi-directional RS232 
inputs/outputs for computer modem. 
remote sign board, character generator 
and auxiliary panel; and six audio 
inputs on standard models. All audio 
inputs and outputs are transformer-iso-
lated from encoder-decoder board. 

Users can select between manual or 
automatic keypad mode. The unit also 
features automatic interruption of stereo 
program lines when pre-selected header 
code is received while in automatic 
operation, two minutes of digital audio 

storage at 5 kHz, and five programma-
ble relays to supply contact closures to 
handshake with automation equipment 
or signal other equipment. 
The EAS1 now includes remote 

telephone access so alert messages 
can be originated from a remote loca-
tion with a telephone DTMF keypad. 
Directions for use of remote tele-
phone access can be accessed through 
the Gorman- Redlich Web site 24 
hours a day. The unit also has a 
CMOS EPROM 32-pin 1-MB ( 128 K 
x 8) for future changes. 

For more information contact 
Gorman-Redlich at ( 740) 593-3150, fax 
(740) 592-3898, visit the Web site at 
www.gorman-redlich.com or circle 
Reader Service 69. 
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Zephyr Scores in Field Use 
TELOS, continued from page 61 

monitor mixes controlled from the front 
panel with separate send and receive 
levels for each of the two monitor 
sources. 
Balancing out the panel are the tele-

phone keypad for dialing and a menu-
selector knob. They also added a front 
monitor jack on the front panel. 

Each pot — whether an input or moni-
tor mix — has a button that enables not 
only the pot, but how it is assigned: either 
to left, right or both. Being a stereo mix-
er, panning of both the inputs and moni-
tors is possible. 

Telos included an extensive manual 
and the LCD menu screen is easy to read, 
with includes a comprehensive on-line 
help feature on the unit. All parameters 
are selected, changed, and stored by 
using the selector knob. 
The beauty of the unit is that setups 

for multiple sites can be recalled and 
loaded, and it is simple to load them on 
your own. The unit is very intuitive 
and logically laid out. In a matter of 
minutes, you can be on the air and, I 
would dare to say, without reading the 
manual. 
Many of the "hidden" features come to 

life in the menus — level pads for the 
mic and line pots; phantom power on the 
mic inputs; monitor pan assignments and 
much more. 

Probably its most important feature 
is the Safe mode. This is great for 
sending the ZephyrExpress out on a 
remote, with headsets and the talent. 
and letting them plug it in with a mini-
mum of difficulty. 

In Safe mode, certain parameters such 
as SPIDs and switch types cannot be 
changed. This allows some anxiety relief 
for the engineering staff. 

The ins and outs 
The actual hookup is simple. All con-

nectors are on the back and easily identi-
fiable: mic and line inputs, monitor outs, 
and separate return audio outs. 

The unit has built-in both the ISDN 
"U" and "S" interface, so you can use it 
with or without its built-in NT- 1. Remote 
control ports and the like round out the 

TECH UPDATE 

Musicam USA 

Musicam USA's TEAM TI/E1 
audio multiplexer is an integrated net-
work transmission system that can 
transmit and receive audio and data 
over T1, fractional TI, satellite, fiber 
optic, dedicated data and El lines. 
A user can send and/or receive up to 

12 audio channels in a variety of formats, 
based on needs and transmission-line 
capacity. Without switching modules, the 
unit can send audio as full 16-bit linear 
stereo with no compression and near-zero 
delay (in accord with the J.57 standard) 
MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG layer 2 at 
all MPEG-2 bit rates, MPEG layer 3 and 
J.41 format for transparent 384 kbps 
mono. Multiple Ancillary Data channels 
are also supported. 
TEAM is ideal for STL use and mul-

tichannel audio transmission. The unit 
is self-contained in a 4U-high rack-
mount chassis, and is modular in con-
struction. Users can select from a van-

back panel. 
In addition to Layer 3, Layer 2, and 

G.722 transmission modes for ISDN, the 
ability to call a POTS line is also available. 
How handy is this? You could be 

doing the broadcast feed on one B 
channel, and calling the studio phone 
on the other, with no extra phone 
equipment. Additionally, this can also 
be used as a POTS-based backup feed 
of the program, should something hap-
pen at the studio end of the remote with 
the ISDN; alternatively it can serve as a 
POTS feed to another entity. 

live sports. This includes distribution 
of the international radio feed for the 
NCAA of its Men's Lacrosse 
Championships. 

Even in some of the roughest situations, 
it has never presented us with problems. 

Drop kick it 
Speaking of rough situations, we pos-

sibly put the ZephyrExpress through one 
of its rougher tests. After baking it in the 
sun, freezing it in the cold, and putting it 
through a day of near monsoon rain, at 
one site, we were setting up to broadcast 

Even in some of the roughest situations, 
the ZephyrExpress has never presented us 

with problems. 

The power supply uses a 4-pin XLR 
connector that gives a solid, reliable cord 
connection. There is plenty of cord on 
both ends of the power supply so it can 
be tucked out of the way. 

The quality of the feed is excellent. 
The mic pre-amps are very quiet and the 
headroom is unbelievable. We have yet to 
really overload the unit. 

The first lady and lacrosse 
During the celebration of the 150th 

anniversary of the Women's Rights 
Movement in Seneca Falls, N.Y., WEOS 
originated 10 hours of live national feeds, 
additional production feeds and inter-
views from the various sites. 

This included the opening speech by 
Hillary Rodham Clinton to the world, 
with two separate discrete feeds to differ-
ent uplinks. All the while, the 
ZephyrExpress baked in the direct sun-
light in 95-degree heat with no problems. 

Other Zephyr uses have included 
live concert broadcasts along our beau-
tiful lakefront, visiting speakers, and 

ety of plug-in encoder, decoder, data 
and power supply modules to configure 
TEAM for current and future needs. 

The basic TEAM mainframe con-
tains a control processor and an AC 
power supply. Transmission network 
connections are made through a plug-in 
TI/E1 multiplexer or an X.2I module. 
You can specify a mix of up to six two-
channel audio encoder or decoder mod-
ules. Dual redundant and battery power 
supplies are available. 
TEAM provides 24-bit A-to-D and 

D-to-A converters, AES/EBU inputs 
and outputs and close adherence to all 
applicable standards for transmission, 
emissions and safety. 

Audio and data modules are hot swap-
pable should maintenance or system 
reconfiguration be required. In addition, 
remote contact closures and a variety of 
diagnostic and remote control functions. 

in is is 
For more information contact Musicam 

USA at (732) 709-5600, fax 732-739-
1818, visit www.musicamusa.com or 
circle Reader Service 79. 

a lacrosse game, where there was no 
press box. 

The ZephyrExpress was sitting on the 
top of the bleacher section, about 40 feet 
off the ground when one of my students 
bumped into it, and sent it flying to the 
ground below. 
We watched in horror as the 

ZephyrExpress hit the cement, bounced 
and landed in the grass adjacent to it. 
After assuring the student she still had a 
job, t sent her to the car to bring our 
backup rack mount Zephyr, and retrieve 
the ZephyrExpress. 
Upon examination, we discovered a 

scuff mark and a grass stain on a corner 
of the unit, but nothing else seemed 
wrong. So, we plugged it in. Just as in the 

old Timex commercials, it took a licking 
and kept on ticking. 
Though I would not recommend you 

try this at home, it really showed me how 
durable the ZephyrExpress is and why it 
is a very handy remote tool. 

Our talent loves the unit. 
We use many students and community 

volunteers, and all are quite comfortable 
taking the unit out to remote sites, due to 
its simplicity and reliability. 

In many situations, the ZephyrExpress 
is all we need; we just pack it in a small 
bag along with headsets and carry it to 
the remote site. If more inputs are need-
ed, a small 12-input mini-mixer is a great 
add-on and provides everything we could 
need to do 99 percent of our remote 
broadcasts. 

If there are any complaints, they are 
minor. Further advancements in DSP 
technology should allow Telos to provide 
the same audio horsepower with less heat 
and circuit boards, and eliminate the 
external power supply. 
I would love to see one more mic 

input, but this omission is no doubt a 
tradeoff for having the stereo capabilities 
within such a compact package, and I do 
not want to give this up. 

Adding an external mixer for the few 
occasions we need it is fine. 

All in all, the ZephyrExpress is some-
thing that was really needed for the 
broadcast community. 
We find it invaluable in our production 

toolbox, and in many cases, it is like the 
Swiss Army knife, providing so much in 
such a small package. It as made our life 
easier, and helped us produce more pro-
gramming as a result. 

Michael Black is a free-lance televi-
sion audio engineer. He can be reached 
at (315)781-3456. 

For more information contact Telos 
Systems at (216) 241-7225, fax (216) 
241-4103, visit the Web site at 
www.telos-systems.com or circle Reader 
Service 70. 

Moseley STL Performs 
For KAVN in St. Paul 

MOSELEY, continued from page 63 

including signal strength, local oscilla-
tor phase lock and power level, reset-
table bit and error counters, both pre-
and post-error correction bit error rate 
(BER) and more. 

Frequency, QAM mode, interleave 
depth and many more parameters are 
user configurable from the front pan-
el. For example, after three months of 

The immediate 

Performance has been flawless. The 
immediate improvements in stereo 
image, depth and warmth were appar-
ent. The post-error correction BER is 
on the order of 1 x 10-11. This essen-
tially translates to 100-percent accura-
cy in the reproduced data. 
The SL9003Q is robust, easy to 

install, easy to work with, easy to con-
figure for any number of circum-

improvements in 

stereo image, depth and warmth 

were apparent. 

service, we decided to change the 
sampling rate to 32 kHz to avoid a 
sample rate conversion in the stereo 
generator. 

The simple process for making this 
change took about five minutes at each 
site, flipping one DIP switch and 
changing the aggregate data rate 
(another front-panel adjustment) on 
both the receiver and the transmitter. 

stances, and, most importantly, it 
sounds great. 

u. . 
Ethan Torrey can be reached at etor-

rey@MPR.org 
For more information contact 

Moseley Associates Inc. at (805) 968-
9621, fax (805) 685-9638, visit the 
Web site at www.moseleysb.com or 
circle Reader Service 80. 
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange  

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers. 

ACOUSTICS  

WANT TO SELL 

icuisticsFirsr 
e..1111111-781-1811 

Full product line for sound 

control & noise elimination. 

vAvw.acousticsfirstcom 

AMPLIFIERS 

WANT TO BUY 

Microtech 1200. W Gunn, 
760-320-0728. 

ANTENNAS/ 

TOWERS/CABLES  

WANT TO SELL 

Alesis Midiverb II, great 
cond, 16-bit, $ 100; Technics 
SL-P1200 CD player, top load, 
var pitch, jog wheel, no digital 
outs, works but needs clean-
ing & alignment, $300; 20-
space cargeted rack cabinet, 
opens front & back, rack rails 
frong & back, heavy duty, 
recessed, flip-up handles, no 
road use, gd shape, $125. 
Bob, 800-940-2035. 

Altec 439A & 436C tube com-
pressor, fair cond, BO. D 
Lurtey. 864-370-1800 x2730. 

RDS Phantom, (2) 500 meg 
hard drives, can accommo-
date four, AMX-84 switcher, 3 
yrs old, $5000/60. Marion 
Garris, 803-516-8400. 

See/a« BIOddeeide Podct4 

FM Antennas All Power Levels 
500 watts to 20 Kw. per Bay 

Stainless Steel Construction Tuned and and Range Tested 

Priced as low as 395.00 per Bay 
FM STL Antennas as low as 195.00 
Contact Jimmie Joynt Phone 972/473-2577 
800/279-3326 Fax 972/473-2578 800/644-5958 

17194 Preston Rd. Suite 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248 

ERI Rototiller, 7 bay circ pol 
FM antenna, accepts up to 
12KW input $3500. 
Campbell, 580-223-6797. 

Scala 5 element Vagi ( 2), like 
new cond, cut to 106.5FM, 
$150 ea. C Marker, 906-249-
1423. 

10 bay w/radomes, 94.9 
MHz, $3000; 3 bays 
w/radomes 101.1 MHz, $900; 
3 bays freq unknown, $750; 6' 
Anixter Mark STL dish, $750. 
S Callahan/C Bowles, 508-
775-5678. 

ER1 LPX 6E, tuned to 93.7 
MHz, excel cond, $1500/60; 
ERI 5HPX 3E tuned to 93.7 
MHz, excel cond, $2500/130; 
Shively 2020L 1-5/8" flange, 
excel cond, $500/60. L 
Ritchie, 540-459-8810. 

S.W.R. FM Antennas 

Great Antenna 
Great Price! 

AIEHALL  (8111 984-4255 

Electronics 

Coax patch panel 3-1/8"-7 
pole. Mike, 800-588-7411. 

Dielectric 3-1/8" coaxial relay, 
Mike, 800-588-7411. 

AUDIO 

PRODUCTION 

WANT TO SELL 

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS 

J & I AUDIO/VIDEO 
A wholesaler in the Radio 
and Television market. 

Now running SPECIALS on 

audio and video: 

BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs 
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS 

DAT 8, THE NEW R-CD 

For more information 
call Kris Elliot at 
1-800-942-1711 

or write to: J&I AudioNideo 
20899 Kelvin Pl. 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

Circle ( 110) On Reader Service Card  

Shure Production Master, gd 
cond, BO. H Kneller, 941-494-
4111. 

Sony PCM501ES digital audio 
processor. $500. B Meuse, 650-
969-2433. 

Audimax Ill processor, $250; 
Tapco EQ. $100; CRL Dynafex 
NR, $200; CRL SMP-800 
processor, $250: Howe Phase 
Chaser, $500. S Callahan/C 
Bowles. 508-775-5678. 

ADC Propatch 1/4" punchblock 
patchbays, new, $600 (many, 
ADC TT 144 point patchbays 
recond, $149-229, Switchcraft 
1/4" 96 point, new, 2 spaces, 
$249. W Gunn, 760-320-0728. 

ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, will 
not be undersold. A.S.C. (619) 
523-1575. 

WANT TO BUY 

Yamaha BP-2 bass pedals, 
prefer electronics only but 
would like schematic. B 
Meuse, 650-969-2433. 

Orban OptImod 9000A, CBS 
Volumax 4300 audio limiter, 
RE20 spider shock mount 
309A. Joe 860-433-6046 
weekdays, 860-376-0134 
evenings. 

Dolby 301s; Neve 33609, 
1072s, 1073s, 1081s, Urei 
LA4s, 1176s. W Gunn, 760-
320-0728. 

AUTOMATION 

EQUIPMENT  

WANT TO SELL 

Arrakis DL-3 (2), 2-2 gig dri-
ves w/expansion switcher, 
excel cond, latest software 
updates, network cards 
installed, $5-6000. C Smith, 
501-524-7194. 

DCS computer automation 
system, 5 cpu chassis & 4 gig 
drives, 1HP, 14 port hub, call 
for details, will sell all or part, 
$35,000/80. E Kain, 504-581-
7002. 

Harris FA25 & TG-25 25hz 
tone gen & tone filters, 
$200/both. H Kneller, 941-494-
4111. 

Schafer 903, incl keyoard, 
remote box, control unit, 
power supply, manuals & 
cables, BO; lnstacart 48PBS 
stereo cart machine, incl con-
trol unit, control cards, brand 
new replacement heads & 
spare trays, BO. D Lurtey, 
864-370-1800. 

Arrakis automation: Digilink 
DL3. v4.3, 10 hr, Trakstar 3, 10 
hr, remote program for PC 
operation, w/2 monitors, 2 
keyboards & mice, Lantastic 
6.0 software. RG-58 cables, 
Arrakis software, manuals, 
$4650 +shpg. F Vobbe, 419-
228-8835. 

BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

SYNDICATE YOURSELF 1-
100 MARKETS, US and 
Caribbean via satellite, airtime 
available now, call Mr. 
Ferguson 954-735-4070, 
www.ibnradio.com. 

CART MACHINES  

WANT TO SELL 

BE 3 deck cart machine, $1500/130. 
C Marker, 906-249-1423. 

BE RP more machines, 3 stack 
stereo PB, BO. H Kneller, 941-494,-
4111. 

Gates & ATC more RID units. fair-9d 
cord, BO. D Lurtey. 864-370-1800 
>C2730. 

BE Spotmaster cart machines 
(2), never used, $1000 ea. J 
Latino, 315-891-3110. 

ITC Delta 3D stereo w/record 
amp, recond by Harris 12/98, very 
low hrs, eoo. J Maloney, 203-746-
3659. 

COMPLETE 

FACILITIES 

r 
l 

 Pictur : • 

, Là 4. 

Equipmen "7" ler 

* Experienced Professionals 

* RF and Studio Packages 

* Personal Service * 

New Stations and Rebuilds 

Your Project is 
Important to Us 

_qt [-antic 

Media Broacfc as t 
Call - Rick Johnson - 

* Toll Free * 

888-744-6635 
hhe„„,i/ _ rick@ twollemet A  

NEW OR USED 
COMPLETE PACKAGES 

STUDIO/ST UT RANSMITTERiANTENNA 
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE. 

-LEASE OPTIONS-
-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040 
.You Know We Know Radio 

CONSOLES 

WANT TO SELL 

Altec VU meter for mdl 1592 
mixer, like new, $20: Altec vintage 
meter, Hollywood CA, possibly for 
compression, like new, $20. J 
Morinelli, 610-715-1720. 

McMartin 802B 8 chnl stereo on 
air board in gd working cond, $400 
+shpg. D Willey, 541-575-1840. 

McMartin B-803 8 input dual chnl 
output, BO. D Lurtey, 864-370-
1800 x2730. 

Radio Systems RS-12, 12 mixer 
stereo console. 4 yrs old, gd cond, 
$2500/80. H Kneller, 941-494-
4111. 

Auditronics 110A 16x4, 
$1200/130. S Kozak, 440-871-
5897. 

Gates Yard 8 pot mono console, 
gd cond, $500. J Cunningham, 
580-265-4496. 

PR&E BMX 3-22 console w/5 mic 
modules. 16 stereo fine-input mod-
ules, telco, slate, studio & mono 
modules, digital timer, etc, excel 
cond, BO. Dave, 630-896-8888. 

HALL 
Electronics 

706 Rose Hill Dr. Charlottesville Va. 22901 
804-984-4255 (Voice) 804-984-3299 (Fax) 

This Month's Special !! 

BSI 
lainotedicsimat SialEtiairaunia larataarafflatix3aaé.a1 

Broadcast Automation Software 
JUST $999 List 

Turnkey Systems Starting at $2995 

Call or visit our web site for your discount price 

\ssalesehalls.com mom halls.com techehalls.com_} 

Circle ( 100) On Reader Service Card 

Wheatstone SP5 production 
console, $5000/60. T Evans, 
207-942-3311. 

Logitek 12 stereo mixer. Mike, 
800-588-7411. 

MCI 618 24 inputs ( 12 mono, 3 
w/super EQ. 12 stereo) great 
prod board, $6k, MCI 528 27 
in recording board $7k, Neve 
8108 65 in, mint $59k, D&R 
Orion 1k-nu 26 inline, (64 on 
mixdown) $ 12k, Trident 70 
28x16, $8500, JL Cooper 16 
trk automation, $ 1200. W 
Gunn, 760-320-0728. 

WANT TO BUY 

Mackie 24-8 or Tascam 2600 
MKII w/meter bridge. J 
Maloney, 203-746-3659. 

Ramko DC5M5 schematics, 
copy OK or will copy 8i return. 
E Pacer. 724-532-1778. 

Soundcraft 600/800, Tascam 
2600, Auditronics 110A, 
Mackie 1604, Neotek Elite. W 
Gunn, 760-320-0728. 

LIMITERS  

WANT TO SELL 

CRL AM system, factory 
maintained, allows up to 
150% pos peaks w/new 
xmtrs, $900. R Miller, 808-
572-5534. 

Urei LA2A (extra meter 
added) $2500, dbx 900 rack 
(4 comps/4 gates) $ 1800, 
Gates Toplevel $550, CBS 
Audimax, Volumax comps, 
Dynamic Presence EQ $400 
ea. W Gunn, 760-320-0728. 

WANT TO BUY 

Urei, dbx, Collins. RCA. 
Gates, Universal Audio. T 
Coffman, 619-571-5031. 

Audio processing gear. 50's 
to 70's vintage, compressors, 
limiters, EQ, etc., any cond. P 
Wende, 604-205-7628. 

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI 
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 
660's & 670's, any Pultec 
EQ's & any other old tube 
compressor/limiters, call 
after 3PM CST, 972-271-
7625. 

MICROPHONES 

WANT TO SELL 

viavw.miketlags.com 
or ca. 

Practical Radio 

Communications 

',Are (811) 468-2586 
8-5 meat time 

Mir 

Harris MSP 90 Triband, mono 
tri-band AGC, gd working 
cond, $400. H Kneller, 941-
494-4111. 

Modulation Sciences CP803 
composite limiter, excel cond, 
$400. R Potyka, 480-969-
7707. 

Orban Optimod FM 
8100A/ST, two input cards. 
R&L 8i one metering card, 
$800. C Marker, 906-249-
1423. 

Neumann SM69 tube mic stereo, 
$3000; Neumann SM-69 FET mic 
stereo, $2500 ea; Telefunken 
M2216 tube mics, $2500/pr; 
Schoeps M2216 tube mics. 
$2200/pr; Neumann SM-2 stereo 
tube mic; Lomo 19A19 tube mies, 
$2500/pr; AKG C-24 stereo tube 
mic, $5800; Neumann KM64 tube 
me, $1800. F Danner, 781-294-
1218. 

ADC bdct pro patch, $300/80 
+shpg. WAQQ Radio, 740-
775-2600. 

Aphex Dominator I; Aphex 
Aural Exciter II. B Jordan, 617-
787-7589. 

rTC SP 8i RA, 2 mono PB decks, 
$100 ea, 1 mono FVP deck, 
$30CY130, gd working cord. D 
541-575-1840. 

Beyer M-300 ball type car-
dioid mic, like new in box, $65. 
J Morinelli, 610-715-1720. 
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MICROPHONES (VVTS) cont... 

Neumann U87s $1800. 
Telefunken U48. long body. 
chrometop, New $6800, Altec 
salt shaker mics, $ 175/ea, 
Sony C37fet, ECM377 mics, 
$600/ea, Neumann U89, 
w/shockmount $1500. W 
Gunn, 760-320-0728. 

WANT TO BUY 

Ribbons, condensers, 
dynamics, tube 1950-1990. T 
Coffman, 619-571-5031. 

RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, 
WE-639's, On-Air & record-
ing lights wanted. 615-352-
3456, FAX: 615-352-1922. 

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any 
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air 
lights, call after 3PM CST. 
972-271-7625. 

RCA ribbon mics. W Gunn, 
760-320-0728. 

MISCELLANEOUS  

WANT TO SELL 

Altec literature & manuals. 
vintage promo paper items, 
various assortment, like new, 
$50. J Morinelli, 610-715-
1720. 

RF Warning Signs 

9"x 12" $ 13.95 
• 

10"x 19"$19.95 CAUTION 

Eisdronics 804) 964-4255 

RF CONTACTORS 
(25-100 AMPS) 

USED AM XMTRS 
416-421-5631 

FAX: 416-421-3880 

Audiometrics voice over 
booth, $1250 +shpg; 5' rack 
mount cabinet, $ 175 +shpg. J 
Baltar, 207-623-1941. 

Collins tower lighting choke 
230-1: Collins crystals for 20V 
xmtrs; MFJ antenna analyzer; 
Eico trans & circuit tester 680: 
Microwave devices micro 

1 Balanced Input 
5 Balanced Outputs 

90-600.4 AUDIO DISTRISUT1ON TRANSFORMER 

Replaces expensive distribution amplifiers. 
Balanced, Rooting inputs and outputs. 
Economical, reliable audio routing. 

ausgsaar 
PO Box 1561. Bellevue, WA 98009 

425-454-2040 
Website: www.audisar.com 

irc e ea er orrice or 

match 263.3 SWR power; 
Heath 1-P-32 power supply; 
12V GE pacer transceiver. 
BO. Jrs. Duke, 931-668-9465. 

Peter Dahl 10 kW single 
phase plate xfrmr & filter 
chokes, new. $6000. J Bahr, 
787-782-0364, 

BEE 
Spotmaster 4 pot console, $150: 
Arrakis mono console, $100; 
Moseley RPL-4 RPU rcvr, $200: 
Ramko dist amp, $200; Audisk 
audio recorder, $ 100. S Callahan/ 
C Bowles, 508-775-5678. 

WANT TO BUY 

AM mod monitor, older unit 
from Belar, TFT, RCA, etc., 
any cond. P Wende, 604-205-
7628. 

111011iON MOWERS Ara) PLME aupome-s7 
new & rebuilt for Ekom, Horns, CCA, 
I McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435 ' 
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164 
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821 

RCA BTX-1B SCA gen/power 
supply rack mount unit. WC 
Florian, 312-633-9700. 

Jazz record collections, 10" 
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, 
dixie, highest prices paid. B 
Rose, Program Recdgs. 228 
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-
674-3060. 

MONITORS  

WANT TO SELL 

Belar FM stereo & mod monitors, 
BO. J Lalino, 315-891-3110. 

Altec 15" Valencias (voce of the-
ater) $600. Yamaha NS10Ms 
$295. RSL 12" 3 says (same as 
JBL 4310) $250. W Gunn, 760-
320-0728. 

Used Mod Monitors. 
McMartin & Belar. Many to 
choose from, tuned & calibrat-
ed on your frequency. full 
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 
402-493-1886. 

RECEIVERS & 

TRANSCEIVERS 

WANT TO SELL 

Ampex AG-440C, gd cond, 
$2000 ea/BO. C Marker, 906-
249-1423. 

RECEIVERS - ALL TYPES 
WE BUILD RECEIVERS 

FM, FlVI/SCA, WEATHER, RDS, PUBLIC SERVICE, 
MONITORS, FM/SCA Ethnic, SPECIAL, CUSTOM 

WWW.DAYTONIIVDUSTRIALCOM 

Dayton Industrial Corp 
2237 Industrial Blvd, Sarasota, FL 34234 

TEL: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081 

Adcom satellite receiver. J 

Biddle, 814-643-1711. 

WANT TO BUY 

Revox A-77 r-r R/P (3), $ 100 
ea. J Lain°. 315-891-3110. 

RECORDERS 

WANT TO SELL 

Tascam 423 stand for roll-around 
use, dosn't include tape machine, 
BO; Pioneer CT W404R dual well 
stereo r.assette deck. excel cond. 
BO. H Kneller, 941-494-4111. 

Ampex 601 upright series r-r, gd 
cond. BO. J Biddle, 814-643-1711. 

Teac A-3300-SX-2T r-r decks 
(2), 7.5-15 ips, 10" reels, gd 
heads, gd brakes. gd cond. 
$250 ea: Teac A-7030 r- r. 2 trk 
w/1/4 trk aux PB head, separate 
electr included in cabinet w/NAB 
adapters, works but needs mech 
tweeking, 1 broken VU meter, 
$150. Bob. 800-940-2035. 

CONSULTANTS 
iignortilb E vAN ç Consulting 

Communications 

• or s Engineers 

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering &Tower Detuning 
VideoiDeteNolce • Statewide Networks • Wide-Area Networks 

EXPERTS IN: 
TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER 

210 S. Main St., ThlonsvIIM, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045 
Internet: hdp-Jharww.evansessoc.com Member AFCCE 

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants 
AMFM:FV1.P-1V 

• FCC Applications & Exhi'Ms 

• Experimental Authoritatiods 

• AM Directional Antennas 

• High Power Antenna Arrays 

• Frequency Studies 

• Class Upgrades 

• STL, Applications 

• Station Inspections 

1-301-913-9287 
Sul iii 3-5799 • 527.7 RI, er Rd. 5.1h11 • licthcsda. \11) 211›: 6} 

MUNN-REESE, INC. 

Broadcast Engineering 
Consultants 

AM - FM - TV 

Box 220, 100 Airport Rd. 
Coldwater, ME49036 

517-278-7339 or Fax 517-278-6973 

wayne(a munn-reese.com 

GRAHAM BROCK, INC  
BROAIWAS1 TECIINICAL C()NSil IA NiTS 

F. ill ''1111, 1. I 1.111 II 

I 1/3,1.111t '11 \\I I. \ I IS Al •••,o, 

I it-lu l \Ilium., and 

I it ' law. I 11.11111 

r'iRvPii,91,/a; 

912-638-8028 

202-393-5133 
s‘utv, 

datawopld 

NN.dattn, t rld.c  
8011-368-5"54 

Market Art al sis 

Engineering Soft‘N are 

Ethnic/Demographic Data 

Custom Full-color Mapping 

Sales NI arketing Packages 

in tie u datait orld.c 
fay: 301-656-53-1I 

Consulting Communications Engineers 
EMC Test Lab 

FCC Applications ,ind Field Engineering 
• Frequency Searches and Coordination 
• AM-FM-CATV-1TFS-LPTV 
• EMC Te,:t I ah-FCC .11111 European Op 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
1-800-797-1338 Fax (612) 785-4631 

8899 Hastine,, SI NE, Minneapolis, MN 3)449 ( 612)783-4115 

PC — SOFTWARE 

AM FM TV Search Programs 
Signal Mapping—SIL Paths 
RFHAZ—US Census PopCount 
FAA Tower—Draw Tower 

Doug Vernier 
Engineering Consultant 
1600 Picturesque Drive 
Cedar Falls IA 50613 

8130-743-DOUG 

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Engineers 

-Design & Optimization of 
AM Directional Arrays 

-Analysis for New Allocation, 
Site Relocation, And Upgrades 

AM-FM TV LPTV 
Wireless Cable 

(MDS/MMDS/ITFS,OFS) 
-Environmental Radiation Analysis 

-Field Work 
Expert Testimony 

9049 Shady Grove Court 
Gaithersburg. MD 20877 
Phone: (301) 921-0115 
Fax ( 301) 590-9757 

email: mullengr@aol.com 

I. 11 I. 
( 01/1// \/( 1//l)\ 

Consulting Engineer 

, \\ 1-1- Nt- I V-I.P I V 
s.)(1 

li' ,5>;=, osi,i \\ 

N101 I MIE. GA 

u,vi.u.entecom.cont 

System One Communications 
Broadcast Constructors 8 Consultants 

Houston Texas 

888-625-5649 

Complete Turnkey Construction 
Antenna Line Testing 

AM Directional Field Work 
AM and FM Applications 

Tower Services 
Studio Designs 

Custom Studio Furniture 

DON'T 
GAMBLE 

WITH YOUR 
ADVERTISING 
DOLLARS! 

Advertise in Radio 
World and reach 
18,000+ broadcast 
professionals. 

Call Simone TODAY! 

703-998-7600 

Otari ARS-10C0 r-r, $103 ea H 
Knelier, 941-494-4111 

Revox A-77, fair-gd cond, BO; 
Magna Corti 1022, fair cond. BO. D 
Lurtey. 864-370-1800 >Q730. 

Machine 
= - - Service 

—t 

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT 
recorder brands & models 
including ADAT and DA-88 

Warranty Service on Most Brands 

\Over 3000 Machines Serviced' _ — 
New/Refurbished DATs Available 

Compare Our Rates! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DAT Recorder Service Specialist , 

(61 0) 35 3-2400 

Otad ARS-1000 tape deck in gd 
cord, low hrs, $200. J Cunningham, 
580-265-4496. 

Otati MC 5050 BI-2 (4), great cond. 
2 speed, 2 Irk 2 chnl, 1/4" tape, 
$1100. D Watson, 508-752-0700. 

VIF 
Hold Down Knobs 
Pressure Rollers 
Motor Rebuilding 

SEQUOIA 
ELECTRONICS 

800-548-4428 
Now MASMERCARI3 

HEAD RELAPPING/ 
REPLACEMENT 

All tape and film formats 
30 years experience 

350 N. Eric Drive 
Palatine, IL 60067 
800-227-4323 

Revox A-77 modified for 7.5-
15 ips w/remote control, gd 
cond, $300. M Taylor, 215-
348-0707. 

STUDER RE VOX 
PARTS, SERVICE 

Cassette-CD-Open reel 
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS. 

JM TECHNICAL ARTS 
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203 

Nashville. TN 37210 (615) 365-9030 

Sony TCD-D7 Walkman DAT. 
$475, Brand New MCI 110C-
2s $ 1600, MCI 24 trk $7000, 
MCI, Scully 8 trks $ 1500-
2500. New short MRL test 
tapes. $229 for 2" $79 for 1/4" 
all formats avail, Otani 
MX5050 Mk III-8 $3k, Otani 
CB110 remote. $300. CB116 
locator, $550 (all for $3.5k), 
Tascam 85-16 w/locator. 
remote. dbx. $ 1800, MCI 
JH110B-8 trk w/locator $2900, 
Akai Adam new, digital 12-trk 
$3500 (was $20k). W Gunn, 
760-320-0728. 

WANT TO BUY 

Various vintage portable 
bdct tape recorders & related 
access, prior to 1970; Stancil-
Hoffman M-5, M-5A vintage 
portable minitape bdct rcdr, 
also photos & adverts; vintage 
magnetic audio tape rcdrs & 
storage boxes, plastic & metal, 
all sizes, especially AEG, 
Bast, Agfa, EMI, TeIefunken. J 
Morinelli, 610-715-1720. 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the 
broadcast industry would be glad to help you 

with any of your requirements. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
RELAYS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
2215 l'arasla:% \s c.. Suite .\ 
('arlshad. Caltiorma 1.) -2(5)›; 

17(10) 43S-442)) l'a\: 760) -13S-4759 

e-mail. link v, StssO sirir_ri I? tell xi 

...country, top 40, news, 
urban, talk, jazz, the classics, 
mixed bag... 

RADIO! The beat goes on! 

CROUSE-KIMZEY 
OF ANNAPOLIS 
tops in broadcast equipment 

1-800-955-6800 
ask for Kathleen 

kkannapoliseworldnetattnet 
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Ampex ATR100 tapere-
corders for parts. Circuit 
cards, heads, motors. 
machine parts. or electronic 
parts. Call 818-907-5161. 

Ampex MM1200-16 and 
1200-8. Tascam DA38, Ampex 
ATR100s, Ampex tube 
recorders & electronics. W 
Gunn, 760-320-0728. 

REMOTE & 

MICROWAVE 

WANT TO SELL 

Comrex 2XP lncoder. $650. 
Tom. 1-800-860-9771. 

Comrex Nexus (2), barely 
Lsed, $2300/both. R Henry. 
407-267-3000. 

Gentner Digital Hybrid ANA 
in excel working cond w/man-
ual, $400 +shpg. D Willey, 
541-575-1840. 

Musicam CDQ Prima 110 
codec, simultaneous stereo 
send & receive, like new. 
includes ISDN modem, 
cables, manual, $3400. Bob, 
800-94C-2035. 

WE RENT FOR LESS 

NMIles 
2epirirs 
Nexus 
Audio 

FM Exciters 
STL's 
FM Mr Amps 
Test Equipment 

It we don't have ét, we wit get Id 
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040 
"You Know We Know Radio^. 

Nautel AMPFET ND1 1 kW 
AM on 1570 kHz, perfect 
cond, 3 yrs old, avail now, 
owner will pay 1/2 air freight, 
retune to your freq & install. R 
Miller, 808-572-5534. 

WANT TO BUY 

Roadrunner portable ISDN 
codec. Bob, 800-940-2035. 

Marti 15-C composite rcvr. J 
Bahr, 787-728-0364. 

SATELLITE 

EQUIPMENT 

WANT TO SELL 

Adcom 7750 rcvr, $500; 
Zephyrus 300 rcvr, $300; 
Wegener 1601 rcvr, $250; 
Fairchild/Dart rcvr. $500. S 
Callahan/C Bowles. 508-775-
5678. 

RENTAL EQUIPMENT 
COMREX Vector, Hotline, ISDN codecs 
TELOS Zephyr; Zephyr Express, digital hybrids 
MUSIICAM Prima 120 and 230 

Sliver Lake Audio • Remote Audio Packages 
516 763-1776 • Mixers 

fax 516 763-1750 • Microphones 
interne: silverlakeaudio.com 

TFT 7601 & 7610 studio 
remote control units, gd for 
parts. $500 ea. J Bahr, 787-
728-0364. 

Collins 20V2, totally upgrad-
ed, easy to move freq. 1 kW & 
500 W power levels, solid 
state HV w/spike kit installed, 
will tune to your freq, BO. R 
Miller, 808-572-5534. 

WE RENT 
TELOS ZEPHYR 

CCS "Prima" Codecs 
Frank Gilte,tein COMREX 
Audio/Video 
Consultants 610-642-0978 

Irrle. 

Gentner EFT100 phone 
hybrid $250: Gentner People 
Link system. $500: Gentner 
Digita Hybrid. $300. S 
Callahan/C Bowles, 508-775-
5678. 

GTE Lenkurt 78C3 
microwave system, 2 xmtr, 2 
rcvr, u-pick. $500. H Schnur. 
252-752-2264. 

Comstream ABR 200 sat rcvr, 
excel operating cond. 
$1000/B0 +shpg; Fairchild 
Dart 384, main frame w/cards, 
all in gd cond except control 
card doe not work, great spare 
parts unit, $800 +shpg. D 
Willey, 541-575-1840. 

Microphase MP2030S. (2) 
SCPC analog rcvrs, BO. H 
Kneller, 941-494-4111. 

WANT TO BUY 

Wegener DR96 receiver. Also 
a used 3.0 meter satellite dish. 
J Bahr, 787-728-0364. 

SOFTWARE/ 

DATABASES 

INEXPENSIVE 
PC SOFTWARE 

for Radio Broadcasters 
Traffic, Billing, Accounting 
& Music Scheduling 

(941) 643-3689 
www.aba-soffware.com 

email 
.,ilemokIaba-software com 

Advertise in 

Radio World 
Call 703-998-7600 TODAY! 

SERVICES 

MPLE CONNECTION 
Prewired Racks & Console Harnesses 

Connect to the Turnkey Distributor... 

BROADCAST   
 RICHMOND 

E-mail broadcast@infocom.com 
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505 

www.broadcast-richmond.com 

RadloSoft 
RF Mapping Software 
109 IN Knapp Ave. 

Edgewater, FL 32141 
888-723-4695 

www.radiosoft.com 

STATIONS 

WANT TO SELL 

Subcarrier available. WNYE-
FM, New York. 91.5 Mhz. 20 
KW. data/paging service only. 
Contact: Frank Sobrino (718) 
250-5829. 

WANT TO BUY 

AM or FM station in the New 

England area, non-comm call 
or comm, no station to small, 
will consider partnership. M 
Cardillo, 401-942-8341. 

STATIONS WANTED FOR 
LEASE, AM/FM in 
NY/NJ/CONN/PA. CONTACT: 
RBCNY@aol.com. 

STEREO 

GENERATORS 

WANT TO SELL 

Hnat Hindes CP-2013 FM 
composite processor w/2 out-
puts, excel cond, $850. H 
Kneller, 941-494-4111. 

Kohler 100kW. 208v 3 phase 
Wye, new, full warranty. FOB 
San Antonio TX. avail immed. 
P Reynolds, 210-615-5427. 

Wilkinson SG1E solid state 
stereo gen, $400. J Bahr, 787-
728-0364 

TAPES/CARTS/ 

REELS/CD'S 

WANT TO SELL 

650 45's records, 60-70's 
some 80's, $ 1200/B0 +shpg. 
WAQO Radio, 740-775-2600. 

Otan i 5050B, $450; Otani 
ARS1000, $150; Revox PR-
99, $300; Tascam 122Mk2, 
$350; ITC Delta carts, $250; 
Tascam 234 4 trk, $ 150; 
Tascam BR-20, $500. S 
Callahan/C Bowles, 508-775-
5678. 

Various carts. 50 cents ea: 
empty 10.5" reels. $1 ea. J 
Lalino, 315-891-3110. 

WANT TO BUY 

Rollye James, Philadelphia's 
first lady of radio, airchecks. 
sound bites, paper items, any 
decade, all markets including 
Philadelphia. J Morinelli, 610-
715-1720. 

TELEPHONE 

EQUIPMENT 

WE BUY AND SELL BUSI-
NESS TELEPHONE EQUIP-
MENT. DOMINION TELE-
COM. 800-998-3281. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

WANT TO SELL 

HP 8444A .5-1300 MHz track-
ing gen. $600 +shpg; HP 214A 
pulse gen, $165 +shpg: 
Tektronix 508 1GHz counter. 
$175 +shpg; HP H383A vari-
able attenuator. $ 160 +shpg. J 
Baltar, 207-623-1941. 

Wble Audio Generator 
.The RX-11 ToneJack is a battery ope'ated, 
:hand-held portable audio generator 

FEATURES include: 
• 1 Hz - 29.999 Hz (1 Hz steps) 
• Sine and Square wave outputs 
• RS-232 controllable 
• Store and recall 10 user frequencies 
• Log sweep from 50 Hz to 20 kHz 

•• Tone burst ( 1 mS to 29.999 seconds) 
FOR MORE INFORMAlION 0 .. 

800-645-1061 0 Al EX ELECTRO 11111 - - - 

SLP $229.00 

  www.conex-electro cam 

Delta TCA 40 EXRHV w/pick-
up coil TCT1HV, .5-2 MH 40 A. 
pert cond in original fitted foam 
carton, $ 1300. G Garis (pager 
661-321-7612). 

Gertsch FM-5 & FM-6 freq 
meters, Gen Radio CG-3 
counter generator; HP noise & 
distortion meter 330-D: 
Simpson precision multi-mil-
lameter 1702; Sprague trans 
tester TF-151: Bird Termaline 
6154 watt meter: McMartin 
noise meter AM-25; Sprague 
cap analyzer TO-6; Heath 
impedance bridge 1B2A, and 
more, BO. Mrs. Duke, 931-
668-9465. 

McMartin TBM 3000 FM bdct 
freq mon. BO; HP 200B audio 
osc, BO; Heathkit IG-82 sine-
square gen wisome books, 
BO. D Wilson, 864-268-6533. 

TRANSMITTERS 

WANT TO SELL 

USED: FM/AM Transmitters, 
RPU's, STL's, FM Antennas, 
Consoles, Processing, etc. 

CONTINENTAL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
3300 Chippewa, 

St. Louis MO 63118 
1-800-664-4497 

FAX 1-800-700-9427 
contcomm@fiesenet 

Catel FMX 2100 xmtr unit 

w/power supply, stereo gen & 

xmtr w/4 crystals, 95.9-101.1, 

91.5-103.7, $600/130 +shpg. 

WAQQ Radio. 740-775-2600. 

Tepco J-340 (2) in excel cond, 
used 2-4 yrs, $2000 ea. C 
Marker, 906-249-1423. 

CSI T-02-A 20W AM, BO; 
Rad:o Systems Phase II carri-
er current coupler, BO. D 
Lurtey, 864-370-1800 x2730. 

McMartin BF25K w/exciter, 
will tune & test to your freq. 
avail 9/1/99. D Denver, 402-
734-5521. 

OFF THE AIR? 
ENIERCIEAICy BACk up RENEAls 

Exciters 
FM Pwr Amps - Antennas - 
Studio & Test Equipment 

SCMS Inic (800k 4)8-6040 
"YOU KNOW WE KNOW RAdi0" 

32ACCA 1000D 1 kW FM, 
many new parts, $4500 . 
Energy-Orix 5000E 5 kW AM, 
used as back up, gd cond 
$14,000; Energy-Onix MKII 22 
kW FM. vgc, $22.500; Energy-
Onx 12,000E. $ 15.000; Bauer 
60' -A 1.5 kW FM, vgc, $5000. 
J Bahr. 787-728-0364. 

CCA FM 10DS direct FM 
exciter, BO; Custom made 
AM xmtr, 50 W, non- FCC 
accepted, tuned approx to 
530 kHz 6146R/8298A & OD3 
tubes, BO. D Wilson. 864-
268-6533. 

Gates BC-5P AM xmtr, gd 
cond, $7500. Write to: POB 
977, Merrill OR 97633. 

Gates FM1C 1 kW FM, gd 
cond, $2000; Cunningham 
CM 30-50 AM, adjusts to 50 
W. tube type, FCC approved, 
rack mount. $750; Vison FMS 
10-20 stereo exciter w/manu-
al, $700. J Cunningham, 580-
265-4496. 

Harris FM-25-K xm:r. Mike, 
800-588-7411. 

ITA FM 5000D w/new spare 
plate xfmr & final tube, works 
fine, will sell or trade. BO. 
Clay, 206-726-7071. 

ITS 820TV. tuned to ch 48. 
excel cond, BO. L Ritchie. 
540-459-8810. 

LPB AM-50 (2) 5 W AM on 
530 kHz xmtrs, solid state, 
excel cond: ( 1) LPB TCU-30 
antenna coupler, $300/all. P 
Russell, 207-725-3066. 

WANT TO BUY 

CSI 12000E or 20000E, 
12KW FM or a 20KW unit. J 
Bahr, 787-728-0364. 

LPB 50W or 100W AM xmtr, 
any cond. JC Morrow, 931-
648-0555. 

AM xmtr, 250 W up to 1 kW, 
older RCA, Gates. GE. etc.. 
any cond. prefer Pacific 
Northwest but will consider 
others, must be cheap or 
"take it away." P Wende. 
604-205-7628. 

CSI 12000E FM. J Bahr. 
787-728-0364. 

HARRIS MW10A or MW1OB 
- AM Transmitter in any con-
dition. Parts machine 
acceptable. also Buy and 
Sell Broadcast tubes. 
Distronics Intl. 818-760-
4888, email . caquino@paci-
ficnet.net 

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any 
model, exciter or stereo 
modules. Goodrich Ent., 
11435 Manderson, Omaha 
NE 68164. 402-493-1886. 

TUBES 

WANT TO SELL 

Eimac & other transmit types, 
4CX5000 used tube; 833A used 
tubes, gd cond. J Cunningham, 
580-265-4496. 

FOR THE BEST PRICE 
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes & 
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt coil 
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day 
or night, FAX 402-493-6821  

Eimac 3CX1500A7 (2), one 
new, one used less than 200 
hrs, $400/both. 
Cunningham, 716-823-1025. 

TRANSCOM CORP. 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

FOR INFORMATION & THE LATEST PRICES, 
VISIT OUT WEB SITE - www.trcorp.com 

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcorn@trcorp.com 

Fine used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment. The best 

deals on Celwave products, Andrew cable and Shively antennas. 

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM1001( 
2.0 KW FM 1996 BE FM 2C Solid State 
2.5 KW FM 1974 Harris FM 2.5H3 
2.5 KW FM 1984 Continental 814R1 
2.5 KW FM 1976 Collins 8310 
3 KW FM 1975 CSI FM300CE 

3.5 KW FM 1986 Harris 3.5K 
5 KW FM 1988 Harris FM 5K1 
5 KW FM 1989 BE FM 513, Single Tube 
5 KW FM 1967 Collins 830E 

10 KW FM 1967 Collins 830F1 
10 KW FM 1962 RCA BTF 13D 
25 KW FM 1981 Harris Rd 25K 

1 KW AM 1979 Harris MW1A 

1 KW AM 1965 Collins 20 V3 

5 KW AM 1980 CSI T-5-A 

5 KW AM 1982 Harris MW5A 

10 KW AM 1982 Harris MW10A 

50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1 

50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW-50B 

P.O. Bo 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361 

Circle ( 130) On Reader service Card 
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WER 

rje. CA,INr£ 

ISO 9001 Certified 

The Reliable Manufacturer for 

NEW POWER TUBES 
Triodes 
Tetrodes 
Pentodes 

NEW SOCKETS & 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

TUBE REBUILDING 

Worldwide Availability 

Made in U.S.A. 

CALL 800-414-8823 
Intl (415) 592-1221 
Fax (415) 592-9988 

Visit our Web Site at 
http://www.eimac.com 

.11.1•1 ••• 1 IMIM• 

MUM, 

&own 

Circle ( 140) On Reader Service Card 

Various tubes. $2 & $3 
each, call for list. D Wilson, 
864-268-6533. 

AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVET-
LANA 3CX400A7/8877. 
3CX3000A7. 3-500ZG. 
4CX250B. 4-400. 4CX400A. 
807. 833C. ETC. Westgate 
800-213-4563. 

TUBES, Eimac. Svetlana. 
800-430-6683 
arms@hard-to-find.net 
Fax:905-844-6263 
www.hard-to-find.net 

ECONCO 

Quality 
Rebuilt Tubes 
Approximately 2 the 

Cost of New 

Call for Our Price List 

800-532-6626 

530-662-7553 

FAX 530-666-7760 

Circle ( 160) On Reader Service Card 

I) ‘itri C Electronics Co. 

NEW TUBES g=111 

Svetlana 
UUk (iTULK , 

EIMAC. SVETLANA. PRO-TEK - . 
EEV and many others. 

(352) 688-2374 
PH (800) 881- 2374 
FAX  ( 352) 683- 9595 

ef SE HABLA ESPANOL I@ 

WE EXPORT 

MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

TURNTABLES 
WANT TO SELL 

Technics 1200MK2 D Lurtey. 
864-370-1800. 

Technics SP25. fair cond: ATI 
stereo TT pre-amp. gd cond. 
BO. H Kneller. 941-494-4111. 

WANT TO BUY 

TURNTABLES, LIMITERS, 
RECORD CUTTING 
MACHINES. 612-869-4963. 

Advertise! 

Call Simone 

703-998-7600 

Ext. 154 

RF POWER 
The Best of Two Worlds! 

Immediate Shipment from Stock! 

Broadcast & Communications 

Tubes • Transistors • RF Fets Svetlana 
HV Rectifiers & Bridges 

Tel: 760-744-0700 800-737-2787 • Fax: 760-744-1943 
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com • Web: www.rfparts.com 

435 So. Pacific Street, San Marcos, CA 92069 

gt1 FROM MILLIWATTS TO KILOWATTS -

RE PARTS 
COMPANY 

TM 

Circle ( 150) On Reader Service Card 

The World's Best 

Power Tubes 

Sold By The 

World's Best 

Distributors 

iq 

Se Habla 
Español 

We Export 

• 

Rode UJ----rd-erld 
5827 Columbia Pike 

3rd Floor 

Falls Church. VA 22041 

PHONE: 703-998-7600 

FAX: 703-998-2966 

Call Simone Mullins, 

Classified Ad Manager, 

to reserve space in the 

next issue. 

Use your credit card to 

pay, we now accept 

VISA and 

MASTERCARD. 

Select from these 

categories for best 

ad positioning: 

Acoustics 

Amplifiers 

Antennas & Towers & Cables 

Audio Production (Other) 

Brokers 

Business Opportunities 

Cart Machines 

CD Players 

Computers 

Consoles 

Disco-Pro Sound Equip. 

Financial Services 

Leasing 

Limiters 

Microphones 

Miscellaneous 

Monitors 

Receivers & Transceivers 

Recorders 

Remote & Microwave Equip. 

Repair Services 

Satellite Equipment 

Software 

Stations 

Stereo Generators 

Tapes. Carts & Reels 

Tax Deductable Equipment 

Test Equipment 

Transmitter Exciters 

Training Services 

Tubes 

Turntables 

Positions Wanted 

Help Wanted 

Svetlana 

EMPLOYMENT 

HELP WANTED 
KDPO AM/FM in beautiful 
Portland Oregon is looking 
for a top-notch Chief 
Engineer. Live in the incredi-
ble Northwest and enjoy 
working for two of Salem 
Communications top proper-
ties. Great staff and all the 
resources to get the job 
done. Requirements: Studio. 
computer network, automa-
tion. and RF broadcast skills. 
Minimum 5 years solid expe-
rience needed. The right 
package for the right person. 
Call for more details or send 
resume to: Chuck Tyler. Ops. 
Dir.. KPDO AM/FM. 5110 SE 
Stark, Portland OR 97215. 
503-231-7800. 

OUR SIX STATION 
PORTLAND MAINE 
RADIO G ROL. P Sc opin 

Optto11111111, 1,11 Hitt( 1.11(:111 
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\HI , ii c.n\Ideration 
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Premier New England 
broadcast group seeks 
Group CE. Be part of core 
management team. Take a 
leading role in upgrades. 
build- outs and acquisitions. 
This is a hands-on. full-time 
job for a self-directed. orga-
nized individual - we need 
your help! Fax resume to 
-CE-. 603-668-6470. 

GOODSTAR 

BROADCASTING 

OF KANSAS 
FIAS AN i iii \ tlitk(( tl<11 ik Si I. 

TECHNICAL DIRLCIOR iyi.ant , 

shotil(I hase a mammal of 

e\penenee A: he km's( le(lreable in ihe 

repair. 

lori s' I irtin.nnuers. Iuri i. 

equipment. • ' 10111 , .\ 

coinpulir icehnolog) Sai_ir 

(tmunci,tti.110 i iii e‘pet tence 

anioin((hile • 

lequited (jualti 

t...utt, to l'H,41,1i I H, 

(.1.1.1.1r ItmatIcaNling. B11,11 \ I 

fi-212. 

11111-1-11.1 

ADVERTISE! 

1111111»' 

Call or FAX Simone 

Mullins 

for Information on 

Affordable 

Advertising Rates. 

703-998-7600 

Ext. 154 

FAX 

703-998-2966 

call now! 

1-1-111-1111-

POSMONS WANTED  
Be unique, have a token 
old geezer on your young 
staff! 35 yrs in bdctg. salary 
above poverty level appreci-
ated. Alex. 513-777-8423. 

Broadcast Engineer seeks 
long-term, stable position in 
Top 100 maket. 22 yrs exper 
in AM directionals. FM. stu-
dio & xmtr site construction. 
Novell computer networks & 
automation systems ( DCS. 
UDS. Prophet). S Boucher, 
806-467-0713. 

CE position wanted. exper 
w computers. xmtrs. 
automations. DCS. UDS. 
digital studios. 22 yrs exper. 
R King. 541-269-9109. 

Promotions Director. 6 yrs 
in small market radio. ready 
to move into the real world. 
Super strong automation 
computer. out of this world 
sales & growing program-
ming skills. Willing to relo-
cate to exceptional area. 
Brian. 505-722-9655. 

Hard working. friendly. out-
going CE seeks employ-
ment. FT. PT. contract work. 
NE. TV:FM/AM/cable 
licensed, avail immed. M 
Rakoff. 718-969-5224. 

San Fran AM driver'PD. 
phones & women 25-54. 
make radio fun again, per-
sonality radio, no liners:no 
wimps. M S,alise. 707-252-
3370. 

a in-fm 
AN1F-NI Inc. (formerly (11ancellor Media 8: Capstar Broadcasting) has 

openings for both Chief Engineer & assistant positions in medium 1<:. large markets. 

If you have great technical skills & are ready to work with our highly qualified team... 

I I. you are tired of your joh and ready for a career...If you are ready to make a move 

up....Contact: 

Jeff Littlejohn - VP Engineering 

'AMEN"! Inc. 

625 Eden Park Dr. # 1050 

Cincinnati OH 45202 

513-562-3066 1 Direct ): 513-562-3071 I Fa\ 1 

jlittle.john(a'amfm.com 

ANIUM Inc. offers [ scellent Pay.. Great Benefits & Opportunites for growth...E0E 

Fi I__J 1 «I ( DUR EMPLLJ ( ME] i-r 

D Dli DUR \JV E. Ei 91 -r Er: 

FOR T \A/ \JVPPKB DR 

Dlil ( E2.DD PER \NORD! 

Call Simone at 1-S00-336-2045 ext. 154 
or email at: smullinsgimaspub.com 

ELECTRON DLV::Eb 

IV: X200 S Memmal l'arkm.itv t lunisville. Al. 358111 Phone: 256-852-134-1 ray 25fi-g>to-S(177 
Mktg & }(mg.• 3((01t Alpine R(..id t 'A ,4025 phone : 650.233_042 65().2 ;3.0:) 
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ACT I 0 N -el RANI 
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS 

Radio Worlds Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations and recording studios only All other end users will be 
charged This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only Send your 

listings to us by filling out the form below Please be aware teat it takes one month for listings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues 

and must be resubmitted in order to run agran Thank you 

Please print and include all information: Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World?. 
J Yes _1 No Contact Name 
Signature . _ _ , . Date _ 

Title . . _  _ ... _ - - —  
Please check only one entry for each category: 

Company/Station I. Type Firm of 

Address D Combination AM FM station F. Recording Studio 

A. Commercial AM station . K. Syndicators Service Providers 

City/State M Ind. Engineer 

Zip Code __ __ ,— B Commercial FM station G. Audio for Video/TV Station 

C Educational FM station H. Consultant ind engineer 

Telephone __ . E NetworKgroup owner I.Mfg. distributor or dealer 
---- 

L. Consultant J.Other 
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other orga- N Delivery Service ( InternetCable,Satellite) 

nizations who are not legitimate end users can 
II. Job Function 

participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange A Ownership G. Sales 

on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display adver- B General management E. News operations 

tising are available on a per word or per inch c Engineering F Other ( specify) 

basis. J. Promotion K Production Mgt or Ste 

H. Programmingproduction 

VVTS _I VVTB J Category: 
Make: Model: 
Brief Description: 

 _ 

Pric:e: 

WTS J WTB J Category . 
Make: Model. 
Brief Description: . 

Price: 

VVTS J VVTB J Category: 
Make: _ Model 
Brief Description: 

Price: 

'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for 

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by latee. 
Broadcast Equipment Exchange 

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966 

Rodk Ukorld, 
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041 

PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966 

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager. 

to reserve space in the next issue. 

Use your credit card to pay. we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD 

Select from these categories for best ad positioning: 

Acoustics 
Amplifiers 
Antennas & Towers 
& Cables 

Audio Production (Other) 
Automation 
Business Opportunities 
Cart Machines 
CD Players 
Computers 
Consoles 
Disco-Pro Sound Equip. 

Financial Leasing Srvs. 
Furniture 
Limiters 
Microphones 
Miscellaneous 
Monitors 
Receivers 
& Transceivers 

Recorders Services 
Remote & Microwave 
Equip. 

Repair Services 

Classified Advertising Rates 

Effective January I, 1999 

1 x 3x 6x 

Satellite Equipment 
Software/Databases 
Stations 
Stereo Generators 
Tapes, Carts & Reels,CDs 
Tax Deductable 
Equipment 

Test Equipment 
Transmitter Exciters 
Tubes 
Turntables 
Employment 

13x 

1-9 col inch ( per inch) 

10-19 col inch (per inch) 

Distributor Directory 

Professional Card 

Classified Line Ad 
Blind Box Ad 

Station/Studio Services 

$79 

$74 

$121 

$84 

77 

72 

118 

75 

70 

115 

82 80 

$2.00 per word 
$15 additional 

$175 

72 

67 

110 

76 

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns x inches) by the 

desired rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $237. 

at the 3x rate $231. at the 6x rate $225. at the 13x rate $216. etc. 
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers. 
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy. 
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 LPB   
  Lucent Technologies  www.lucent.comildr   
  Mager Systems  NOT AVAILABLE  
  MARTI/Broadcast Electronics . www.marti.bdcast.com 
  MediaTouch   
  Modulation Sciences  www.modsci.com  
  Moseley Associates   www.moseleysb.com   
  Musicam USA www.musicamusa.com 
  Nagra USA www.nagra.com   
  Netia   www.netia-broadcast.com   
  Nott Ltd  www.tjantenna.com 
  Olympia Management www.radiomax.com 
 PR&E www.pre.com   13 
  Prime Image www.primeimageinc.com   
  Prophet Systems Innovations www.prophetsys.com 
  PTEK NOT AVAILABLE 
 0E1   
  Radio Design Labs  
  Radio Systems www.radiosystems.com   
 RDA Systems www.rdasystems.com 
  RF Parts  www.rfparts.com   

S  C.M.S., Inc.   www.scmsinc.com   
  Scott Studios   www.scottstudios.com   
  Shively Labs www.shively.com 
  Silicon Valley Power www.svpa.com 
  Sine Systems www.sinesystems.com  
 Soundscape www.soundscape-digital.com 
  Superior Broadcast Products www.sbpjj.com  
 SWR   
  Syntrillium Software   www.syntrillium.com  
 TC Electronic   www.tcelectronic.com  
 Telos Systems  www.telos-systems.com 
 Transcom Corp  transcom@trcorp.com   
  Universal Electronics   NOT AVAILABLE   
 Videoquip Research  www.videoquip.com  
 Wheatstone   sales@wheatstone.com  
 Wheatstone   sales@wheatstone.com  
 Whirlwind   www.whirlwindusa.com   

360 Systems  www.360systems.com   41 
Advanced Furniture Systems www.omn.com/afs  230 
AEQ www.aeq.es  14 
AETA Audio Corp  www.aetausa.com  6 
Aphex Systems  www.aphexsys.com   12 
Arrakis   sales@arrakis-systems.com 74 
Arrakis   sales@arrakis-systems.com  10 
ATI www.atiguys.com 83 
Audio Broadcast Group www.abg.com   21 
Audio Processing Technology. www.aptx.com   30 
Audioarts Engineering  sales@wheatstone.com  18 
Audisartt  www.audisar.com  120 
Autogram Corporation  www.autogramcorp.com  218 
Aztec  www.aztec.f r   52 
Belar   www.belar.com  31 
BIA Consulting   www.bia.com   44 
Boston Financial & Equity  www.bfec.com   228 
Broadcast Devices, Inc.   www.broadcast-devices.com  200 
Broadcast Electronics  www.bdcast.com   45 
Broadcast Electronics  www.bdcast.com   49 
Broadcast Richmond  www.broadcast-richmond.com 
Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI) . www.bsiusa.com   26 
Broadcast Tools  www.broadcasttools.com   209 

25 BSW www.bswusa.com   76 
Burk Technology www.burk.com  20 

  Circuit Werkes  www.circuitwerkes.com  270 
  Circuit Werkes  www.circuitwerkes.com   199 

Clark Communications   NOT AVAILABLE   19 
Comrex  www.comrex.com  23 
Continental Electronics  www.contelec.com  17 

  Cortana   cortana@cyberport.com  250 
  CPI/Eimac  www.eimac.com  140 
 Crown Broadcast  www.crownbroadcast.com   86 
  Cutting Edge  www.nogrunge.com 3 
  Dalet   www.dalet.com  5 
  Davicom Technologies   www.davicom.com  169 
  DJital Solutions  markb@greenapple.com   229 
 Econco www.econco.com 248 
  Econco www.econco.com  160 
  Freeland Products, Inc.  www.freeland-inc.com   188 
37 . . Fuji Photo Film USA www.fujifilm.com   9 
  Global Data Inc  NOT AVAILABLE   238 
 Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co www.gorman-redlich.com 220 
 Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co  www.gorman-redlich.com  179 
  Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co www.gorman-redlich.com  198 
  Hall Electronics  www.halls.com  100 
  Halland Broadcast Services www.h-b-s.com   168 
  Harris-ENCO  www.harris.com/communications   2 
  Inovonics   www.inovon.com   75 
  Inovonics   www.inovon.com   53 
 J Squared Technical Service. . jsquared@cdsnet.net   208 
 J&I AudioNideo  NOT AVAILABLE   110 
 JK Audio www.jkaudio.com  190 
  Kintronic Labs www.kintronic.com   269 
  Klotz Digital   www.klotzdigital.com   43 
  Logitek  www.logitekaudio.com   81 

www.Ipbinc.com 260 
28 
56 
37 

www.omt.net   42 
102 
29 
11 
24 
39 

239 

8 
 40 
 249 

www.qei-broadcast.com   53 
www.rdlnet.com   170 

27 
189 
150 
178 
36 

259 
  240 

32 
25 
85 

www.swr-rf.com   55 
47 
7 
  1 
130 
210 
180 
15 
16 
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•READERS FORUM• 

More low-power opinions 

Dear RW. 
I would like to express some views 

about the "pirate" or low-power radio sit-
uation. As I see it, most of the views 
expressed by the pirates to obtain radio 
spectrum are at best self-centered. The 
radio spectrum is by no means full in rur-
al America, and if these folks really want 
a radio station, there are lots of struggling 
stations to be bought and new open chan-
nels in the rural parts of the country. 
What I see are pirates who want a 

piece of prime spectrum in well-populat-
ed areas where they are automatically 
guaranteed listeners. Over the last 75-80 
years, stations like ours have struggled to 
build up listenership and listener loyalty 
by providing quality entertainment and 
caring about our community. 
Now the pirates want a free piece of 

this action and don't want to pay the price 
of building a mature radio spectrum. The 
AM and FM bands didn't just come about 
by magic; they are the product of hard 
work by many dedicated radio stations. 

If the low-power pirates want spec-
trum, I propose the FCC sell them one 
channel outside the regular radio spec-
trum, and let them build up listenership 
and listener loyalty. 

Tony Wortmann 
Radio Technical Director 

Stanton, Neb. 

Dear RW, 
Once again, I note that someone is writ-

ing a letter to you without doing home-
work. I refer to the letter from Bob Henry 
(RW, May 26) concerning John David's 
well-written comments concerning LPFM. 

If Mr. Henry had done his homework, 
he would know that LPFM will cause 
interference to commercial FM broadcast-
ing. It is inevitable, since the FCC wishes 
to relax the rules concerning contour 
overlap for 2nd- and 3rd-adjacent chan-
nels to accommodate LPFM. Surely a 
broadcast engineer could understand the 
ramifications of such a preposterous rule-
making. Anytime that you have broadcast 
stations within a channel or two of each 
other, you will see interference. 

Therefore, if the FCC gets its way, we 
will see the number of LPFM stations 
grow in number, even to the point of four 
or five in a market the size of Denver. 
Though my broadcast group doesn't own 
an FM signal in this market, I'll still fight 
tooth and nail against this. 
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I would suggest that anyone else who 
has any positive inclinations toward this 
proposal take some time and actually read 
it. Don't let the fringe "pirate" broadcast-
ers push their chaos on legal broadcasters. 

Edward C. Dulaney 
Chief Engineer 

KLZ(AM), KLTT(AM), KLDC(AM), 
KCBR(AM), KCMN(AM) 

Denver and Colorado Springs, Colo. 

Physics of propagation 

Dear RW, 
I enjoyed W.C. Alexander's article, 

"The Basics of AM Propagation" (RW, 
April 28). It is good to have information 
on the physics of our medium brought to 
light from time to time, particularly for 
the newer people in our industry. 
I do take issue with the statement "the 

need for sky wave service areas is 
arguably gone." I spent a good part of my 
early life in the deserts of California 
where the only radio service was night-
sky wave reception of KFI (640 kHzH) 
and KNX ( 1070) from Los Angeles. 
KGO ( 810) from San Francisco, and 
KSL ( 1160) from Salt Lake City. 
I recently completed a construction 

project in central Kentucky where AM 
radio reception was also restricted to 
clear-channel sky wave service. With the 
exception of the Harrodsburg station, 
WHBN (1420), which cuts power to 47 
watts at sundown and goes off the air lat-
er each evening, the clear channels were 
the only listenable stations. I reliably 
received the following each evening: 

WSM (650) Nashville, Tenn. 
WLW (700) Cincinnati 
WBS (750) Atlanta 
WJR (760) Detroit 

WABC (770) New York 
WBBM (780) Chicago 

WBAP (820) Ft. Worth, Texas 
WHAS (840) Louisville, Ky. 
WLW (870) New Orleans 
WBCS (880) New York 
KDKA ( 1020) Pittsburgh 

The rest of the AM band was an unlis-
tenable jumble of noise. 

There were many FM stations avail-
able with numerous continuous music 
formats. However for news, sports and 
talk shows, the AM stations are still king. 

Those of us living in urban areas are 
spoiled by the numerous local stations we 
can receive without interference. We 

We live in the age of the information tidal wave. So 
NI ore News, why isn't radio news getting better? 

As journalists convene for the RINDA show lat-
er this month, they have more resources available 
than ever. The list of sessions for radio at the con-
vention is impressive. But few participants would 

argue that radio news has improved. 
The fully staffed newsroom still exists, but is no longer typical. UPI recently left 

the radio arena with harsh words from its president about the outlook for our indus-
try. Our news salaries would make a computer-savvy college grad laugh. 

In many markets, it's common to hear news people reporting stories that clearly 
were pulled from that morning's newspaper — without attribution. 
And when broadcast news coverage itself grabs headlines, as it will during 

times of national crisis or local tragedies, most of the attention and analysis of the 
media coverage focus on our TV and talk-show brethren. Why? 

One problem is the way news is created. Although we are surrounded by many 
sources of information, much of it is "handed along." Daily, a small batch of stories 
and press releases enters the national data pipeline. These stories are rewritten and 
repeated over and over, on morning shows, on Net news pages and on the evening 
TV news. Much "news" is re-digested, from a small number of sources, fed 
through a few national filters. And consumers know they can find all that online. 
How much of your news is created locally, and reported originally? 
Radio news can do better. Indeed our industry offers many shining exceptions 

— stations that serve their communities by employing real journalists who write 
enterprise stories and bring local voices to the airwaves. 

The Associated Press Broadcasters will hand out its APB Awards during the 
show. Winners include WSB(AM) Atlanta for its coverage of a fire at the Jonesboro 
police department, and WHAS(AM) Louisville, Ky., for its portrait of a group of 
women and their efforts to help AIDS- and HIV-infected women. Meanwhile, 
RTNDA will honor winners of its Edward R. Murrow Awards for achievement in 
electronic journalism. We commend the winners. 
News remains a bedrock of the best stations, the best radio has to offer. But too 

many stations, in markets large and small, have surrendered that franchise, built on 
immediacy, relevance and localism. 

Less News 

— RW 

should never lose sight of the tremendous 
number of people who live out in the sticks 
and rely on high-power clear-channel sky 
wave reception for their only AM service. 

Jeremy R. Burnham 
Project Engineer, Jacor 

Los Angeles 

Cris Alexander replies: 
Several years ago. I did a very 

detailed study showing the need for sky 
wave service from Class A (then Class I) 
AM st(Itions. 

To do- this, I took the 0.5 inV/in 50-per-
cent sky wave field contour of WHO in 
Des Moines, Iowa, a centrally located 
clear with an exceptionally large .sky wave 
contour ( Franklin antenna). Then I plotted 
the service areas of every AM 2 mV/m 
ground wave and FM I niVhn between the 
WHO 2 171Vhn ground wave and 0.5 mV/m 
50 percent sky wave contour 

Next, I found all the " white areas" 
within that zone, areas where there was 
no other service. The total " white area" 
was found to be 12.9 percent of the total 
area (and this was mostly in the desert 
Southwest), and the population in the 
"white area" was, as I recall, 0.6 percent 
of that in the total study area. 
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My conclusion was that for the sake of 
0.6 percent of the population, the FCC is 
denying nighttime service to millions 
because of the sky wave service protection 
afforded the Class I stations. Many of the 
daytimers and stations that must reduce 
power to very low levels at night would be 
allowed reasonable nighttime power and 
would undoubtedly serve a very signifi-
cant  portion of that unserved 0.6 percent. 
Also, that study was done pre-80-90, so all 
those nest' FMs would probably reduce the 
white areas even further 

All this is to say that my remark about 
the need for sky wave service being 
arguably gone was not just elf the cuff It 
was based on my own careful study. 

Thanks. Mr Burnham, for reading and 
taking the fime to respond. 
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So... How About a Convertible  Radio Conbole? 

Everyone Wants to Own a Convertible! 

Our New WHEATS TONE A-5000 gives you the best of both worlds. Order it from the factory 
now as a topnotch ANALOG on-air console. Then later, when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL! 
That's right, this new design accepts modules from our 

top-of-the-line D-500 and D-600 consoles, allowing it 
to be converted from analog to digital in the field! 

Think of it: no new studio furniture, no rewiring— 

all your existing studio connections simply replug. And 

while we're at it, no re-training your staff either. A pain-

less switchover on your own timetable, right in your own 

facility! If you need a new radio console now but aren't 

quite ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new 

A-5000—you'll like what's under the hood! \A/heatrtone Corporation 

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 ,Cte1252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: salesewheatstone.com) 

Code ( I!) Om Reeder Service Cord 



DIGITAL INTEGRATOR 
DON'T LET THE TRADITIONAL LOOK FOOL YOU! 

This new audio console from Wheatstone has the most 
advanced DIGITAL FEATURES available on the market 
today! How about serial control of all switch, fader and 
eight-character source display settings— for 
TRUE INTEGRATION with routers and 
automation systems? Four stereo mix busses 
with simultaneous digital and analog outputs? 
Multiple mainframe sizes? Dedicated phone 
modules with DSP generated mix-minus foi 
easy control of two to four callers? 

BUT DON'T STOP HERE: optional DSP 
equipped modules allow programmable duck-
ing with gain reduction and master/slave 
selection, digital input attenuation, pan/balance, 4-band 
sweep EQ (plus sweep high pass), and compressor/miter 
with threshold, ratio, attack, release and makeup gain—all 
on each input! 

A meterbridge router controller panel can run our new 
Wheatstone rackmount switcher for hundreds of additional 
inputs. The totally modular hot-swap design accepts both 
analog and digital inputs. Dual metering is simultaneous VU 

and full scale digital peak. Add a PC based 
setup program for quick configuration of all 
displays, mutes, tallies, machine starts and 
mix-minus assigns (once set the PC is removed 
for console stand-alone operation) and you 
begin to see the power that lies behind this 
intuitively simple control surface. 

SOUND LIKE SOMETHING YOU'RE 
LOOKING FOR? Give us a call here at 
Wheatstone and ask about the brand new 

CB Distl SLD 21a 

1:10-800 Router Controller Panel 

D-600 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE—our sales engineers 
would love to tell you more! 

NVVh ,c)t rC Cor fcl:.rc)t ic)r-? 

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 ( tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: sales@wheatstone.com) 
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